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Sum m ary

This thesis aserts that the current provision of mathematics education at 

Senior Cycle suffers from a number of shortcomings. These are described as a 

failure to show the relevance of the material being taught and an almost total 

neglect of the history and culture of the subject along with an ignoring of its 

recreational element. It is contended that the reason the current programme 

is not having its ambitions realised effectively is due to an overly narrow 

interpretation of the course material by way of texts and examinations. These 

points are substantiated at a number of junctures throughout the dissertation 

but in particular, in relation to examinations, in the chapter “Establishing 

the Case” . It is also maintained that there is a lack of substance/rationale in 

the current presentation of syllabus segments and a scant use of technology; 

claims which are subsequently established.

Collectively these circumstances determine the rationale and basis for 

the constructive element of this work which, with the exception of a minor 

contribution from Part I, constitutes all of Part II of this dissertation. The 

chapter structure of Part II is designed in such a way as to address each of 

the issues alluded to above in a particular order which (it is believed) lends 

the discussion maximum cohesion.

In order for this work’s ambitions to be realised effectively, it is argued 

that there needs to be a change in how subject material is presented both in 

textbooks and in the classroom. A central proposal as to how this might be
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achieved pertains to the concept of a ‘Topic’. The meaning, elaboration and 

practical illustration of this notion constitutes the opening chapter of Part II 

while also dictating much of the mathematical content and discussion appear

ing in the main body of the work and in its ‘core’ section. This core section 

resides on an accompanying cd and houses all of the concrete material writ

ten to support the various assertions made. It contains explicit illustrations 

of Topics, a great number of PowerPoint and Flash presentations, numerous 

written pieces as well as different sets of sample examination questions.

While the vast majority of the recommendations made in this work are 

fully justified by way of rationale and extensively illustrated so as to assist 

with their implementation in the classroom, this effort of its own is not 

enough to see all of them readily incorporated into an educational programme 

of the near future. Part III discusses various strategies by which the proposals 

set forth might be implemented in the framework envisaged by the National 

Council for Curriculum and Assessment for the ‘horizon’ year 2010.

A basic tenet which has driven much of the present undertaking is that 

one cannot hope to effect change, however gradual it may need to be in 

coming, in a significant and essential manner without spelling out in explicit 

and substantial detail for educationalists and teachers that which one has 

in mind. The result of delivering on this promise in a realistic and tangible 

manner accounts for the size of this work as embodied both in its written 

exposition and its technical demonstrations.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

In December 2002 the National Council for Curriculum and Assessment 

(NCCA) set in motion a new cycle of educational reform in the Irish ed

ucation system with the publication of Developing Senior Cycle Education 

-  Consultative Paper on Issues and Options^. One of the main purposes of 

this consultative paper is the review and reform of the Leaving Certificate 

Established (LCE) along with the planning of a programme of action in this 

context. The paper alludes to the fact tha t while considerable change and 

extensive development in senior cycle education has taken place during the 

1990s, the LCE did not receive the attention it deserves and th a t the time 

has come for it to be examined in detail.^

Shortly after the circulation of the consultative paper to the various p a rt

ners in education and other concerned organisations, the NCCA entered on

^National Council for C urriculum  and Assessment (NCCA), Developing Senior Cycle 
Education -  Consultative Paper on Issues and Options (Dublin; NCCA, December, 2002) 

^The sta tu s  of the  proposed reforms as of A ugust 2005 is described briefly in the 
concluding chapter.
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2 C H APTER 1. IN TRO D U C TIO N

an extensive consultative process with all these groups by means of seminars 

and bilateral meetings. In September 2003 the council reported in Devel

oping Senior Cycle Education -  Report on the Consultative Process^ on the 

various ideas and concerns expressed while also presenting the individual sub

missions prepared by many of these bodies in response to  the consultative 

paper. Building on this report the NCCA set forth in 2004 its Developing 

Senior Cycle Education - Directions for Development'^ a broad but clear out

line of a vision for senior cycle education tha t it hopes will be attained by 

the ‘horizon year’ 2010. Features of this future scenario are:^

1. A different school culture

2. A re-structured learning experience

3. A re-balanced curriculum

4. Different assessment arrangements and a new certificate

Section 4 of the Report on the Consultative Process relates th a t already 

much work has been done of a specific nature concerning curriculum devel

opment in the LCE which will contribute to the envisaged new framework:®

^N ational Council for C urriculum  and Assessment (NCCA), Developing Senior Cycle 
Education  -  Report on the Consultative Process (Dublin: NCCA, Septem ber, 2003)

'‘N ational Council for C urriculum  and Assessment (NCCA), Developing Senior Cycle 
Education  - D irections fo r  D evelopment (Dublin: NCCA, 2004)

^Ibid., 3.
^Report on the Consultative Process (2003), 6.
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New syllabuses have been introduced in biology, physics, 
chemistry, English and home economics in recent years, and 
plans are underway to  introduce a new syllabus in religious 
education in 2003 and revised syllabuses in history and ge
ography in Septem ber 2004. The four revised technology  
subjects, as well as physical education, are expected to  be 
introduced shortly, and syllabus revisions in art and eco
nomics are nearing completion.

Elsewhere, in the  consultative docum ent under the  heading NCCA D raft 

P lan  of A ction bullet po int six reads^

Review syllabuses in Applied M athem atics, Classical Studies, Greek, 

Jewish S tudies and Latin

Taken together, one sees from these ex tracts th a t, as of 2004, alm ost every 

subject on th e  LCE curriculum  had been revisited in the recent past w ith a 

view to possible updating  or was due for review, the  notable exception being 

the ‘core’ sub ject M athem atics. The syllabi for this subject a t Higher and 

O rdinary levels were in troduced in 1992 and first exam ined in 1994. Between 

then and 2004 none had undergone any m odification nor had there been any 

change in how each is exam ined. In May 2004 m anagem ent au thorities of 

second level schools were inform ed by the D epartm ent of Education and 

Science (DES) that®

... there will be no amendm ents to the syllabuses for Leaving 
Certificate Mathematics at higher, ordinary or foundation 
levels. Neither will there be any changes in the assessment 
o f these syllabuses.

^Developing Senior Cycle Education -  Consultative P aver  on Issues and Options  
(2002), 65.

®DES circular M 38 /04 ,  1.
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The same situation prevailed for the year 2005. However, in October of 

tha t year the NCCA circulated a discussion paper entitled Review of Mathe

matics in Post-Primary Education which sought “to address a range of issues 

surrounding m athem atics at post-primary level in Ireland.”® These issues are 

described in the next section.

1.1 T he Call for R eform  o f LC M athem atics

T he Task Force on th e  P h ysical Sciences: In 2002 the question of

reform in m athem atics education received considerable attention from the 

Task Force on the Physical Sciences, a committee entrusted with identifying 

the causes for decline in third-level uptake of the science, engineering and 

technology (SET) subjects and charged with making recommendations as to 

how m atters in this regard might be remedied. In their Report and Recom

mendations to the Minister for Education and Science, the chairman Daniel 

O ’Hare wrote:

Ireland’s eco n o m ic  future de pe nd s  critically on th e  supply  
o f  an increasing number  o f  people qualified in sc i ence  and 
engineering.  But at  the  very t ime this  demand is increasing,  
there has been a sharp fall-off in interest  in the  sc ien ces  
through out  our educat ion system.

One reason for this sharp fall-off is identified:

^N ational Council for C urriculum  and Assessment (NCCA), Review o f M athem atics in 
P ost-P rim ary Education: D iscussion Paper (Dublin: NCCA, O ctober, 2005), 2.

'°T ask  Force on the  Physical Sciences, Report and Recom m endations to the M inister for 
Education and Science (Dublin: 2002)

'^Ib id ., i.
^^Ibid., Sum m ary, vii.
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Ser ious  c o n c e r n  a b o u t  t h e  m a t h e m a t i c a l  c o m p e t e n c e  o f  s t u 
d e n t s  in sc hoo ls  and  in h igher  e d u c a t io n  p e r m e a t e s  t h e  d e 
b a t e  on t h e  dec l ining u p t a k e  o f  t h e  sc iences .  T h e  decl ine  
in p e r f o r m a n c e  in m a t h e m a t i c s  a t  s e cond  level w a s  h igh
l ighted by t h e  h ig he s t - eve r  failure r a te  ( 1 7 % )  in ord inary  
level Leaving  C e r t i f ic a te  M a t h e m a t i c s  in 2001 .  T h is  high 
fai lure r a t e  re n d e re d  one-s ix th  o f  school  leavers ineligible for 
m a n y  sc ience ,  e n g inee r in g  and  te c h n o lo g y  c o u r s e s  in h igher  
ed u c a t i o n .  B e c a u s e  fai lure r a t es  a m o n g  males  w a s  h igher  
(1 9 % ) ,  th i s  r e d u c e d  t h e  pool o f  po t en t ia l  c a n d i d a t e s  for 
en g in e e r in g  te c h n o l o g y  cou rse s  in in s t i tu te s  of  t echnology ,  
w h o s e  a p p l i c a n t s  a re  p re d o m in a n t l y  male.

Tlie Task Force cites the Chief Examiner’s report on the ordinary level 

mathematics for Leaving Certificate 2001: “Causes suggested for low grades 

included the knock-on effects of difficulty with the old junior cycle syllabus 

(which was revised in 1999), and the increase in part-tim e work by stu

dents.”

Parenthetically it may be added that by 2004 the picture regarding fail

ure rates with its effect on input into third-level had changed little. The 

Education editor of the Irish Times, Sean Flynn wrote:

A lm o s t  o n e  in five Leaving Cer t i f ica te  s t u d e n t s  a re  ineligible 
for m o s t  th ird- level  course s .  S o m e  5 ,000  failed ordinary-level  
or  higher -level  m a t h s ,  while a f u r t h e r  5 ,80 0  t o o k  fo u n d a t i o n -  
level, w hich  is n o t  a c c e p t e d  by m o s t  th i rd  level colleges.

As for the reasons for this state of affairs, a very forthright Chief Examiner 

for M athematics is quoted by Flynn as being of the opinion th a t “students

^^Ibid., Summary vii.
^^Reportedly much to the chagrin of the chairman of the Task Force: see the article 

Science task force criticises lack of action, Irish Times, 19 August, 2004, 4.
^®Sean Flynn, “Leaving results show high failure rates in maths, science” . The Irish 

Times, August 18, 2004.
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are too preoccupied with part-tim e work, and their hectic social hves to give 

maths the concentrated attention it deserves.” ®̂ [The 2005 resuhs had the 

same education editor reporting th a t some 12 per cent (almost 4,500 

students) failed ordinary-level maths. A further 5,000 took foundation-level 

maths, which is not recognised by many third-level colleges.”

The Task Force reports tha t, “Many science, engineering and technology 

departm ents in higher education report a lack of adeptness in basic m athe

matical skills on the part of students with ordinary level M athem atics.” It 

continues:

Stu d en ts '  perception o f  th e  difficulty o f  m a th em a tic s  and 
their poor perform ance in the  subject both act  as barriers 
in th e  participation and su ccess  in th e  sc iences  at second  
and third level. T h e  risk in not addressing th e  problem  
with m ath em atics  is that  o f  undermining reform in sc ience  
education.

In relation to undertaking a review of mathematics, the Task Force called 

on the DES to “institute an urgent investigation into the problem of decline. 

In addition to examining academic factors they should also examine the so

cial and behavioral factors identified.” ®̂ It recommended tha t the NCCA 

should undertake a review of Leaving Certificate (LC) m athem atics and that 

a Higher Education SET group should be appointed to consult with the

NCCA course committee on LC Mathematics.^® The Task Force recom-

'®Cited in Ibid.
^^Sean F lynn, “High rates of failure in Leaving Cert m aths and science” . The Irish  

Tim es, A ugust 17, 2005.
^®Task Force on the Physical Sciences, R eport and R ecom m endations to the M in ister  fo r  

Education and Science, S e c t io n  4 .3  xvii.
^®Ibid., S e c t io n  4 .3  xvii.
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mended four strands of action:^®

7

• Investigation in the decUne in mathematics performance

• Increased input into mathem atics curriculum by higher education

• Review LC M athematics

• Credit for Foundation Level Mathematics

Thus it may be said tha t the Task Force made its call for reform of LCE 

mathematics based essentially on two features of students’ attem pts at the 

current programme: (i) the high failure rates at LC level (in particular, Ordi

nary level) and (ii) the lack of basic mathematical skills tha t many students 

(with Ordinary level LC mathematics) evince when at third level. One con

sequence of these deficiencies is tha t this country is not producing enough 

SET graduates. However, as to the nature any reform should take, the Task 

Force contented itself with general recommendations while entrusting the de

tails of such reform to an NCCA committee advised by a higher education 

SET group. While the Task Force did not itself address the fundamental 

question as to why these two features prevail, significantly, it did, as the first 

of the four strands of action testifies, acknowledge th a t the question should 

be investigated.

The Task Force recommended reform in mathem atics education in part 

on utilitarian grounds; because the economic well-being of the nation requires 

2°Ibid., 130.
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it. The argum ent is th a t if there are more students faiUng in mathem atics 

than before, then the pool of potential students who are eligible to do SET 

courses a t th ird  level is thereby being reduced and so the number of SET 

graduates this country can hope to produce must inevitably fall off with 

undesirable consequences.

R ev iew  o f M a th em atics in P ost-P rim ary  E ducation: As already

mentioned, the NCCA published in October of 2005 a discussion paper en

titled Review of Mathematics in Post-Primary Education which “... set out 

the background and context for a review of m athem atics in the post-prim ary 

curriculum .” In its concluding section it provides the following list of “a 

number of distinct areas th a t need to be considered”

• the purposes of m athem atics education, including societal expecta

tions

• the m athem atics curriculum/syllabuses and changes th a t may be 

needed

• the assessment and certification of m athem atics

• the requirements of third level institutions and how these may (or 

should) be accommodated

^^National Council for C urriculum  and Assessment (NCCA), Remew o f M athem atics in 
P ost-P rim ary Education: D iscussion Paper (Dublin: NCCA, O ctober, 2005), 25.
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• the perceived problems with regard to m athem atics education in 

schools

• the role of information and communications technology in m athem at

ics education

• the teaching and learning ‘culture’ of mathem atics

• the inservice education and training of mathem atics teachers

While this discussion document identifies key issues urgently in need of 

attention, it does not outline a programme of action as to how these issues 

might best be addressed in a concrete manner. Thus, as a follow-on document 

responding to the NCCA’s 2002 paper Developing Senior Cycle Education -  

Consultative Paper on Issues and Options it laid a greater stress on Issues 

than it did on Options.

1.1.1 P u rp o se  o f  th is  T hesis

In this thesis, too, there is a call for reform. The intention here is to help 

in the specifics of the reform championed by the NCCA and to be imple

mented in whatever framework emerges. W hat is offered here are discussions 

and illustrations of curriculum development in a number of areas relating in 

particular to content and methods of teaching/learning which might, after 

scrutiny and modification, contribute to the provision of m athem atics as a 

core subject in the near future.
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The question as to what is ‘wrong’ with the current LCE mathematics 

programme, (in particular the Higher Course), is now touched upon hghtly. 

This m atter will be treated in depth in a later section.

In a word, the problem is one of interpretation. Central to the approach 

taken in this thesis is the view that the m athem atical techniques taught and 

examined in some depth are not being justified adequately by way of applica

tion to the solving of problems external to m athem atics itself. Consequently, 

the subject can appear bewildering and irrelevant to many students, making 

it difficult for them to take a genuine interest in it. The current programme 

which has a clearly expressed and laudatory set of aims and objectives al

lied to a syllabus with a rich content, is not having its ambitions realised 

effectively because of an overly narrow interpretation of the course mate

rial by way of texts and examinations. Broadly speaking, the single biggest 

manifestation of this narrowness of interpretation pertains to relevance and 

self-justification.

T he issue o f  relevance: In a small survey carried out in 2000, one first-

year engineering student, who gained 495 points overall and a B3 in higher 

course mathematics, wrote in reply to the question “Is m athem atics use

ful?”

^^Questionnaire given to first year Electronic Engineering Students at Cork Institute of 
Technology, September, 2000. (see Appendix A.)
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To be honest, I have no idea what a lot o f maths is useful 
for. In secondary school we were never told what the maths 
we were doing could be applied to. The subject was never 
made relevant to  daily life. It was jus t dished out to  me 
and I was left the monotonous task o f figuring most o f it 
out for myself.

The student continued:

I th ink maths would be a lot more easier to  learn if  it had 
more relevance to  the receiver. Then at least there would 
be a reason to  learn it and not ju s t for the sake o f obtaining 
an "A” in the exams.

One aspect of this work seeks to show that changes of emphasis and ap

proach to existing m aterial could be made to achieve major improvements 

in appreciation and understanding within a structure whose aims and ob

jectives are essentially those of the existing programme but whose emphasis 

differs radically from current implementation.

T he final exam ination: The primary source of the problem is believed

by many to be the final examination. It should be remembered tha t at the

moment this is the only assessment students are given for a two-year course.

Me Namara writes:^^
The assessment is solely by w ritten examination; no 
school based work is included. The papers contain closed 
questions to  which there is usually a definite answer, and 
standard methods o f solution; there are few opportunities 
for students to  show any creativity or originality.

Me N am ara, “Investigational M athem atics in T ransition Year -  A P ilo t P ro jec t” 
(M. Ed. diss., D ublin University, 1994), 77.
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Under the heading of E xam ination  papers the NCCA’s 2005 discussion

paper Review of Mathematics in Post-Pnmary Education notes that:^^

Examination papers still reflect the  formal language and 
rigorous specification o f  questions th a t  typify th e  'modern  
m ath em atics '  era. M ost questions are presented as m ath e
matical task s  (for exam ple, "solve th e  eq uation” .. . ) w ithout  
being se t  in a con text .

As this work attem pts to demonstrate, the syllabus material is being 

examined in a manner which stresses the technical almost to the exclusion 

of all other aspects of mathematics. The questions appear to test little more 

than memory recall, reproduction and technical ability. In addition, many of 

the questions asked seem to lack coherency by being no more than a collection 

of isolated and context-free fragments. It is not unusual to see in the same 

question sections relating to completely different areas of mathematics.^^ It 

is very rarely tha t one sees a coherent question of substance, all of whose 

sections relate to the one subject area and stepped in such a manner where, 

at the very least, the final portion of the question has a transparent relevance.

Despite the stated intentions of the syllabus regarding the relevance of 

m athem atics, viz. “m aterial is chosen for its intrinsic interest and general 

applicability” ®̂, the Higher Leaving Certificate (HLC) m athem atics papers 

appear to fail to convey a proper sense of the power of m athem atics to solve 

problems external to itself. An analysis of HLC M athem atics Paper I, 2003

^'^National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA), Review of Mathematics in 
Post-Primary Education: Discussion Paper (Dublin: NCCA, October, 2005), 11. 

g. Q.3, Paper I, 2003.
^®An Roinn Oideachais, The Leaving Certificate, M athematics Syllabus, (Higher and 

Ordinary Level) (Dublin: The Stationary Office, n.d.), 5.
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(described later) reveals th a t no more than one-fortieth of the material ex

amined concerned itself with an application -  and this was of the ‘intra- 

m athem atical’ type, tha t is, internal to mathematics itself.^^

The manner in which a syllabus is taught is often influenced by how it is 

examined, particularly when those who teach it do not have the privilege of 

examining it. In fact, as O ’ Donoghue and Ward note:^*

Kulm refers to  two significant features of the impact of te st
ing by saying "Whatever gets tested gets taught” (Kulm,
1990) and then even more depressing "only that which is 
tested will be taught."

They add that, “Recent commentary on the second level system in Ireland 

has raised similar concerns. All those involved in the Irish education sys

tem, students, parents, teachers and employers have made similar remarks 

in relation to the Leaving Certificate (Commission on Points, 1998).^^

W hatever the merits or otherwise of a single national examination taken 

by one and all at the end of a course of study, it is generally the case tha t such 

examinations tend to settle down a short while after their inception to a pre

dictable pattern  as is certainly the case with the present HLC examination. 

In fact Me Namara asserts tha t this predictability is intentional:^^

^^See page 189 for a fuller definition of the term ‘intra-m athem atical’.
^®Patricia Ward, “M athematics Assessment: A Process for Students with Special Needs” 

in Proceedings o f F irst N ational Conference on Research M athem atics Education  1, no.l 
(September 2005): 297.

Kulm (ed.) “New Directions for Mathematical Assessment.” Assessing Higher 
Order Thinking in  M athematics. American Association for the Advancement of Science 
(1990): 72, quoted in ibid., 297.

®°A. Me Namara, “Investigational Mathematics in Transition Year -  A Pilot Project” 
(M. Ed. diss., Dublin University, 1994), 78.
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A major aim o f  this new syllabus is to  make th e  Higher level 
course  more accessib le  to  students .  It w as hoped to  achieve  
th is  by so m e  reduction in con ten t ,  but largely by ensuring a 
predictable format, and level o f  difficulty to  all exam ination  
questions, and by strict adherence to  th e  written syllabus.

C u rren t te x tb o o k s:  A second m ajor elem ent to  be considered in this ex

am ination  of the  current shortcom ings in the HLC program m e is the body of 

existing school textbooks. These books, as will be discussed la ter, appear to 

be dom inated  by the  sam e technical em phasis th a t pervades th e  LC exam 

ination. T he discussion docum ent Review of Mathematics in Post-Primary  

Education com m ents  th a t, “T he m ain classroom ‘a id ’ is the  tex tbook. Again, 

Irish tex tbooks are som ew hat functional by com parison to  those in other 

countries [...]. As evidenced by inspection visits, teaching is highly depen

dent on th e  class tex tbook  (which tends to  reinforce the  ‘drill and  p ractice’ 

style) and the  exam inations, and there is frequently  a  very close relationship 

betw een the  tw o.” ^̂  T he Review adds th a t Lyons et al (2003) found tha t 

s tuden ts  were generally not given insights into the applications of m athe

m atics in everyday life; learning was a m a tte r of m em orising m athem atical 

procedures and facts:^^

M ath em atics  w as presented to  s tu d en ts  generally as a su b 
j e c t  a) th a t  had a fixed body o f  knowledge; b) th a t  w as  ab
s tract  in character; c) th a t  required dem onstration  o f  pro
cedures rather than explanations; and d) th a t  com prised  
discrete  e lem ents .

^^National Council for C urriculum  and Assessment (NCCA), Remew o f M athem atics n  
P ost-P rim ary Education: D iscussion Paper (Dublin: NCCA, O ctober, 2005), 21.

^^Lyons et a l, (2003): 143 as cited in Ibid., 21.
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When it comes to the presentation of material Christiansen et al. report 

that, “the textbook provides for most teachers the indispensable framework 

for the organisation of the teaching process, both with respect to the se

quencing of the m athem atical content and to the time spent on the different 

major sub-themes.”

This thesis concludes tha t these textbooks constrain the teacher and fail 

both subject and student by being guilty of the same feature bedeviling the 

examination -  a failure to show relevance.

1.1 .2  O ther F eatures R ela tin g  To C onten t

A number of other features of the present programme are worthy of exam

ination. It appears th a t by almost exclusively concentrating on technical 

mathematics, facets of the svibject such as its history and culture along with 

its recreational element are being ignored entirely.

T he h is to ry /cu ltu re  o f m athem atics; The Departm ent of Education 

and Science has, over the years, made many injunctions to incorporate some

thing of the history of m athem atics into the teaching of the subject of m ath

ematics. For example, the last paragraph of the 1988 Preamble on M athe

matics related to the programme preceeding the present one, reads:^"^

It is recommended that reference be made where appropriate 
to the history of Mathematics and to the lives of  the great 
mathematicians.

C hristiansen, A. G. Howson & M. O tte, Perspectives in  M athem atics Education  
(Dordrecht: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1985), 295.

Roinn Oideachais, Rialacha agus Cldr (Dubhn: S tationary  Office, 1988), 217.
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The current programme requires that students:^^

... should be aware of the history of mathematics and hence 
of its past, present and future role as part of  our culture.

Yet nowhere, in either programme, is there a question on the final examina

tions addressing this recommendation.

This work seeks to demonstrate that knowledge of mathematical history 

can be made to encourage students. Learning and practicing some of the rules 

of calculus might appear like mindless drudgery unless one is assured that 

the skills acquired allow more complicated problems to be tackled and solved. 

But even the apparent tedium of such endeavours can be alleviated by an 

enthusiastic teacher who can relate from history some of the blunders made 

by the most eminent pioneers. For example, Leibniz did not discover the 

product rule for differentiation at his first attem pt but had a short struggle 

to uncover it. It might do wonders for a student’s confidence to be told 

that one morning in the library at Hanover while developing the calculus, 

this towering mathematician unthinkingly assumed that {uv)' = u'v ', a ‘false 

rule’ which so many others since then have also unwittingly surmised to be 

the case. We are told that it was evening before Leibniz realised the error of 

his too-casual supposition and found the correct formula (uv)' = u'v +  uv' -  

a rule which to this day is known on the continent as the Leibniz rule.

An awareness that even the great are fallible and sometimes make un

warranted assumptions not unlike our own surely encourages us all. It may

^®Aii Roinn Oideachais, The Leaving Certificate, M athematics Syllabus, (Higher and 
Ordinary Level), Item I of Other Objectives, 3.
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also help young people realise tha t science or m athem atics is not revealed 

but evolves through a spirit of enquiry which is often inept, even blundering 

and which rarely asks the right questions straight off or finds their answers 

readily. Hunter writes that:^®

Alvarez makes the case for enhancing all mathematics  
courses with readings on the evolution of the subject. She  
notes that the development of mathematical ideas Is seldom 
as tidy as the concise, elegant packages we present to our 
students. She reminds us that mathematics appreciation 
can be part o f  every course we teach for our students' sake 
and for our own.

This work has much to say about using the history/culture of m athem at

ics as an aid to the teaching/learning of the subject.

R e c re a tio n a l m a th e m a tic s ;  Another feature considered in this work is 

recreational mathematics; th a t playful branch of the m athem atics known 

to have engaged and charmed the minds of many over the ages, attracted 

so many to its further study and inspired much th a t is ‘useful’ within the 

mainstream of the subject.

Recreational m athem atics (RM) has long been recognised as an ideal 

method for the student to ‘learn by discovery’ and is used as early as kinder

garten to help young children develop m athem atical skills. The Review of 

Mathematics in Post-Primary Education reports th a t the NCCA’s Prim ary 

Ciu'riculurn Review 2003-2004 found in case studies conducted as part of tha t

^®David Hunter, Review  of Loving Math Infinitely by Josephina Alvarez, College Math
ematics Journal 32, no. 5 (Novem ber 2001): 398.
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review that, “Children found mathem atical games, puzzles and interesting 

problems a good motivational influence in their m athem atics learning.”

W hile this aspect of RM shall be discussed and considered, it has to 

be adm itted tha t the logistics of implementing this form of active learning 

in a genuine m anner can be formidable. As a result, this work suggests a 

different exploitation of RM, in a way more readily realisable in the senior 

cycle classroom.

It seems reasonable to claim that the history/culture of m athem atics and 

recreational m athem atics, when presented in an appealing manner, can prove 

ideal vehicles for generating the interest so necessary to engage the learner. 

Interest is a key ingredient in any educational endeavour -  “ ... above all 

one should seek to cultivate interest: ‘to be wearisome is the cardinal sin 

of instruction’.” *̂ Besides informing students of their cultural heritage as it 

relates to m athem atics and activating the spirit of enquiry, these two areas 

of study can be made to touch, in different ways, on the issue of motivation 

as it relates to relevance; a factor which for many is the single biggest reason 

for undertaking any study.

The following aspects of mathematics:

^^National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA), Review of Mathematics in 
Post-Primary Education: Discussion Paper (Dublin: NCCA, October, 2005), 3.

^®Due to the Prussian educationalist J.F. Herbart (1776-1841) cis cited in A. G. Howson, 
C. Keitel & J. Kilpatrick, Curriculum developments in m.athematics (Cambridge: CUP, 
1981), 25.
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• Applications

• History and Culture

• Recreational

are identified in this work as three significant ones, relating to content, which 

are either not being addressed adequately, or are being neglected entirely, by 

the current programme.

1.1.3 M ethodological Issues

Turning to the issue of methodologies this section discusses very briefly the 

lack of substance/rationale in the current presentation of syllabus segments 

and the scant use of technology.

R a t io n a le /s u b s ta n c e :  The preoccupation of the current programme can

be described as being almost entirely with the ‘how’ of m athem atics where 

methods are taught and learned in context-free environments rather than 

context-bound ones where the ‘why’ of the subject is also to the fore. Oldham 

wrote in 1996 that, “The ‘realistic’ approach is not familiar in Ireland. Our 

emphasis may be less on concepts and more on procedures.” This situation 

had not changed by 2005 as evidenced by the discussion paper Review of 

Mathematics in Post-Primary Education which notes that:"^®

^^Elizabeth O ldham , “Trends in M athem atics in M athem atics Education: Ireland in 
In ternational Perspective” , Studies in  Education  12, no. 2 (A utum n 1996): 46.

'‘^National Council for C urriculum  and Assessment (NCCA), Review o f M athem atics in  
Post-Prim ary Education: D iscussion Paper (Dublin: NCCA, October, 2005), 6.
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Post-primary m ath em tics  syllabuses in Ireland do not cur
rently make reference to  th e  modelling or RME approaches.

The questions asked in the final examination tend to be short snap-shots 

rather than more substantial ones building towards a ‘finale’ which reveal 

an overall purpose. Similarly, (as will be shown) the theory and related 

problems to be found in the texts are largely of this form also. Consequently, 

there is a lack of substance and rationale to many of the topics covered in 

the textbooks. To indicate very briefly but concretely what is being said, 

the topic area of ‘cubic equations’ is used to illustrate the point being made. 

Many others examples, some much more serious, will be given at appropriate 

junctures.

W hat does a student know after being taught about cubic equations (cu- 

bics) in the fashion treated by the textbooks? Cubics are treated in two 

stages. On the first ])ass the student is told how to obtain the integer root of 

carefully chosen cubics (which appear unmotivated) using the factor theorem 

-  an exercise which is straightforward but essentially technical. At the sec

ond stage he or she learns that if a cubic doesn’t have a rational root, then 

the Newton-Raphson algorithm (taken as a given) must be used. Both in the 

texts and in the examination an initial approximation is always supplied for 

cubics of this type (which are also served up w ithout a hint as to their origin) 

and the student is expected to beaver away assiduously to get the desired 

root -  a second straightforward exercise in applying m athem atical technique. 

And there m atters rest. Having been instructed on ‘how’ to get the roots 

of a cubic equation, the enquiring student cries, “But why, oh why?” His
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teacher may be up to telling him but, alas, the texts don’t. So at the end of 

a course on cubics the student may well know how to get the root of a cubic 

equation but will be unable to say why one might want to find such a root.

This specific illustration of failure to provide motivation and rationale is 

representative of a general situation. This thesis argues th a t it is imperative 

to the educational enterprise to give more substantial treatm ent of syllabus 

segments which clearly reveal purpose.

U se o f T echno logy : “New technology has changed, not only m athem at

ics, but also the ways in which it can be taught and learnt." -  so wrote 

Oldham shortly after the first examinations of the new m athem atics courses 

in the senior c y c l e . S h e  illustrated this remark by referring to the ability 

of both computers and calculators to perform routine calculations, render 

the graphs of functions and draw geometrical figures. Rather disappoint

ingly, regarding the use of this new technology, she pointed out th a t “in this 

respect, the new courses can be seen as rather conservative.””̂  ̂ Later she 

added that their utilisation “is surely a ‘m ust’ as soon as economic and other 

circumstances permit .” Although economic conditions have improved, the 

2005 discussion paper Review of Mathematics in Post-Primary Education 

comments that, “The image of mathematics as linked to “real life” may not 

have been enhanced by the late and slight adoption of ICT in mathem atics

“̂ ^Elizabeth Oldham, “M athematics in the Senior Cycle: The New Leaving Certificate 
Courses” , Studies in Education 8, no. 2 (Autumn 1992): 41.

^2lbid., 43.
^^Ibid., 45.
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teaching. [...] Computers are not regularly used in m athem atics classrooms, 

although the Schools IT2000 initiative has resulted in more teachers making 

use of ICT in a range of subjects.”'*'* Thus it is fair to say th a t conservative 

use, if any at all, is still the norm in the senior cycle classroom.

However, there is a clear recognition tha t there should be an increasing 

use of technology. In relation to additional subjects at senior cycle, the report

on the consultative process notes tha t there was a call for such provision,"*®
notably in civic and political education, social and 

personal education, physical education and information and 
com m unication  technology  (ICT). In th e  case  o f  th e  latter, 
th e  em phasis  was on ICT as a teach ing  and learning tool  
and on th e  acquisition o f  ICT literacy, although there  was  
so m e  support for a s tand-alone subject in this  area.

In respect of ICT this view was confirmed by respondents to the Online 

Survey, the results of which report that, “overwhelming support exists for 

the ... increased use of technology as a tool for learning (90%).”“*®

In December 2004 the NCCA published a discussion paper on Curricu

lum Assessment and IC T  in the Irish Context}’̂ It states th a t “the NCCAs 

current ICT work aims to further elaborate the potential of ICT to sup

port teaching and learning across the curriculum and in specific subjects

in prim ary and post-prim ary schools. This support will include identifying

''^N ational Council for Curriculum  and Assessment (NCCA), Review o f M athem atics 
in  Post-P rim ary Education: Discussion Paper (Dublin: NCCA, O ctober, 2005), 21. The 
acronym IC T  stands for Inform ation and Com m unication Technology.

'‘^N ational Council for Curriculum  and Assessment (NCCA), Developing Senior Cycle 
Education -  Report on the Consultative Process, 17.

‘‘“NCCA, Results o f Online Survey, (Dublin: August 2003), 8.
‘‘^National Council for Curriculum  and Assessment (N C C A ),C urricu lum  A ssessm ent 

and IC T  in  the Irish  Context: A Discussion Paper (Dublin: NCCA, December, 2004)
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the kinds of knowledge, skills and attitudes th a t students can be enabled 

to develop through ICT key points in their primary and post-prim ary edu

cation.” In relation to m athem atics the Review of Mathematics in Post- 

Primary Education quotes a UK report by Hoyles et al. as stating that 

“the use of information (and communications) technology has ‘changed the 

nature of the m athem atical skills required, while not reducing the need for 

m athem atics’ itself.” '̂ ®

It is hoped th a t ICT will make its appearance as a stand alone subject 

in the horizon framework of 2010. If so, it would ensure th a t senior cycle 

students become familiar both with operating PCs and the software that 

can run on them. Such familiarity would be a bonus to the m athem atics 

teacher hoping to use software and materials which assist both the teaching 

and learning of mathematics. However, whether this happens or not, it is 

strongly recommended here tha t such technology be still used in the m athe

matics classroom; firstly to assist the dynamic presentation of m athem atical 

content by means of software programs such as PowerPoint and secondly to 

cultivate clear thinking via (elementary) m athem atical programming imple

mented with powerful m athem atical packages such as Mathematica.^^

^«Ibid., 4.
“̂ ®National Council for C urriculum  and Assessment (NCCA), Review o f M athem atics in  

Post-Prim ary Education: D iscussion Paper (Dublin: NCCA, M arcli, 2005), 2. 
Mathematica  is the registered tradem ark  of W olfram Research Inc.
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1.1.4 C onsequences

Since the final examinations are currently the only way in which students 

gain credit for their two-years’ study of the LCE, and since success on this 

examination is, more often than not, the sole determ iner of a studen t’s post

secondary options, it is generally the case tha t most teachers, aided by their 

textbooks, gear their instruction to the nature of this examination. “IMTA 

meetings devoted to ‘post-m ortem s’ on the examination papers [...] especially 

with regard to the Higher level Leaving Certificate papers -  are at times 

obsessively devoted to ‘what will get m arks’ rather than ‘what may improve 

students’ learning’ or what might be good m athem atics education” Thus, 

in general, teachers pragmatically accept the examination for what it is and 

focus on optimising their students’ performance on these tests by adhering 

to a regime which concentrates on the teaching of (i) the content most likely 

to be examined and (ii) the form in which it likely to be asked within the 

time-frame provided by school managers.

False im pression: Since the mathem atics examination, in turn, is almost

entirely technical and context-free, treating very little  practical mathematics, 

one serious consequence of this practice is likely to be th a t students acquire 

a false impression of the nature of mathematics.

Much as they might wish to present their subject otherwise, teachers

®^National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA), Review of Mathematics 
in Post-Primary Education: Discussion Paper (Dublin: NCCA, October, 2005), 17. The 
acronym IMTA stands for Irish M athematics Teachers Association.
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may feel compelled by the obligation to have their students perform well

on this examination and rightly regard themselves as working within “the

highly constrained field of teaching in school.” Speaking in 1959 at the

Royamaunt conference on New Thinking m  School Mathematics, the great

French m athem atician Dieudonne remarked:^^

W hat is really at stake is the kind of mental picture of  
mathematics which will emerge in the mind of an average 
intelligent student after he has been subjected to  that 
treatment for several years.

Unfortunately, this same question is as valid (with regard to current LCE 

mathematics) as it was almost a half-century ago and, regrettably, the answer 

to it is probably as it was then; the emergence of a mind-set where students 

view mathematics as a mindless game devoid of any sense.

W h a t is b e in g  lo s t?  W hat should our students know about mathem atics 

upon leaving secondary school? The perspective offered by this thesis is that

• mathem atics is relevant; many lack an awareness of its power to solve 

problems relating to the external world.

At the moment at one end of the spectrum of m athem atical appre

ciation very able m athem aticians/scientists are perplexed by, what 

the H ungarian/Am erican and Nobel Prize winning physicist Eugene

Wigner termed, ‘the unreasonable effectiveness of m athem atics’ while

^^John Evans, “Education as a Preparation for Work” (Ph. D. diss., Dublin University, 
2000 )

®^Jean Dieudonne, New Thinking in School Mathematics, (OECD: 1960), 38.
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and at the other end of this same spectrum  many students reel under 

the bewilderment of attem pting to decipher what it is all about.

• doing m athem atics can be enjoyable; there is ample evidence that 

a great many students rarely feel any sense of excitement or pleasure 

from a study of the subject. They have not experienced the adven

ture of discovery nor the liberating influence of finding things out for 

themselves.

• m athem atics has a long and rich history; tha t as a subject of enquiry 

it has always been ranked among the most daring and imaginative 

of human endeavours and has drawn, throughout the ages, people of 

every rank and station to its study and tha t often these ingenious and 

passionate individuals endowed with greatness were also possessed of 

the same frailties common to most.

• m athem atics has its own culture; replete with ‘big ideas’ and concepts 

both ingenious and intriguing which lend it an elegance and grandeur 

both as it relates to its own methods and results but also through its 

intim ate connections with such disciplines as art, music and architec

ture.

®^The OECD report Learning for Tomorrow's World -  F irst Results from PISA 2003 ( 
Paris: OECD, 2004) states (115):

Student interest in mathematics is far lower, across countries, than in 
reading. Am ong OECD countries, about half o f  the students report 
being interested in things they learn in mathematics, but only 38 per 
cent report that they do mathematics because they enjoy it.
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Each of these aspects of the mathem atical task is addressed throughout this 

work in a manner which demands more than the mere recall of facts but the 

demonstration of related mathematics.

1.1 .5  W h at is g o o d  in th e  present HLC exam in ation ?

While the focus of the present discussion has been one of making the case for 

reform by pointing to shortcomings in regard to interpretation and substance, 

it has to be said tha t there is (in the judgment of this writer) much tha t is 

good in the current programme. The potential of the present syllabus to be 

a much more forceful instrum ent has already been mentioned.

It can fairly be said th a t many students acquire a high level of technical 

ability from a study of the current HLC in that they have little difficulty 

with different fundamental mathematical techniques. [Those tha t do have 

difficulty, invariably have it with regard to numeracy in such m atter as units 

of measurement, indices, logarithms and approximations, and not, perhaps 

surprisingly, with algebraic manipulation or techniques of differentiation and 

integration. All of which would seem to indicate tha t on-going problems in 

relation to skills are inherited from previous educational experiences, either 

at Junior Certificate level or further back at primary-school level.] While 

one of the assertions of this work is that the HLC is overly technical, there 

is no suggestion th a t the technical aspects of mathem atics be removed in 

their entirety or made to virtually disappear by swamping such material 

by excessive context setting. The view here is simply tha t while technical
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mathenaatics is necessary it is not sufficient.

The D ata Analysis and Probability section is a good one in tha t it makes 

contact with applications and makes a greater call on higher order cognitive 

skills than  many of the other sections. As a topic it has the advantage of 

requiring little  more than the ability to count, so th a t one can progress quite 

far w ithout invoking further technical mathematics. The statistics ques

tions dealing with the organisation data  and the drawing inferences are self- 

evidently relevant while many of the probability questions could be classed 

as applied although, in the opinion of this writer, there is a lack of emphasis 

on decision making. This a ttribute of probability to inform decision mak

ing in the presence of chance is taken up in a subsequent section along with 

many other ‘missed opportunities’ which could be harnessed to expand this 

syllabus segment into a more substantial and invigorating element.

1.1.6 Sum m ary

Thus by way of summary, while there is much th a t is good with the current 

programme, it is asserted here that, because of a lack of emphasis on genuine 

applications as well as a neglect of both recreational m athem atics and the 

history/culture of mathematics, allied to the manner in which subject m atter 

is presented and examined, the current LCE course is failing to meet many 

of its expressed aims^^ relating to

• the engendering of interest in mathem atics

®^Department of Education, The Leaving Certificate Mathematics Syllabus (Higher Level 
and Ordinary Level) (Dublin: Government Publications Sales Office, n.d.), 1.
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• showing the relevance and power of mathematics

• reveahng the rich heritage and special nature of m athem atics as a 

human endeavour

Hence the need for reform.

1.2 T he N ature o f th e  Proposed  R eform

Having indicated, if not yet substantiated, the need for reform, attention 

is now turned to the nature of this reform. This section outlines what the 

present work hopes to do in relation to the issues already identified.

While retaining many elements of the existing syllabus (interpreted more 

liberally and substantially) it is proposed here tha t there be a much greater 

emphasis on

• Recreational M athematics

• M athematical H istory/Culture

• Applications of M athematics 

and tha t there be a

• change in how subject material is presented both in textbooks and 

in the classroom.

• greater use of technology
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• change in the overall assessment system, in particular in relation to 

the final examination

A discussion of this last point, so necessary to accommodate the other 

recommended changes is best left to a section dealing with implementation. 

However, tha t it is necessary to have, at the very least, a different final 

examination, should be evident considering the suggested new content areas 

and methodologies. It has already been mentioned th a t the fourth of the 

‘directions for development’ indicated by the NCCA is one where “different 

assessment arrangem ents and a new certificate” are envisaged in the 2010 

framework.^®

1.2.1 T h e  N o tio n  o f  a Topic

Turning to the proposal tha t there be a ‘change in how subject material 

is presented both in textbooks and in the classroom’, it has been pointed 

out, by way of the illustrative discussion on ‘cubics’, th a t lack of motivation 

combined with a failure to reveal purpose are two features which mar the 

current textbook treatm ent of many syllabus segments. Because of this, 

many textbook presentations of topics, in addition to lacking rationale, are 

short on development and scant on s u b s t a n c e . T h u s  it may be said in 

relation to the instructional sequence:

^^National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA), Developing Senior Cycle 
Education - Directions for Development (Dublin: NCCA, 2004), 3.

is proposed to substantiate this point in specific detail in the section devoted to 
analysing the approach adopted by current textbooks.
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Motivation Exposition Application
of the — > of — > or

Need for Theory Relevant Theory Evident Purpose

Figure 1.1: Instructional sequence guiding the design of a Topic.

that the predom inant practice at the moment may be an almost total (tech

nical) concentration on the middle element, with little or no attention being 

given to the other two vital components.

It is possible th a t there are good reasons why this is the case, one of which 

may be that many teachers do not know enough about the applications of 

their subject since they themselves also have been the victims, both at sec

ondary school and at third-level, of this form of mathematical education. It 

is not the intention here to dwell on this possibility, nor indeed other contrib

utory factors, but rather to advocate a shift from current teaching practice to 

one based on adherence to the above sequence even if this entails the writing 

of new textbooks and /o r the re-educating of teachers. Implementation issues 

such as these are taken up again in an appropriate chapter.

In this work, any syllabus segment which is interpreted and presented ac

cording to the above sequence is referred to as a Topic. Capitalisation is used 

to distinguish this newly m inted term from the ordinary word ‘topic’ which 

in the educational sense is taken to mean ‘them e’ or ‘subject’. A Topic 

m ay be seen  as th e  exp ansion  o f an ex istin g  sy llabus entry, or a 

new ly proposed  one, to  such an ex ten t th at th e  reason for teach-
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in g  it is in d isp u ta b ly  ev id e n t. T he m eaning, elaboration and practical 

illustration  of th is  notion constitu tes an essential elem ent of th is thesis, and 

d ic tates m uch of the  m athem atical content and discussion appearing in its 

core section.

To m ake clear the  na tu re  of a Topic, the curren t trea tm en t of one segment 

of the present syllabus, th a t of quadratic polynomials, by bo th  textbooks and 

exam ination, is com pared w ith a suggested more substan tia l trea tn ren t which 

devotes m ore tim e to  initial m otivation, requires no m ore technical knowledge 

than  the  present syllabus and which justifies itself by b o th  solving the prac

tical problem s raised initially and the showing of fresh applications. O ther 

com prehensive illustrations are also given in relation to  curren t syllabus en

tries rela ting  to  difference equations and the Newton-Raphson method. Con

crete m ateria l connected to the  new content areas of recreational m athem at

ics and the  h is to ry /cu ltu re  of m athem atics is also presented in detail. These 

pieces are w ritten  a t the  level of a teacher ra th e r th an  th a t of the  student, 

and as such, are to  be clearly understood as being designed w ith m athem at

ics teacher education in mind. T hey should not to  be seen as constitu ting 

m aterial which m ight readily be presented in the  classroom, even if in certain 

cases th is m ight be deem ed possible.

T he u ltim a te  criterion for judging the  success of a  Topic hinges on w hether 

it makes m anifestly  clear why one has studied the  rela ted  m athem atical ma

terial. T he am bition is th a t a Topic rela ted  to  a syllabus segm ent capable of 

accom m odating applications be underpinned by a t least one genuine applica-
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tion. Material relating to history, mathematical culture and general interest 

may, or may not, contain a real-world application but should reveal purpose.

In relation to a purpose which would not be strictly classified as applied 

in the sense of solving a problem external to mathem atics itself, there is a 

piece from recreational m athem atics based on three-by-three magic squares 

and designed to illustrate the ‘logic of discovery’. Motivation is exordium 

ex abrupto where students are simply challenged to determine if it is indeed 

possible to solve this ancient puzzle and, if so, to provide a s o l u t i o n . A f t e r  

being given time to make the problem their own, and possibly find (in var

ious ways) that there are many solutions, an exposition is presented which 

reasons through the problem in a systematic and sequential manner to re

veal a solution. But the m atter does not rest here for it is only now that the 

teacher begins to reveal the true purpose of an exercise which began with a 

puzzle. The exposition is re-traced to identify key decisions, which when re

examined culminate in establishing quite simply but conclusively tha t there 

are only eight such squares. Not happy with such a significant and unsus

pected outcome the teacher reveals th a t these apparently distinct solutions 

may be viewed as different manifestations of each another. The final result 

is substantial and fully justified by achieving, in this case, complete closure. 

Besides being a show case of genuine mathematics of a high order, its overall 

purpose is to reveal to the student the power of logical thinking.

This work presents three examples of Topics fully worked out in a manner

Exordium ex abrupto -  ‘an abrup t introduction’.
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which makes their pedagogical content quite evident. Should the envisaged 

new framework be flexible enough to accommodate this body of tangible 

work then it may be drawn on by teachers and spare them  having to develop 

material from scratch. One possible direction for implementation is using a 

Topic as a module or part thereof. In this case one would need to ensure a 

significant store of Topics from which a certain number would be assigned 

for a given examination cycle just as a fixed number of poems and a play are 

prescribed for the course in English. And, as is done for this subject, by giving 

a suite of classes on these Topics, a teacher hopefully will be able to give 

students a tangible sense of learning something self-contained, purposeful and 

complete. The study of a number of carefully thought-out and well-chosen 

m athem atical Topics would convey the relevance and power of mathematical 

thinking.

In addition. Topics with evident educational goals empower teachers to 

teach m athem atics in a more meaningful manner and make it less isolated 

and divorced from its applications. By shifting to such a paradigm it may 

immeasurably improve the quality of the education provided to our young 

people while increasing the satisfaction of those who teach them. It is es

sential th a t teachers be given the freedom and time to treat some syllabi 

entries, in addition to proposed new items, in a m anner which allows them 

to convey the usefulness of mathematics and which engenders the exhilara

tion to be had from observing mathem atics ‘in action’. Equally, they should 

not feel restrained from considering problems which may have no inuiiedi-
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ate or apparent application but have an easily recognisible sense of purpose. 

The issue is not so much one of relevance but of substance combined with 

purpose. While pride of place may be accorded to Topics with non-trivial 

applications, the role of the investigation undertaken for no other reason than 

its intrinsic interest must never be undervalued. The criterion should simply 

be to consider ‘sensible’ problems.

1.2.2 U se o f Technology

In relation to the use of technology it has already been indicated that there 

is a positive attitude on behalf of the NCCA and the partners in education 

towards its greater use in the classroom as an aid to teaching. While nothing 

specific was indicated by these bodies as to how it might aid in the teaching 

of mathematics, it has already been said here that technology can be used 

to present mathematics in an attractive manner and to aid precise thinking 

via mathematical programming.

The Internet as a resource: Before elaborating on these two aspects,

it should also be pointed out that the Internet is a vast repository of freely 

available material which can be of tremendous assistance to the teacher and 

pupil used in the classroom. Over time the Internet is almost certain to 

become one of the most exciting new learning environments of all. Some 

Internet resources which are already available and used, particularly, at third- 

level, in relation to teaching and learning (of mathematics) are
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Accessing class notes on web-pages and through Open Course Ware 

(OCW)

O btaining exercises on-line 

Problem sessions with correcting 

Distance learning

Sites relating to all aspects of mathematics

The first three of these resources all help to lessen the workload of the teacher 

in re-enforcing and testing technical mathem atics while facilitating indepen

dent learning by the student. It is envisaged tha t because of their sheer 

usefulness and convenience it will soon be the common practice of all sec

ondary schools to actively avail of these facilities.

P resen tation s: Software programs such as Microsoft’s PowerPoint open

up a world of possibilities for those involved in education. However, to judge 

by what is currently available, little or nothing is being done in this area 

for the purposes of teaching mathematics. One current focus is on using 

well known m athem atical packages such as Mathematica to aid teaching in 

the (third level) classroom while a second is on the creation of Java Applets 

for illustrating and testing some very specific m athem atical skill. While 

these are excellent in their own way, PowerPoint-like presentations can be 

fashioned into a tool superior to both these modes for presenting and teaching
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mathematics. If a picture can speak a thousand words then a well-thought- 

out presentation can be made to speak volumes. This theme and others are 

elaborated upon in some detail in a later chapter of this work.

M ath em atica l Packages: Although the PowerPoint program can be used

to present m athem atics very attractively it is not a m athem atical package 

in tha t it lacks a m athem atical engine that packages such as Mathematica 

possess. This la tter program is perhaps the most powerful of the many 

currently available and can also be used to great effect by a teacher to present 

mathematics.

The power of a computer to draw the graphs of functions has already 

been remarked upon. Because of the tremendous speed of modern comput

ers a mathem atical package offers much greater scope for exploration than 

traditional pencil and paper methods. Many of the problems either a teacher 

or a pupil can hope to a ttem pt in the classroom are too short to have a ring 

of authenticity about them. A mathematical package gives the teacher the 

power to display m athem atics in action by presenting realistic tasks imple

mented efficiently and quickly. W hen young students see a computer encrypt 

a block of plaintext in the blink of an eye, they begin to see the relevance of 

mathematical theory which underpins such implementation.

Many of the m athem atical software houses have a keen interest in m ath

ematical education as witnessed by the articles and journals they produce 

dealing specifically with this area. Wolfram Research, the originators of
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Mathematica and one of the pioneers in the field of com puter assisted learn

ing (CAS) have a package named T he M ath em atica l E xp lorer which they 

claim, “delves into the historical and cultural details behind the most impor

tan t m athem atical concepts.” ®̂ It offers an “interactive journey through 

intriguing problems tha t have challenged m athem aticians since the ancient 

Greeks.” The reader is invited to “walk in their com putational footsteps, 

and experience the wonder of discovery tha t has fascinated am ateurs and 

professionals throughout the ages.”®° Clearly this resource alone is a power

ful aid to a teacher wishing to engage students’ interest. Explorations such 

as these could be tied to the teaching of the history/culture of mathem atics 

and be examined in tha t context.

M ath em atica l Program m ing; “It might appear contradictory, but the 

effective use of computers demands a deepened knowledge of theoretical 

knowledge, than the traditional way of executing by hand loosely described 

procedures.”®̂ A later section illustrates this remark in relation to the rec

ommendation of using (mathematical) programming to cultivate the skill of 

precise thinking. It has been wisely said by Perlis that:®^

You think you know when you learn, are more sure when  
you can write, even more when you can teach , but certain  
when you can program.

^®Wolfram Research, The Mathematical Explorer^^ (USA: 2001), backcover
®°Ibid., backcover
®̂ B. Christiansen, A. G. Howson & M. Otte, Perspectives in Mathematics Education, 

79.
®^Alan J. Perlis as cited by John dePilhs, 777 Mathematical Conversation Starters, 

(USA: M athematical Association of America), 69.
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1.2.3  T h e T h ree C o n te x t/C o n te n t  A reas

Having outlined a different general methodological approach to the presenta

tion of material via Topics and having described the power of technology to 

aid in this endeavour, it is time to briefly say how this work hopes to remedy 

the shortcomings of the current programme in relation to the three ‘con

text/content areas’: recreational mathematics, the h istory/culture of m ath

ematics and applied/relevant mathematics. In so doing, the opportunity will 

be availed of to indicate briefly what little expertise this writer has attained 

in each of these areas.

Recreational M athem atics is discussed first because it is proposed tha t it 

should begin at the start of the first year (if not before) of the envisaged three- 

year programme. Although applications should be touched upon at every 

available opportunity, and some can be during a study of RM, others require 

technical m athem atics which may not be developed until a little later in the 

course. Likewise with the history/culture of mathematics; while much can 

and should, be alluded to at any time, a more structured approach to both 

its aspects should, perhaps, wait until students have acquired a familiarity 

with those m athem atical ideas to be first presented at senior cycle level.

R ecreational M ath em atics: Much of what makes m athem atics a ttrac

tive and exciting may not be immediately applicable but is connected with 

one of m ankind’s most fundamental impulses -  the desire to know.

Some puzzles are ideal for teaching mathematics because finding their
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solutions often requires the use of numerical or geometric reasoning. By al

lowing the subject to be disguised in an imaginative m anner puzzles can help 

the teacher avoid the drill-like exercises which so many students find dry and 

intimidating. Instead they let young people learn a great deal of m athe

matics in an agreeable fashion without their even realising th a t they are so 

doing. Furthermore, certain puzzles when solved suggest general questions 

of a genuinely m athem atical nature. Thus they prove invaluable in provid

ing the justification and impetus for particular m athem atical investigations 

which otherwise might appear to have no relevance. The theme of providing 

the teacher with a framework where he or she can use puzzles, games and 

tricks to make contact with more conventional m athem atics is a central one 

in this work.

Advocacy of the use of recreational m athem atics in the teaching of sec

ondary school m athem atics is not new. M artin Gardner has w ritten, “For 

40 years I have done my best to convince educators tha t recreational math 

should be incorporated into the standard curriculum. It should be regularly 

introduced as a way to interest young students in the wonders of mathe

matics. So far, movement in this direction has been glacial.”®̂ W hether 

movement with regard to the use of RM has been glacial in countries other 

than the US, before or after these words saw print, will be addressed later. 

For the moment it is im portant to point out tha t a recreational problem

®^Martin Gardner, “A Quarter Century of Recreational M athem atics,” Scientific Amer
ican (August 1998): 68-75.
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has the virtue of being an end in itself and so is ideally suited to serve all 

members of a classroom.

A number of presentations and written pieces set out for the teacher ways 

of making m athem atics appeal to students through the study of puzzles, 

games and tricks. As will be seen, these impart much significant m athem at

ical knowledge along with a number of im portant skills relating to habits 

of thought and problem-solving approaches. “Instead of a particular subject 

m atter, however, we can teach children a more precious thing, namely how to 

master subject m atter.”®̂ Items relating to the chessboard, magic squares, 

tiie game of m asterm ind, simple parlour tricks and more sophisticated card 

tricks have been chosen for their mathematical underpinnings and the purely 

mathematical questions they often prompt.

This writer first became aware of the beneficial uses of RM at the start 

of a lecturing career in m athem atics when he simply used R.M as a way of 

rewarding a class for its attention to a lecture. The practice was to devote the 

last minutes of a class period to the discussion of a previously given puzzle 

and the description of a fresh one.

It was a welcome discovery, no doubt already experienced by countless 

teachers, to realise tha t young people love to be challenged mentally on what 

they perceive as the level playing field provided by a puzzle. Those puzzles in 

particular which require no special mathematical ability beyond a facility to

®''Hans Freudenthal, M athem atics as an Educational Task (Dordrecht: D. Reidel P u b 
lishing Company, 1973), 59.
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reason logically and an understanding of elementary arithm etic furnish such 

an arena. Under circumstances of apparent equality learners are stim ulated 

to outshine each other in finding a solution. One of the immediate benefits of 

this ritual was the establishment of a healthy rapport between lecturer and 

students.

However, it gradually dawned on this fledgling educator tha t the puzzles 

in themselves were assisting in the teaching of m athem atical ideas and modes 

of thought. This emerged when, in the discussion of such puzzles, students 

became enthralled by how closely connected the solution path  can be to main

stream mathematics. Thus began this w riter’s preoccupation with acquiring 

a stock of challenges th a t need more than a passing scrutiny to overcome 

them and which are of tangible assistance to the endeavour of transm itting 

m athem atics in a stim ulating and envigorating manner. It is a task which 

has taken time, continued reflection and careful selection.

The heartening experience of witnessing how enthusiastically puzzles were 

greeted and awaited by adult students prompted this author to experiment 

with the giving of such puzzles to his children as soon as each of them came of 

an age to understand the simpler specimens and have a reasonable prospect 

of solving them. To his delight they enjoyed them thoroughly and continued 

to ask for fresh challenges throughout their youth and well into their teens. 

Time and chance were to reveal the perceived benefits of this RM experiment 

in particular in the case of the eldest.

Just before her sixteenth birthday in January 2000, she became ESAT
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Young Scientist for the year 1999 with a project in Cryptography which the 

judges remarked required a grasp of mathematics well beyond what one would 

expect from a sixteen-year-old. When repeatedly questioned by journalists 

as to the reason for this early (apparent) mathematical sophistication she 

often nrade allusion to the fact tha t the continual solving and discussing 

of puzzles at home had made her self-confident in relation to mathematics. 

Some time later in a book co-authored with this writer and entitled In Code 

-  A Mathematical Journey, she wrote with reference to getting extra help

with m athem atics in the home:®^

Strictly speaking, it is not true to  say th a t  I or my brothers  
d o n ’t g e t  any help with m athem atics . W e are given no 
extra classes, nor do w e have to  endure intense sessions at  
th e  kitchen table  from over-zealous parents. But a lm ost  
w ithout knowing w e have been receiving help since w e  were  
very young, out-of-the-ordinary help of a playful and subtle  
kind which has m ade us self-confident in problem-solving.
[...] T h e se  puzzles were challenging and encouraged
curiosity, and many o f  them  m ade m aths interesting and
tangible. More fundamentally, they  taught us to  reason and 
think for ourselves. In this way puzzles have been far more 
beneficial to  m e than years o f  learning formulae and 'proofs’.

An early chapter of In Code -  A Mathematical Journey devotes a consid

erable number of pages to the discussion of many of the puzzles discussed in

depth later in this work. The publishers Profile reported tha t this section held 

particular appeal for readers because of the description of the many lessons 

this young person claimed she learned from her encounters with these puzzles.

®^Sarah F lannery w ith David Flannery, In  Code -  A M athematical Journey, (England: 
Profile Books, 2000), 6.
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This popularity was evidenced by the number of letters received from readers 

worldwide, in particular from the parents of young children and teenagers. 

On becoming aware of the public interest in RM, Profile publishers requested 

tha t this author write a book devoted entirely to this aspect of mathematics.

Another result of this public interest was a commission to write a series 

of weekly articles based on extracts from In Code for the Weekend section of 

the English newspaper The Daily Telegraph which this writer duly did over 

a time span of twelve weeks under the caption of “M indstretchers” between 

March and June, 2000.

The interest generated by the espousal of the benefits of RM also led to 

invitations to give talks at different venues both in Ireland and abroad. This 

writer has given a number of talks centred on a PowerPoint presentation enti

tled ‘Making M athematics Fun Through Puzzles’: one such was to a meeting 

of Junior Certificate Teachers held in Galway in September 2000, a second 

to a meeting of the Irish M athematical Society held in September 2002 at 

University College Cork while a third was at a plenary session at the an

nual general meeting of the US National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 

(NCTM) in San Antonio, Texas, in April 2003.

The particular interest of teachers in the use of RM was further con

firmed for this author through the youngest family member who entered 

an individual project in the 2006 BT Young Scientist competition in the 

Junior section of the Physics, Chemistry and M athematics category. The 

investigation: ‘Games and the mathem atics they teach’ won first place for
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its thirteen-year-old presenter who reported tha t the keenest attention and 

most searching questions came from mathematics teachers, many of whom 

expressed the opinion th a t teachers would value hugely a full-length book 

on the theme of his project. One such teacher, the editor of the Newsletter 

of the Irish M athematics Teachers Association, on finding one of the games 

particularly appealing because of the number of mathem atical ideas it em

braces, invited the young contestant to submit an article for publication in 

the Newsletter relating to this captivating ‘trick’.

H isto ry /C u ltu re  o f  M athem atics; An equally taxing but enjoyable task 

conducted over many years was the one of becoming acquainted with snippets 

from the history/culture of mathem atics tha t reveal to students the human 

side of a discipline widely regarded as a strictly impersonal one. To learn 

tha t quite the opposite is the case can induce a more positive a ttitude  to a 

subject which for many induces nothing but anxiety.

“M athematics as taught in school is perceived by most secondary school 

students as a subject devoid of history.”®̂ While sadly this statem ent is also 

true today (as will be shown later) of most Irish school leavers, the purpose 

of this section is to outline briefly what this work attem pts to do to remedy 

this situation. In addition a number of efforts relating to the culture of 

mathematics are described.

®®See page 456 for a discussion of the problem in question.
®^Shmuel Avital, “History of M athematics Can Help Improve Instruction and Learning” , 

Learn From the Masters, edited by F. Swetz et al. (USA: M athematical Association of 
America, 1995), p. 3.
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A time-line of some of the more significant discoveries in m athem atics 

throughout the ages up as far as its current frontiers is given along with 

mention of the more famous men and women involved. In connection with 

this enterprise a number of specific historical problems are discussed and 

related examination questions given. Furthermore, it is suggested tha t a 

number of different themes, such as the ‘solving of polynomial equations’, 

‘the need for logarithm s’, ‘the invention of the calculus’ be used as history 

projects which woud become part of a studen t’s assessment portfolio. This 

exercise would require students to read books on the history of mathem atics 

of which, fortunately, many fine examples have appeared in the last number 

of years treating both the past and the present.

Alternatively these themes might serve as possible Topics by which the 

teacher might trea t certain material from the syllabus. A more compre

hensive list is given in the section describing the details of what is being 

proposed. The virtue of this exercise will be discussed later. In addition to 

reading books on the history of mathematics, it is also recommended that 

students read some of the literature on m athem atics in general by way of 

books or plays. There are a number of books available, sections of which can 

be read with no more than a knowledge of school m athem atics while there 

are plays such as the Pulitzer Prize-winning Froo/w hich convey the nature 

of m athem atical creation without recourse to explicit details.®®

Although culture is inextricably linked with history it is proposed here

®®David A uburn, Proof, (USA: Faber & Faber, 2001)
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to isolate a number of m athem atical activities, ideas and tastes which reveal 

its cultural aspects. Illustrative examples might relate to the process of con

jecturing, the dangers of induction and the need and nature of proof. Some 

of the more famous examples of indirect reasoning via reductio ad absurdum 

arguments bequeathed to posterity by the Greeks are easily understood once 

explained properly. Yet these cultural gems are never displayed in the class

room as part of the heritage of mathematics in the same way th a t many 

students are acquainted with the rich legacy of art and music.

Art, nuisic and architecture are also aspects of our general culture which 

have been touched by mathematics, yet a complaining, “Why weren’t we 

told about these things at school?” is an often heard refrain from adults 

who later come to know that such is the case. Greater efforts could and 

should be made to pre-empt justified questions such as this one. One or two 

ways of how this might be done are indicated. Allied to this task is the one 

of exposing our students to the many ingenious and intriguing ideas which 

pervade m athem atics and help characterise it as a cultural activity.

A pplications o f M ath em atics: It might be simply said th a t the phi

losophy underpinning the entire endeavour to be described throughout the 

remainder of this work is the provision of sense-making contexts for revealing 

school mathem atics along with the fullsome description of the mathem atical 

content relating to these contexts. Traditionally, the predominant means of 

providing context for technical mathematics is through applications; taken to
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mean the use of m athem atical theory to solve ‘real-world’ problems. Sadly, 

as has been indicated, it is often the case at the level of Irish senior cycle 

provision th a t application-contexts by which m athem atics reveals itself as a 

potent problem-solving discipline are at best rare.

Those teachers who may like to know more about the applications of 

m athem atics face two problems. One is the problem of availability; where 

does one go to find authentic applications? Often those to be found in the 

recommended textbooks are spurious or contrived with the result th a t they 

can do more harm than  good by making m athem atics appear silly. Even 

if there are some th a t pass muster, there are not enough of them. The 

second problem is one of incentive; if a teacher does take the trouble to 

find an application, can he afford the time to teach it and will he find a 

receptive audience? If preparation for the current examination does not 

require it, might not spending time and effort on demonstrations of usefulness 

be construed as irresponsible.

This la tter problem can be overcome by ensuring tha t questions relating 

to applications (possibly specified in advance) do appear on the examinations. 

The former problem is more challenging. The task of finding blue-ribbon 

(grade I) applications above the level of common utility is not an easy one. 

A call for a greater supply of meaningful everyday-life applications was made 

by Hersh and Davis in 1981 when they wrote:®®

®®Philip J. Davis & Reuben Hersh, The M athematical Experience (USA, Penguin Books, 
1981) ,  84 .
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W hen one m oves to  higher m athem atics ,  such applications  
are harder to  observe and to  verify. It would be o f  enorm ous  
im portance to  th e  profession if so m e  lively and knowledge
able investigator would d evote  several years to  this task, 
and by visiting a num ber o f  businesses, laboratories, plants, 
etc . d o cu m en t  ju st  where this occurs.

Even at present, this provision remains a problem; while scientific appli

cations of m athem atics abound, particularly at third level, the supply of 

applications from outside this domain is disappointingly small although it 

must be said th a t the recent efforts of OECD/PISA and others seem to be 

addressing this shortage quite significantly.

Thus one theme of this work is the description and elaboration of many 

applications of m athem atics accessible at the level of school mathematics 

which do not appear in the current textbooks and, as a consequence, are un

likely to be known to the vast nrajority of Irish secondary school mathem atics 

teachers.

Many of the suggestions to be found here in relation to applications come 

from one who has been teaching mathematics to would-be scientists and 

engineers for th irty  years while being continually preoccupied by the respon

sibility of the task. These recommendations are prompted by the views of 

an educator who as a young inexperienced lecturer began teaching m athe

matics in isolation; so few were the number of genuine applications known 

to him, and this, despite having been trained as a m athematician. The firm 

conviction th a t it was irresponsible to teach mathematics w ithout knowing 

why, where and how it is used, accompanied by the discomfort of living in
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constant fear of being thought a fraud proved the spur to begin searching im

mediately for apphcations wherever they could be found. Even now, though 

considerably less ignorant of the uses of mathematics, this quest continues, 

for no m atter how large one’s current supply of examples may be, there is 

always a welcome for a fresh application, however simple, which illustrates 

the power of m athem atics in some way new to oneself and one’s students.

One might say th a t the th irty  years spent accumulating the experience 

described above formed part of the research period for a dissertation which 

otherwise couldn’t be what it is.

Sum m ary: One of the over-arching themes of this work is the concrete

provision of rich contexts (drawn from all areas of mathematics) through 

which genuine m athem atical content is revelead and fully elaborated upon 

for educators to exploit as they see fit. The second over-arching theme is 

that context should act as the motivation for content, and so, in terms of 

precedence of presentation, be revealed before the exposition of theory. This 

pedagogical theme is the one underlying the notion of a Topic. It receives 

further discussion in a later chapter.

While much of what is to be found throughout this dissertation is actively 

concerned with making it easier and more engaging for students to learn and 

understand m athem atics, the general thrust of the work is of assisting and 

informing the teacher in this endeavour. Thus much of the exposition is 

w ritten at the level of the teacher rather than of the student. As a result
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this thesis might rightly be described as belonging to the domain of teacher 

education.

1.3 Thesis Structure

Now th a t the need for reform has been documented and the aspects of such 

reform tha t this work hopes to address have been outlined, it remains only 

to indicate the general structure of this work.

Part I, which follows this introduction begins with a survey of the his

tory of curriculum devolopment in mathematics in general and concludes by 

presenting one modern interpretation of what is entailed by curriculum devel

opment in its many different aspects. The historical focus is then narrowed 

to the particular case of Ireland. Then a number of the general educational 

issues and perceptions which emerge from these histories are discussed. A 

survey of two recent and comprehensive educational endeavours is then given; 

one benefit of which will be the acquisition of a working vocabulary which 

is in line with modern usage and which will used in subsequent discussions 

t hroughout this work.

This done the criticisms made in this introduction are substantiated. Col

lectively this body of writing constitutes Part I of this dissertation whose 

structure may be summarised as shown:™

^°While the phrase curriculum  development is used for brevity it should be interpreted 
as curriculum  developm ent in m athem atics.
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Historical Aspects of Curriculum Development 
 ̂ j  History of Curriculum Development in Ireland

Curriculum M atters 
Establishing the Case

Part H details the rationale and nature of the specific recommendations 

outlined in the introduction. Many of the proposals discussed are augmented 

and substantiated by extensive treatm ent in what is term ed the ‘core’ section 

of the thesis. Specifically, this core consists of the concrete material placed 

on the CD accompanying this work. It contains the explicit expositions 

of the three Topics on quadratics, difference equations and the Newton- 

Raphson algorithm; numerous w ritten pieces on recreational mathematics, 

history/culture, applications of mathem atics along with a number of miscel

laneous items. In addition all of the presentations prepared with PowerPoint 

and Flash are to be found there.

Because of the sheer extent of this expository m aterial it was thought 

better to consign it to this external medium in order to circumscribe the 

length of a work which on its own runs to several hundred pages. As a further 

aid to m aintaining the hardcopy portion of this treatise at a manageable size 

the cd also houses the 160 pages or so which make up the seven appendices. 

The m aterial on this cd has been arranged so th a t is easily navigable by 

means of hyper-links. The contents of this core section are listed in the 

Table of Contents given at the beginning of this work.^^

^^See pages xiii-xx.
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A broad outline of the structure of part II is summarised under the fol

lowing headings:

Topics
Recreational M athematics 

Part II : History and Culture of M athematics
Applications 
Use of Technology

Part III begins with a chapter entitled Im plementation/Conclusion which 

synopsises the particular contribution made by this work and discusses in 

broad terms how the suggestions put forward in Parts I and expanded upon 

in Part II might be implemented. Among other things, it considers how as

sessment procedures being currently advocated might provide better vehicles 

for accommodating new schemes and initiatives. Its brief concluding section 

is one of reflection and appraisal.

The unnumbered chapter which follows gives the full w ritten account of 

the Topic on Difference Equations -  the shortest of the three Topics treated 

in depth. The chapter which follows presents a number of ‘m athem atical vi

gnettes’ not explicitly described elsewhere in this work while the final chapter 

contains the Prologue and first chapter of the Socratic piece: The Square Root 

of 2: A Dialogue Concerning a Number and a Sequence. The concluding sec

tion is that of Bibliography and References. The headings given to each of 

the chapters in part III are as shown overleaf:
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Implementation/Conclusion 
Illustration of a Topic 

Part III : M athem atical Vignettes
A Socratic Dialogue 
Bibliography/References
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Chapter 2 

Historical A spects of 
Curriculum Developm ent

It is useful to understand tha t the impetus for curriculum development in 

mathematics can have different origins.^ Certainly, with regard to the last 

four hundred years or so, one spur for curriculum improvement has been due 

to the almost continual change occurring in social and economic structures. 

The general realisation of the rewards to be had from embracing such change 

allied to a fear of being left behind technologically or culturally, ensured 

tha t curricula (in whatever form) were the objects of much reflection. Such 

change was also aided by educationalists gradually coming to know more 

about teaching/learning and using this knowledge to improve on existing 

educational provision.

Besides being initiated by pressure from society, curriculum reform and 

innovation comes also from within mathematics itself as it continues to grow

^As mentioned in the In troduction  a m odern definition of the term  curriculum  devel
opm ent is given a t the end of th is chapter. See 82.

57
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and find fresh applicability. In so far as “curriculum development in m athe

matics is linked to progression in m athem atics” , the very broad overview of 

how m athem atics has evolved through the ages set out in the PISA 2003 As

sessment Framework document (PISA03) proves most useful.^ The different 

epochs discernible within tha t synopsis are presented here as stages so as to 

achieve greater visibility.^

Stage I -  The emergence of Arithmetic:

For centur ies  m athem atics  was predominantly th e  sc ience  
o f  num bers, togeth er  with relatively con crete  geometry.
T h e  period up to  500 BC in M esopotam ia , Egypt and 
China saw th e  origin o f  th e  co n cep t  o f  number. O perations  
with num bers and quantities, including quantit ies  resulting  
from geom etrica l m easurem ents , were developed.

Stage II -  The axiomatisation of Geometry:

From 500 BC to  300 AD was th e  era o f  Greek m ath e
matics, which focu ses  primarily on th e  s tudy o f  geom etry  
as an axiom atic  theory. T h e  Greeks were responsible for 
redefining m ath em atics  as a unified sc ience  o f  num ber and 
shape.

Stage III -  The origins of Algebra:

T h e  next major change took  place betw een  500  and 1300  
A D  in th e  Islamic world, India and China, which established  
algebra as a branch o f  m athem atics .  This  founded th e  
study o f  relationships.

^Directorate for Education of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Devel
opment, The PISA 2003 Assessment Framework, (OECD: 2003), 33.

^These stages are supplemented somewhat by the time-line to be found in the section 
relating to the teaching of history. There the approximate dates of various mathematical 
milestone-results are given with commentary.
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Stage IV -  The invention of the Calculus:

With the independent invention of calculus (the study 
of change, growth, limit) by Newton and Leibniz in the 
17th century, mathematics became an integrated study of 
number, shape, change and relationships.

Stage V -  The era of Modern Mathematics:

The 19‘'’ and 20^’’ centuries saw explosions of mathematical 
knowledge and of the range of phenomena and problems 
that could be approached by means of mathematics. These  
include aspects of  randomness and indeterminacy.

As the PISA03 document remarks in relation to this lâ st stage, “these 

developments made it increasingly difficult to give simple answers to the 

question “what is m athem atics?” At the time of the new millennium, many 

see mathem atics as the science of patterns (in a general sense).”"*

2.1 P r e -T w e n tie th  C entury

The time-line of educational progression in mathematics which is now set 

against this historical backdrop begins around the eighth century A. D.  when, 

according to Howson, Keitel and Kilpatrick (HKK), “ ... two agencies for 

change are identified: personal contact through travel and the book.”  ̂ At 

this time education was in the hands of the church and interest in m athem at

ics was rudimentary, being confined to the nature of numbers, the various 

geometrical shapes and enough astronomy to calculate the dates of movable 

‘‘Ibid., 33.
®A. G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. K ilpatrick, Curriculum developments in  mathematics,

16 .
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feasts such as Easter. “The idea th a t the curriculum would have to change 

because of the progression of knowledge was still many centuries away” -  in 

fact, almost a thousand years in the future.®

By the seventeenth century technology was progressing through its many 

different inventions. In 1660 the Royal Society was set up in England for the 

purposes of improving natural knowledge which was forever expanding. The 

period between 1660 and 1700 was to see the most significant flowering in 

m athem atical knowledge since the time of the Greeks with the independent 

discovery by Isaac Newton in England and Gottfried Leibniz in Germany of 

the differential and integral calculus. This newly invented branch of m ath

ematics led to the solution of numerous, hitherto unsolved, m athem atical 

problems connected to a host of applications from physics, astronomy and 

mechanics, thereby greatly broadening the then understanding of the physi

cal world.

However, according to the great German m athem atician Felix Klein (writ

ing in 1893) it was the eighteenth century th a t “laid the firm foundation for 

the development of mathematics in all directions.”  ̂ The decisive event in 

Klein’s opinion was the founding of the Ecole polytechnique at Paris in 1794 

for reasons he explained as follows:®

®A. G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. K ilpatrick, Curriculum developments in  mathem atics,
1 7 .

^Felix Klein, Lectures on M athematics (USA: AMS Chelsea Publishing, 2000), 99. 
®Ibid., 100.
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T h a t  scientific research and active instruction can be di
rectly com bined , th a t  lectures alone are not sufficient, and 
m ust be supplanted by direct personal intercourse betw een  
th e  lecturer and his s tudents ,  that  above all it is o f  prime 
im portance to  arouse th e  stu d en t's  own activity, —  th e se  are 
the  great principles th a t  owe to  this source their recognition  
and accep tan ce .

Christiansen et al., referring to the eventual influence of the Ecole poly

technique, remark “that the success of its graduates in the Napoleonic wars 

added weight to the argument that mathematical knowledge contributed to 

military and industrial power.” This was “the power of ‘real’ knowledge to 

improve society, i. e. a knowledge of the facts of the universe as distinct from 

a knowledge of what men had thought and said.”®

Even earlier in the eighteenth century the need to provide an educa

tion more suited to merchants, industrialists, surveyors and navigators had 

already been realised by educationalists. In the U.S. this led to the intro

duction of private academies where mathematics was recognised both as a 

mental discipline and as having practical value. By “the middle of the nine

teenth century America began establishing its first technical colleges” , but 

by contrast with France, “the idea of a ‘research university’ did not emerge 

in the U.S. until the end of the nineteenth century.”

While posterity has already judged Newton to be one of the greatest 

mathematicians of all time, the notation he chose for the calculus was much

less suited to the nature of the subject than that fashioned for it by his

®B. Christiansen, A. G. Howson & M, Otte, Perspectives in Mathematics Education, 3.
^°W. Mueller, “Reform Now, Before I t ’s Too Late!” , (USA: MAA Monthly, February, 

2001)
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great rival Leibniz. The more amenable symbolism of Leibniz when adopted 

by continental m athem aticians was to lead from the 1800s onwards to a 

great flourishing of mathem atical research in the European universities, in 

particular those of France and Germany. The obscurity of Newton’s notation, 

on the other hand, proved to be a genuine obstacle in attracting new disciples 

to m athem atics in England with the result tha t English m athem atics was to 

languish in virtual sterility for almost two centuries. As a consequence the 

provision of m athem atics at the English universities was considerably less 

in tune with the corpus of existing m athem atical knowledge than was the 

case on the continent, a circumstance which in turn  had a bearing on the 

m athem atics being taught in its prim ary and secondary schools. W hat was 

taught in English schools was, in fact, to remain tied much more closely to 

the classical model with its emphasis on Latin and Greek and study of the 

ancient classics than was the case elsewhere.

While education had become institutionalised in both France and the 

U.S. as early as 1830, it was not until the twentieth century th a t the State 

was officially involved in secondary education in England. Thus, according 

to HKK, “although governmental commissions had, in the mid-nineteenth 

century, pressed the claims for a modern secondary-school curriculum in 

which m athem atics would occupy a central position, there was no way in 

which changes could be enforced upon schools.” They relate th a t the ed-

G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. Kilpatrick, Curriculum developments in mathematics,
32.

i^Ibid., 32.
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ucationalist “Godfrey did in fact strive hard and with considerable effect to 

change the m athem atics curriculum in English schools” but “one man alone 

could not battle successfully against those whose decisions so constrained the 

school curriculum.” Further help in this enterprise was provided in 1894 

when the M athematical Association of England published the first number of 

the Mathematical Gazette, a journal containing articles aimed at improving 

m athem atical teaching. However, it may be safely said tha t by the end of the 

nineteenth century, the provision of both primary and secondary education 

for the general population had been achieved in the more affluent countries 

of Europe and in the U.S. Moreover, in most of these schools, some form of 

m athem atics was being taught as a subject even if, as late as 1900, some 

were of the opinion th a t “it is difficult to assign any other reason [than as a 

mental discipline] for teaching mathematics to the ordinary boy.” '̂̂

By the dawn of the twentieth century educational provision in the more 

advanced countries had reached the stage where educational programmes 

(with mathem atics as a subject) were being administered at primary, sec

ondary and tertiary  level. Thus one might view this point in time as marking 

the culmination of the educational progression in the sense tha t henceforth 

it was an accepted principle tha t such provision was part and parcel of a 

government’s responsibilities to its citizens. The much broader question as 

to the nature and efficacy of the programmes of instruction being offered was
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gradually to become a central one by the la tter half of the twentieth century.

Before describing some of the movements relating to mathem atical edu

cation th a t arose in the twentieth century and which, over time, were to lead 

to the emergence of what is entailed by a m athem atical curriculum as it is 

understood to-day, it is worthwhile to indicate briefly some of the reforms 

being called for at the end of the nineteenth century as a result of dissatis

faction with the m athem atics programmes of th a t time. This is done in the 

next section based on the article, “Reform Now, Before I t ’s Too Late!” by 

W. Mueller which reports in some detail on the issues pre-occupying teachers 

and educators in the U.S. in the 1890s.

2.1.1 Early C urriculum  R eform  in th e  U .S .

Mueller writes th a t “in the late 1880s there was tremendous concern about 

the way in which American students were learning m athem atics.” He re

lates th a t textbooks abounded with ‘proofs’ th a t were not proofs and which 

contained extremely misleading statements. Teachers who were interested in 

improving the quality and relevance of instruction in their classrooms -  and 

there were many of them  -  organized themselves into a ‘movement’ tha t came 

to be called The New Education. The New Education stressed proceeding 

from the concrete to the abstract for the sake of clear realisable advantages. 

Specifically, they urged a de-emphasis of mindless symbolic m anipulation and 

tha t students be no longer expected to work out examples which illustrate no 

M ueller, “Reform Now, Before I t ’s Too Late!” , (USA: MAA M onthly, February,
2 0 0 1 )
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general theory and are unhkely to be of any use later on. It was urged that 

the so-called text-book proofs be rejected, or given only with clear indications 

of their limitations.

Geonretric models were a required component of m athem atics instruction 

in many states. However, there was also a warning to be on one’s guard 

against overly simplistic ‘application-oriented’ curricula. Developing the in

tuition through ‘interaction’ was much in favour. E. H. Moore advocated an 

intuitive development of the fundamental ideas tha t would culminate in a 

more rigorous presentation, writing;

Intuit ion is by no m e a n s  t o  be exc luded  from m a t h e m a t i c a l  

work.  On t h e  contrary,  in every  wa y  let intuit ion be  kept  

alive and ac t ive ,  but  w h e n  a n ew  idea is in troduced  as an 

intuit ion let it be sharply def ined wi th  t h e  u n d er s t an di ng  

t h a t  in s o  far as s u b s e q u e n t  work d e p e n d s  on t h a t  intuit ion

a n e w  branch o f  m a t h e m a t i c s  is be ing  originated.

The New Education mathematicians and mathematics educators found a

forum for their ideas in the newly emerging mathematical publications such

as The American Mathematical Monthly, the first issue of which appeared in 

January 1894, virtually contemporaneous with the birth  of its counterpart 

the Mathematical Gazette.

In 1890 the U.S. Bureau of Education commissioned a report on the state 

of mathematics instruction across the country. Its author was the m athem at

ical historian Florian Cajori and it provided a broad portrait of the general 

practice of m athem atics teaching current at that time. In compiling his re

port Cajori issued the schools and colleges he surveyed with a questionnaire.
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Some of the questions along with a samples of responses are given here.

In response to

Does the interest in mathematics increase as students ad
vance to higher subjects 7

teachers wrote tha t

so long as the student sees the bearing of his work upon practical 

scientific investigation or can be assured tha t it has such bearing.”

“All who understand the principles show a growing interest.”

“W ith the best students only.”

“... the more evolved or abtruse the m atter, the greater the interest to 

those who succeed.”

The question

Are topics assigned to students for special investigation? 

elicited the following responses

“They ... form a very essential part of the work.”

“Independent problems given in all classes for solution, reported on 

paper.”

“Not to undergraduates.”

“The man who pursues original investigation with the average student 

will make a failure.”
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In relation to

Is any attention given to  the history o f m athem atics? Does 
it make the subject more interesting?

the report found tha t very h ttle  attention was given to the history of m ath

ematics at the m ajority of schools.

One reply to

Do scientific or classical studen ts show greater aptitude for 
m athem atics? Which sex?

was

“Males in quantity, females in quality."

Some answers to

Do you favour memorising rules in Algebra?
W hat reforms are needed in teaching same?

were

not to ... young boys, who contract the incurable habit of learning 

it by rote”

“Rules and principles are to be deducted from examples”

“Algebra should be seen”

“... less toughing, disgusting gymnastics”

“The teacher should assist the pupil to make his own rules”
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“Drill on ... raison d ’etre"'

“More of an inductive method; and the abolition of much th a t may be 

of use theoretically, but of little practical use”

“Students should be taught to think! think!! think!!!”

“The pupils learn to do by doing”

“Less formality and more ‘realism’ ”

“R attle  the bones of the algebraic skeleton ... and show in it its living, 

breathing continuity”

There were many responses to the kind of teaching th a t best complemented 

the non-mechanical approach;

“Teaching needs to be less mechanical”

“Less memorizing and more thinking, both on the part of the teacher 

and the student”

“ less blackboard work”

“ ... pu tting  into words the ideas conveyed by symbols, equations, and 

operations”

“Let us have live, enthusiastic, and competent teachers -  such as will 

teach the subject rather than the text-book.”
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Responses th a t did advocate the essential benefits of memorization and drill 

noted that:

“The chief cause of failure in many cases is not doing enough miscella

neous examples for practice.”

“I recommend the memorization of rules, unless pupils furnish a good, 

working rule of their own (a rare case).”

“It is only practice th a t makes perfect.”

2.2 The T w entieth  Century

HKK remark tha t “... before the rapid expansions in educational opportu

nities the school m athem atics curriculum changed slowly and usually only 

in response to the innovative ideas of individuals who managed to win ac

ceptance for new topics or approaches.” ®̂ Curriculum development usually 

occurred as the expression of one person’s desire to make a planned change 

in the instruction.^^ Reference in this regard has already been made to the 

single-minded efforts of the educator Godfrey in England at the end of the 

nineteenth century. Another individual who was to have a widespread influ

ence on general educational policy was Dewey. He advocated th a t learning in 

schools should be learning by doing and learning by experience. He rejected 

the division of content into separate school subjects and proposed tha t teach

ing be based on real objects. This pragmatic philosophy was to determine

i®Ibid., 67.
I'^Ibid., 68.
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the reorientation of American curricula at the beginning of the twentieth 

century.

This period of the twentieth century was also to see a greater use of com

missions comprising acknowledged experts in the field of education charged 

with scrutinising existing mathematics provision and recommending appro

priate reforms. One such commission, the CIEM commission (of which Felix 

Klein was a member), was convened in Milan in 1911 and directed its atten

tion to the three questions:

W hat M athematics Should be Taught to Those Students Studying the 

Physical and Natural Sciences?

W hat is the Place of Rigour in M athematics Teaching?

How Can the Teaching of the Different Branches of M athematics Best 

be Integrated?

However, whatever reforms, if any, were implemented as a result of this 

conference, or indeed any others before the end of the 1930s, Freudenthal 

relates tha t, “the earlier-mentioned reports which led to the 1937 reform in 

the m athem atical curriculum of academic high schools in the Netherlands 

provide a striking example; this reform only took place on paper, because its 

underlying ideas were quite impossible.” ®̂ This disparity between what is 

theoretically desirable in principle and what is actually achievable in practice

'®Hans Freudenthal, Mathematics as an Educational Task, (Dordrecht, D. Reidel Pub
lishing Company, 1973), 158.
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received little serious attention by the early advocates of reform. Nevertheless 

the philosophy underpinning a reform and the management of such reform 

were issues which were to come to the forefront over the next fifty years or so. 

These matters, along with others, are treated after the history of curriculum 

development in Ireland has been sketched in broad outline.

The second half of the twentieth century was to see the emergence of 

quite a number of different educational approaches to m athem atics which 

it would be impossible to do justice to in a survey which must perforce be 

reasonably concise. Consequently two of the more significant movements 

of the twentieth century -  The New M athematics Movement and Realistic 

Mathematics Education -  are discussed in some detail while a number of 

lesser projects are described briefly.

2.2 .1  T he N ew  M a th em a tics M ovem ent

Of all the conferences to be convened in the twentieth century, it is the 

Royamaunt seminar of 1959 on New Thinking in School Mathematics that 

was to prove a major landmark in the history of m athem atics education.^® 

The official report published in 1961 was the progenitor of what came to be 

called the The New M athematics Movement or New-Math for short. W ritten 

in a refreshingly straightforward manner, it began by explaining tha t nations 

worldwide were at tha t time facing a demand for scientists and engineers -  all 

of whom must have a sound knowledge and understanding of mathematics. 

'®O.E.E.C, “New Thinking in School M athematics” (Paris: OECD, 1961)
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New applications of m athem atics in industry and other branches of economic 

activity required more m athem aticians with new kinds of skills. Hence there 

was an urgent need for a re-appraisal of the content and methods of school 

mathematics.

The m athem atician Marshall Stone stated  “... we cannot put off nuich 

longer a fundam ental study of introduction of some modern mathem atics of 

a suitable kind into the secondary school curricuhun. Such a modification 

is indispensable if we are to prepare prospective university students at all 

adequately for the kind of m athem atical thinking which will be expected of 

them ...” °̂ From a purely technical point of view, educators were under a 

continuing obligation to all students to eliminate dead, useless, outmoded or 

unim portant parts of m athem atics and to offer them the liveliest and most 

stinuilating aspects of the subject in order to develop their understanding 

and their creative talents.

By way of counterbalancing his focus on third-level provision, Stone was 

careful to assert th a t “we need to give quite as much attention in our schools 

to the technical preparation of skilled workers as to the training of future 

university students, engineers and scientists.” He noted in relation to the 

problems connected with mass education at secondary level tha t “we would 

have a much better grasp of what needs to be done for those secondary school 

students who are not planning to enter a university if there could be made

2°Ibid. ,  16. 
2'Ibid. ,  17.
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available a thorough up-to-date analysis of the simple uses of the more el

ementary kinds of mathem atics -  arithmetic, algebra, geometry, statistics 

-  in the skilled occupations of modern industry and in the daily life of the 

average c i t i z e n . O n e  might gather from this tha t there was a dearth of 

genuine applications known to educators at tha t time relating to the ordi

nary affairs of people’s lives or fields of endeavour outside the sciences; an 

observation which will be reinforced presently when discussing the sem inar’s 

thoughts on applications. A later section of the report informed th a t “the 

International Commission on M athematics Instruction, ..., has as one of its 

main projects new m athem atics and its applications tha t can be taught in 

secondary schools.”

Stone asserted tha t it was all too evident tha t prim ary schools were fail

ing to develop at all efficiently, or at all adequately, the latent m athem atical 

talents and interests of the child, but worse were, in far too many cases, 

having the negative effect of turning the pupil perm anently away from the 

study of mathematics. Optimistically, he declared that, “fortunately, there 

are clear indications tha t we can develop methods far superior to those now 

generally employed in prim ary teaching. Illuminating psychological investi

gations, particularly those of Piaget, point the way to hitherto unrecognized 

pedagogical possibilities.” "̂̂ In passing it may be noted tha t the OEEC doc

ument was careful to specify the term pedagogy, saying th a t it is concerned

22ibid., 19.
23lbid., 172.
2^I b i d . ,  22.
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with^^

•  learning the psychology of human development and learning

• understanding methods of teaching

• having a philosophy of education

• observation and practice of teaching

In relation to improving teaching methods and introducing a new cur

riculum, Stone said it would require finding com petent persons and giving 

them time, incentive and encouragement to collaborate in the writing of texts 

and in the presentation of other kinds of teaching aids. As to the use of the 

technology of his day -  film and television -  he noted that^®

It appears to  me tha t when we have discovered the right 
ways to  use these media they may very well take the ir places 
beside the printed book as indispensable standard aids for 
the teacher.

The vision of what form the reform should take was outlined by Jean 

Dieudonne. He noted tha t while the university curriculum has undergone 

deep changes, these had not been matched (at least not at all to the same 

extent or along the same principles) in the secondary schools. Because of 

this university professors found themselves having to play catch up and the 

net result was tha t their teaching was becoming every day more superficial. 

He referred to the existing secondary school curriculum as encyclopedic and

25lbid., 142.
26lbid., 27.
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overcrowded and said that, most students simply emerge with the haziest 

notions of what it is all about. He behaved tha t teaching had suffered long 

enough under the deadweight of ‘pure geometry’; tha t the current process 

was a fantastically laborious one which left one needing “to separate what 

is fundamental from a chaotic heap of results with no significance except as 

scattered relics of clumsy methods or an obsolete approach.” He decried 

the parade of ‘definitions’ which do not define anything and of pseudo ‘proofs’ 

which cannot undergo logical analysis, and criticised those who thought it 

preferable to practice an intellectual swindle rather than frankly adm it the 

situation. For his part, he saw nothing wrong or dishonorable in starting 

with a premise which is not an axiom, but possibly some quite complicated 

statem ent, as soon is it is possible to show without any logical fiaw th a t the 

given statem ent implies another one.

Under the banner of ‘Euclid must go!’, he recommended th a t the cur

riculum of the secondary schools be reorganised “in order to eliminate any 

undue waste of time and to absorb as much of the burden resting entirely 

on the university as is compatible with the intellectual capacities of the chil

dren.” ®̂ He advocated a school curriculum where the material would, in the 

final years of school, be based on the modern axiomatics of such structures 

as groups rings, fields and vector spaces. Because “one cannot even contem

plate renouncing the new methods and new results; this would be the very

^^Ibid., 35.
28lbid., 34; emphasis added.
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negation of what is the essential mission of higher education” ; the task was 

how to organize this material into a well-balanced curriculum and to devise 

methods of teaching it so tha t it would serve as a preparation for students 

who would need to study mathematics at university.

Dieudonne concluded by asking

Should we go on indefinitely in this blind adherence to  tra 
dition and close our eyes to  the overwhelming evidence tha t 
there are much better ways o f doing the same things? I am 
reluctant to  believe tha t our profession should be so lacking 
in daring and imagination.

Dieudonne’s address provoked sharp controversy. However, after much 

discussion, it was considered that

1. the initial instruction in geometry should be through intuitive and ex

perim ental procedures, and here the triangle is paramount.

2. if one purpose of secondary school m athem atics is to prepare future 

university students, then instruction should not be hindered by having 

pupils solve exercises which are too artificial, too complicated and often 

useless.

3. a thorough axiomatic treatm ent should be postponed until the last 

years of secondary-school instruction.

4. the secondary schools should acquaint students with modern symbols, 

concepts and treatm ents of mathematics.

29lbid., 32.
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5. at secondary level the presentation of material in visual form is very 

important. Graphical representation, the study of functions by their 

curves and the use of visual imagery are procedures that future teachers 

must be encouraged to apply in their teaching.

The brief of mathematician Albert Tucker, an acclaimed author of a book 

on combinatorics, was applications of mathematics. Dieudonne, for his part, 

side-stepped the applications issue because, by his own admission, his real 

interest was in seeing the secondary school syllabus act as a precursor to 

a similar university syllabus in pure mathematics intended for scientists, 

engineers and mathematicians. Tucker’s contribution might have been more 

substantial, if he could have mustered more examples of the concrete applica

tion of mathematics at secondary school level than he actually did. With the 

exception of one explicit example from linear programming, Tucker spoke in 

very broad terms either directly, or indirectly through Warren Weaver, about 

where mathematics was applied in the past and how, with its increased gen

eralisation in the twentieth century, it was finding more diverse applications 

through probability, statistics and statistical inference. All of which is of 

value but could have been more valuable still to teachers had he discussed 

examples from different areas at a level which might show these teachers how 

to enrich their teaching.^°

Furtherniore, one would have to question how true it would be now to say

^°As a m atter of history one m ight ask if the annual presence of a linear program m ing 
problem on the current O rdinary Leaving Certificate m athem atics paper owes its origins 
to its mention here.
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that “certainly such types of lim itation and artificiality are inevitable at the 

secondary-school level and have always occurred in almost all applications 

of m athem atics hitherto taught without in the least destroying interest or 

motivation on the part of the pupils.” Tucker wisely warned th a t “even at 

the secondary school, a separation of mathem atics into ‘pure’ and ‘applied’ 

is not desirable.”

Of the other speakers, Choquet advocated the use of the integers in teach

ing. Servais laid great stress on the role of sets while Botch alluding to the 

limits of Euclid, said th a t geometry instruction tended to be static. The aim 

should be to have a dynamic approach to instruction which would incorpo

rate translations, rotations, reflections and proceed step by step to a more 

generalised application of groups of transformations.

E. A. Maxwell spoke on the analysis content of the proposed new pro

gramme, remarking th a t whereas studies like differentiation, integration and 

so on, say how the various processes of calculus work, the purpose of analysis, 

when fully developed, is to tell us why they work. He was in no doubt that 

both the differential and integral calculus should be taught but said tha t the 

method of introducing integral calculus is not easy to decide upon. His own 

personal preference was the method of summation, since th a t is the way in 

which integration arises naturally in many physical problems. He placed the 

accent on the m ethod of teaching so as to divulge understanding of the basic

^^Ibid., 53. 
32lbid., 60.
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concepts of limits, differentiation, integration and functions.

Bunt, after saying a little about the nature and purpose of statistics, 

pointed out that there was hardly any field of study in which statistics does 

not in one way or another function as an auxiliary s c i e n c e . H e  noted that 

obstacles to making statistics a part of the secondary school programme at 

that time were

1. lack of teachers trained in the subject

2. lack of textbook materials

3. the necessity in some countries to make room for any new subject by 

dropping an established one

The remainder of the report discussed issues relating to implementation, 

examinations, teacher training and textbooks.

Despite what was said about catering for ma^s education at secondary 

level, it is not hard to discern from this account the almost single-minded 

focus of the seminar on mathema.tical education as a preparation for univer

sity. '̂*

According to HKK the New-Math approach resulted in significant changes

in the selection and mathematical treatment of the existing curriculum so

that the deduction of content from axioms could become central to the

teaching of mathematics. Content which was not amenable to a deductive 

33lbid., 90-91.
a m atter of history, under the heading “The Extent of M athematics Study” this 

report of 1961 noted th a t “in Ireland [...] all secondary schools are university-preparatory.”
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approach, such as many of the appUcations of m athem atics, was relegated 

to the background: the ability to supply a m athem atical proof and to argue 

logically was considered more im portant than the acquisition of ‘trivial com

puting skills’. It was aimed almost exclusively at the better preparation of 

those who would go on to study mathematics at university. It made demands 

concerning methods but did not question existing teaching practice. Barrow 

writes th a t “in retrospect this educational experiment to introduce abstrac

tion to children at such an early age seems to have been somewhat idealistic 

in its devotion to the presentation of m athem atics as a work of a rt.” ^̂  Me 

Nam ara asserts:^®

Its main error w as in not taking into accou n t th e  way stu 
den ts  learn th e  subject. O ne criticism o f  Formalism is that  
it presents th e  s tu d en t with "ready m ad e” m ath em atics .
W hile believing that  m ath em atics  is invented it d oes  not  
give th e  s tu d en t  the  chance to  re-invent [Freudenthal].
O ne reason for this is th e  reliance on tex tb o o k s .  Hersh 
and Davis point out that  th e  reader is given a “polished  
version’’ and th a t  there is no t im e to  "fiddle around” with  
th e  text.

The Dutch Educationalist Hans Freudenthal was a major critic of the 

movement’s over-emphasis on the axiomatic approach. His writings in the 

1970s on m athem atics education were destined to see him regarded as the 

founder of what is now known as Realistic M athem atics Education (RME) 

-  an approach to the learning/teaching of m athem atics underpinning the

^^Barrow, Pi in the Sky, 129-134 as cited in Me Namara.
Me Namara, “Investigational M athematics in Transition Year -  A Pilot Project” 

(M. Ed. diss., Dublin University, 1994), 9.
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mathem atical education being provided by many countries at present. This 

is the second of the major twentieth century movements to be considered in 

this work. However, before doing so a number of different projects undertaken 

in the 1960s and 1970s are briefly surveyed.

2.2.2 Curriculum Projects

Much of the synopses given in this section are based on Curriculum De- 

velopm.ents in Mathematics by HKK, who remark th a t “the project is the 

major contribution of the second half of the twentieth century to the field of 

curriculum development.” ^̂  The University of Illinois Committee on School 

M athematics (UICSM) characterised the features of a project as

• trials

•  published materials

• in-service education

For HKK the project represented one solution to the problem of how the 

curriculum development process could be managed and of how innovation 

could be effected.

SM SG : In 1959 the School M athematics Study Group (SMSG) was set up

in the USA. It implicitly employed the Research-Development-Dissemination

G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. K ilpatrick, Curriculum developments in  mathem atics, 
79; em phasis added.
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(RDD) model characteristic of the whole era and was the first project to of

fer a comprehensive programme based on the New M ath approach. Some 

of its strongest advocates placed considerable emphasis on precision of lan

guage and the avoidance of ambiguity. The SMSG provided a stimulus and a 

model to innovators throughout the world, it served to train  a generation of 

textbook authors, and it exerted considerable influence on subsecjuent com

mercial texts. Yet in the diffusion of its work, much was lost. The variety 

of new work and the rigorously deductive methods were reduced or watered 

down; and topics such as set theory and algebraic structure lost their role as 

‘relational links’ and became mere inventories of concepts.

S S M C IS : The Secondary School M athematics Curriculum Improvement

Study (SSMCIS) project carried out in the USA in the 1960s was an exper

iment of Columbia University in developing a vmified six-year curriculum. 

Teachers had no role in initiating and planning the project or in determining 

its m athem atical content. An intense amount of work went into the design of 

the syllabus, writing of experimental textbooks, education of teachers, pilot 

class teaching, and evaluation of outcomes. It was designed for the most 

capable students, taught in the classroom but at a more advanced level than 

traditionally.

IM U : The Individualised M athematics Instruction (IMU) project carried

out in Sweden during the 1960s began as a grass roots study to  compare the 

effects between completely individualised and ‘conventional’ m athem atics in-
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struction in the first two years of secondary school. The project developed a 

completely new mathematics programme for grades 7,8, and 9. Two hundred 

and eight separate instructional objectives in seventeen areas of mathemat

ics were identified, and course material was developed for each objective. 

International interest in IMU material was high. HKK remark that “the 

Swedish myth is that the government should set the framework for curricu

lum development, in fact they implemented the IMU before its developers 

were ready.

FMP: The Fife Mathematics Project (FMP) (Scotland, 1969), aimed at

mixed ability classes, was a local proposal to individualise some of the math

ematics instruction in the first two years of secondary school by means of a 

workcard system that would allow pupils to do experimental work alone or in 

groups in the classroom. Over time the FMP came to refer to the method of 

working rather than the materials developed and the teacher became more of 

a stage-manager. The absence of strong centralised control over the curricu- 

liun of the early secondary school years permitted the project to be flexible 

in its goals and procedures.

It was found that in general, the average and less able pupils seemed to be 

well satisfied and had a more favourable attitude to mathematics in general, 

although some of the brighter ones were more doubtful. The teachers said the 

pupils found the materials interesting and stimulating but that they would

3«Ibid., 45 .
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prefer a  m ix ture of pro ject and class teaching. Among other things, it was 

observed th a t the  C om puter Assisted Instruction  (CAI) com ponent of the 

program m e seem ed to  encourage com petition am ong pupils to  see how fast 

they  could work.

M ad ison : T he M adison P ro ject in itia ted  classroom experim ents to  explore

how in terest and m athem atical activity, creativity, and discovery were best 

fostered and it took a stand  against the  transla tion  in to  schools of university 

content, w ith a corresponding loss in the  con ten t’s substance. T he teacher 

was assigned a central role in the process of instruc tion  and accordingly in 

curriculum  developm ent. It believed th a t ready-to-use m aterials would not 

bring about desired changes: efforts had to  be aim ed ra th e r a t im proving the 

professional com petence of th e  teacher.

R.B. Davis w riting for th e  M adison P ro jec t under the  heading of “Some 

Q uestions of Pedagogy and C urriculum ” asserted th a t “th ree aspects of tra 

ditional (and often ‘N ew -M ath’) curricula fit together into an inter-locking 

relationship  th a t stands in the  way of significant im provem ent.” These are

•  one is try ing  to  tell children new m athem atical ideas

•  inappropria te  sequencing of topics

•  ro te  learning w ithout understanding  why each step  is perform ed when

it is.

He advocated understanding, not m em orisation; the  ‘do, then  discuss’
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sequence for developing new ideas and stated tha t a child usually does not 

need the special precision of mathem atical definitions. For him m athem atical 

statem ents describe reality; therefore mathematics consists of ‘stories about

reality’. Furthermore, he wrote:

we want mathematical ideas to grow out of problem 
situations. An important goal of  good mathematics  
instruction is to  have the child develop a deep conviction, 
based on his own experience, that mathematics consists of 
reasonable responses to  reasonable questions. This means, 
in general, that any topic which might seem arbitrary had 
probably better be deferred until a point at which it can 
be experienced as a ‘reasonable response to  a reasonable 
question’.

The Madison Project was to have a greater impact on curriculum theory 

than on school practice.

S M P : The School M athematics Project (SMP) was an English project ini

tiated in 1962 at the beginning of the reform movement when the most urgent 

need was generally identified as being the modernisation of syllabuses. In re

sponse to criticism of existing curricula from industry and conmierce, its 

main intention was not to prepare students for university, but to introduce 

them to modern applications of mathematics in a technological society. As 

its deputy director Douglas Quadling wrote in 1972:^®

Some central principles were clear to us and have remained 
so. One was that, in devising a course for pupils up to  the  
age of 16, priority belonged to those for whom this would 
be the final stage of mathematical education.

^®S.M.P., The F irst Ten Years (England: Cam bridge U niversity Press, 1972), 217.
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SMP, which was funded by industry, laid emphasis on a wide variety of 

applications such as

1. com puter mathem atics

2. statistics

3. probability

4. operations research (linear programming, critical path analysis, trans

port flow)

However, according to HKK, not all of these applications found a perm a

nent place in the school course for, “at secondary level, what is taught still 

tends to be determ ined by what is examined than by what is possible.” 

Howson, who was actively involved in this enterprise for some time refers, 

in conjunction with his co-authors, to the pains taken by the project with 

teaching material:'^^

there  is little strikingly novel In the  presentation: there  is 
no pretence at  'discovery' or op en en d ed n ess .  W h a t  is new  
is th e  am ou n t  o f  explanation, th e  sheer  num ber o f  words as 
o pposed  t o  symbols.

'‘°HKK, 173. 
'‘ iHKK, 173.
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The principles th a t underhe this approach were strongly influenced by Hans 

Freudenthal’s concept of ‘mathematics as a human activ ity’. He felt tha t 

students should not be considered as passive recipients of ready-made m ath

ematics, but rather th a t education should guide the students towards using 

opportunities to reinvent m athem atics by doing it themselves."*^ Freudenthal 

had complained in his highly regarded Mathematics as an Educational Task 

(1973) that'*^

pupils are tau gh t  a ready-made mathemat ics;  a m a t h e m a t 
ics which is prefabricated by the  adult mathematic ian who  
knows how th e  parts fit toge the r  and wha t  is the  use of  
each o f  the m but a meaningless  pile of  isolated bricks for 
the  pupil w h o  is not  being introduced to  this knowledge.

He added, some pages later, th a t “every m athem atician knows at least uncon

sciously tha t besides ready-made mathematics there exists m athem atics as 

an activity. But this fact is almost never stressed, and non-mathematicians 

are not at all aware of it.”'*'* Later, in the same work, he wrote th a t “al

most all courses start with a mathematically organized m atter. The student 

is deprived of the finest opportunity tha t exists in m athem atics to learn to 

m athematize a non-mathematical subject m atter; an im portant connection 

betw'een pure and applied mathem atics is bluntly obstructed.”'*®

‘*^From a web page of the Freudenthal Institute, h t t p : //www. f i  . uu .nl(accessed 
September 23, 2003)

^^Hans Freudenthal, Mathematics as an Educational Task, 106.
'‘^Ibid., 114.
“̂ ^Ibid., 124.
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Freudenthal believed in the didactic value of emphasizing thought pat

terns, explaining th a t a thought-experiment is the a ttitude  of a teacher or a 

textbook author teaching an imaginary group of students his own thoughts 

and anticipating their possible reactions. By way elaboration he wrote,

Som e didactically-gifted authors reveal how they would have 
invented the results if they would have been as clever before 
inventing them as they were afterwards. They imagine a 
som ewhat cleverer A lter Ego and have him invent the sub
jec t  matter anew by a more convincing, more useful, and 
more intelligent method than the real Ego used. It is not 
the historical footprints of  the inventor that should be fol
lowed but an improved and better course guided by history.

This doctrine which Freudenthal believed “should be the principle of all 

m athem atical education” since “nothing is quite as convincing as self-reliant 

discovery” became known as the process of guided reinvention.

For Freudenthal the traditional way of teaching m athem atics, in which 

the s ta rt is within the formal system, was anti-didactic. Instead of starting 

at the very end, students should be given the opportunity to re-invent and 

re-construct m athem atical concepts. In the realistic view, the development 

of a concept begins with an intuitive exploration by the students, guided by 

the teacher and instructional materials, with enough room for the students to 

develop and use their own informal strategies to attack problems. From there 

on, the path leads via structuring-, abstracting- and generalizing activities,

to formalised concepts.^®

‘*®Ibid., 103.
^^Ibid., 130, 141.

van der Kooij, “Useful M athematics for (technical) vocational education” , Freuden
thal Institute, Utrecht University (1998): 1.)
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Contextual problems, both real world problems and realistic problems in 

the field of mathematics itself, are very important in the RME approach. 

“The problem should grow out of the situation, and the child should learn 

to recognize the problem in the situation.” ®̂ They serve as a starting point 

for the development of a concept and also as a source for applications and 

refinements of the mathematical concept. In RME students are given time 

to dwell on a concrete, informal level, when a new mathematical concept is 

introduced. At this stage in the process students develop and use their own 

strategies for solving problems that are offered within a context.

Although realistic is often interpreted as originating from ‘real life’, sense 

making and meaningful problem situations can also be embedded in contexts 

that are artificial or mathematical. The key is that the problems are real and 

meaningful to the students; that the problems are sense making and worth 

solving.

While Freudenthal contributed a wealth of ideas and conceptual tools 

to the development of mathematics education -  on contexts, didactical phe

nomenology, guided reinvention, mathematisation, the constitution of mental 

objects, the development of reflective thinking, levels in learning processes, 

the development of a mathematical attitude and so on -  he did not design 

very much concrete material.^^

‘*®Hans Freudenthal, Mathematics as an Educational Task, 134.
van der Kooij, “Useful Mathematics for (technical) vocational education” , Freuden

thal Institute, Utrecht University, {1998) ■■ 1.)
®^Flier for Streefland, Leon, The Legacy of Freudenthal,

h t t p : / /u w u . s p r i n g e r . com/sgw/cda/frontpage (accessed March 22,2004)
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2.2 .4  Influence o f E xam inations

According to Christiansen et al. examination systems were established be

cause examinations were seen as a means of®̂

1. classifying students

2. stim ulating effort and interest through competition

3. replacing patronage and nepotism by advancement based upon recog

nised ability and merit.

The exam ination system serves several purposes. It^^

1. sets standards for pupils, teachers and schools

2. stim ulates effort by providing a goal

3. acts as an adm inistrative device, as a filter to higher stage courses.

Of all the different examinations taken by students, the most im portant ones 

were seen to be those which attested to the successful conclusion of secondary 

schooling.

However, almost from their inception it was claimed th a t “many qualities 

and educational objectives were not readily assessable by exam inations” and, 

furthermore, “examinations tended to dominate syllabuses rather than reflect 

them .”®'* These objections, and others, have been constantly reiterated and

Christiansen, A. G. Howson & M. Otte, Perspectives in M athematics Education, 4.
^^Ibid., 20.

4
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re-inforced by educationalists since the end of the nineteenth century. As 

early as 1880 Pattison wrote that “examinations directed, as the paper ex

aminations of the numerous examining boards now flourishing are directed, 

to finding out what the pupil knows, have the effect of concentrating the 

teacher’s effort upon the least important part of his function.”

In passing it may be remarked that Pattison’s assertion that examinations 

essentially test no more than the recall of basic knowledge was to be echoed 

ninety years later by Irish educationalists when, as will be related, they 

studied the examinations system prevailing in Ireland at senior cycle in the 

late 1960s.̂ ®

Concerning the defects of centralised systems the 1961 OEEC report 

noted that though^^

a centralised sy st em  o f  examinat ion has the  adv antage  of  
maintaining a fixed co m m o n  standard in a definite body  
o f  knowledge,  m ost  countries develop a certain pattern of  
examination quest ions ,  and teachers spend much t ime train
ing their pupils t o  answer these  examinat ions  -  t ime which  
could bet ter  be spe nt  on teaching  more mathemat ics .  Many  
of  th e s e  examinat ions  b e c o m e  intell igence and endurance  
tests ,  rather than t e s t s  o f  mathemat ica l  reasoning and c o m 
prehension.

While agreeing that “... examinations do not always succeed in assessing 

a power to reason”, Nyerere in 1968 added “and they certainly do not assess

®^Cited in A. G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. Kilpatrick, Curriculum developments in math
ematics, 28

®®George F. Madaus and John MacNamara, Public Examinations -  A study of the Irish 
Leaving Certificate (Dublin, ERG, St. Patrick’s College, 1970)

®^O.E.E.C, New Thinking in School Mathematics, (Paris: OEEC, 1961), 97.
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character or willingness to serve.”

C onstrain ing  th e  Teacher: “A major constraint in the teacher’s auton

omy -  not necessarily for ill -  is the external public examination system” -  so 

wrote Howson et al. in 1981 citing as evidence th a t “the French ‘bac’ exerted 

a near stranglehold on the country’s education.” ®̂ W riting sometime later 

Howson, Christiansen and O tte (CHO), expanding on this point, said that 

it can be argued tha t examination and university entry constraints allow the 

teacher of senior pupils little freedom of action:®^

T h e  pressures exerted by th e  school sy stem  have been so  ef
fective  th a t  today  on e  really can speak o f  'school m a th em a t
ics' as a specific  subject rather than ‘m a th e m a t ic s ’. In par
ticular th e  influence o f  exam inations in later secondary years 
d om in ates  both the  teach ing  and th e  appreciation o f  w hat  
is m a th em a tic s  to  such an ex ten t  th a t  other  approaches in 
other years are a lm ost totally obliterated.

If this is com p ou n d ed  by a view o f  m a th em a tics  by the  
teach er  which d oes  not go  beyond th e  bounds o f  the  
im m ediate  task, a very restricted and unim aginative form 
o f  teach in g  is likely to  result.

While granting th a t teachers have a duty to prepare students for external 

examinations, these authors remark tha t it is a vital th a t teachers’ views on 

what constitutes desirable m athem atical knowledge should not be allowed to

be circumscribed by the forms which such examinations take, but, as they

°®Cited in A. G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. Kilpatrick, Curriculum developments in math
ematics, 60. 

s^Ibid., 59.
®'̂ B. Christiansen, A. G. Howson & M. Otte, Perspectives in Mathematics Education 

(Dordrecht: D. Reidei Publishing Company, 1985), 13.
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acknowledge, the need to secure good examination results for one’s pupils 

and to be true to mathematics and to their mathematical education does 

prove a point of conflict.

Regarding teacher input, the reality was that “in most countries the 

teacher’s part in the accreditation of students has been kept small” . H o w 

ever, on a more optimistic note, in relation to the introduction of the CSE 

examinations in England HKK note that “a feature of the newer examina

tions has been the opportunity they have provided for schools to draw up 

their own syllabus and for teachers to be responsible, with some outside 

moderation, for designing and operating the assessment procedures.”®̂

The historical consensus seems to be that while examinations are nec

essary, they have in the past militated against the genuine evaluation of 

mathematical knowledge and tended to standardise teaching, thus reducing 

teachers’ opportunity or desire to show originality in classroom work.

However, there are always difficulties in effecting change, one being that, 

as the 1961 OEEC report noted, “it is exceedingly difficult to get a central 

agency to adapt its examinations to experimental developments in the teach

ing of mathematics.”®̂ Some twenty years later CHO add that “there is also 

a suspicion that those who control the examination system are unwilling to 

recognise increased professionalism in the schools and have failed to adapt

®ilbid., 23,
G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. Kilpatrick, C urriculum  developm ents in  mathematics^

59 .

®^O.E.E.C, N ew  Thinking in School M athem atics, (Paris: OEEC, 1961), 97.
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quickly enough to changing demands and p r a c t i c e s . B u t  as HKK reahsti- 

cally remark “the best plans will come to nought unless examination systems 

test desired objectives and encourage rather than act against the attainm ent 

of educational and m athem atical goals.”

2.3 T he C urriculum  D evelopm ent E nterprise

By the early 1980s a structured view of what is entailed by curriculum de

velopment in general had emerged. Howson et al. wrote in 1981 tha t a 

curriculum “can no longer merely signify ‘the syllabus’ ” -  the word syllabus 

meaning the programme or outline of a course of study or teaching -  but 

nmst encompass all aspects of the educational endeavour. These different 

aspects they list in the order®®

• aims

• content

• methods

• assessment procedures

T hat this definition, in its entirety, is not universally accepted can be

seen from the acronym NCCA, which stands for the National Council for

“̂*6. Christiansen, A. G. Howson & M. O tte, Perspectives in M athem atics  Education,
20 .

®®A. G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. Kilpatrick, Curriculum developments in  mathematics,
2 .

®®A. G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. Kilpatrick, Curriculum developments in mathematics,
2 .
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Curriculum and Assessment. Judging from the title of this body, established 

in Ireland in 1991, it might be speculated that the civil servants who set up 

the Council view the first three items listed as being the components of a 

curriculum, with assessment being a separate activity.

Whatever distinctions one might make between various definitions of the 

term curriculum development, the different stages of that process are listed 

by Howson as®̂

• identification (of a need)

• formulation (of a course of action)

• acceptance (by others)

• development (of new materials and other physical resources)

• dissemination (of the aims and objectives)

• implementation

• evaluation (either formal or ‘informal feedback’)

The authors comment that most innovations in education are concerned 

with the development of new materials and other physical resources saying 

that this is a key stage in such p r o j e c t s . C h a p t e r  4 entitled Curriculum 

Matters expands at length on the different aspects of the curriculum enter

prise listed above as they relate to the teaching/learning of mathematics.

6^Ibid., 14.
68lbid., 15.
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Sum m ary: One might summarise the history of curriculum development

in m athem atics very broadly as consisting of two major phases. The first 

phase, which may be thought of as beginning in antiquity, d idn’t receive its 

vitalising im petus until after the invention of the calculus in the seventeenth 

century. From then onwards there was a gradual recognition by the nations 

of the western world of the empowering ability of mathematics. This, in turn, 

led to the realisation th a t the study of m athem atics as a subject should be 

an essential part of the curriculum at the primary, secondary and tertiary 

levels. W hen this was firmly accepted by virtually all of the affluent countries 

towards the middle of the twentieth century curriculum development entered 

its second phase which endures to this day.

This phase is characterised by a focus on the nature and efficacy of the 

m athem atics programmes th a t should be taught. Its early stages saw the 

emergence of a large number of movements and projects based on different 

philosophies of teaching and learning. As educational researchers reflected 

on the underlying theories and their consequences, curriculum development 

began to emerge as a major area of research in its own right concerned, as it 

is, w ith better understanding the educational endeavour.



Chapter 3 

H istory of Curriculum  
D evelopm ent in Ireland

The Whig government introduced a National School system to Ireland in 

1831, even though very few other European countries were providing any 

comparable system at th a t time. By 1849 the number of national schools 

was 3500 with an attendance of 370,000 pupils. At this time and until the 

end of the nineteenth century the primary focus of education was at the

primary level. O Buachalla^ writes:

While the  century  witnessed an expansion o f  educat ional  
provision at  all three levels and while various controversies  
attache d to  secondary,  technical  and university educat ion,  
it was  undoubtedly the  issues involved in the  e lementary  
'national' schools  which dominated the  educat ional  scene  
through out  the  century.

Some of the issues alluded to here concerned control of the schools, the 

nature of the instruction and the payment of teachers. While national school 

education was initially intended to be inter-denominational and integrated,

^Seamus 0  Buachalla, Education Policy in Twentieth Century Ireland (Dublin: 
W olfliound Press, 1988), 19.
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“by the end of the century, education for the m ajority was parochially ad

ministered, denominationally segregated and clerically managed.”^

While many different efforts were made to train  teachers, as late as 1870, 

no more than  38% of teachers were trained. The following year, 1871, saw the 

introduction of a ‘payment-by-results’ scheme which lasted until 1900 in the 

national schools and until 1924 in the secondary schools. This scheme “left 

an indelible character on the quality of the instruction and allowed external 

examinations to exert a dominant influence on Irish schools, an influence 

which still persists to some extent.”  ̂ 6  Buachalla adds, “while the undue 

emphasis on examination success and the associated teaching methods may 

have offended against the canons of sound modern pedagogy, nevertheless the 

m ajority of those institutions offered educational opportunities to a growing 

number of able scholars from that section of the population which previously 

seldom continued their education beyond the elem entary stage.”

Beyond this elementary stage lay Irish secondary or superior education, 

described as ‘a record of poverty, of abused endowments and of numerous 

inquiries preceding tardy reform’. In 1871 there were 24,710 pupils receiving 

education in these secondary schools which showed a wide variability as to 

size, facilities, curriculum, teacher qualification, and the nature and quality 

of the instruction imparted.^

2lbid., 19.
3lbid., 25.
'‘Ibid., 32.
®Ibid., 32.
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By the beginning of the twentieth century, 0  Buachalla says,®

the  structures for th e  provision and m an agem en t o f  ed u ca
tion which had evolved in th e  course o f  th e  (n in eteen th )  cen 
tury had been consolidated by 1900 in a manner which ex
plicitly recognised th e  dom inant role o f  th e  churches; th ese  
structures would em erge  as an early controversial issue but 
would prove resistant to  substantial modification for m ost  
o f  th e  new century.

In relation to its first eight decades the same author remarks that,^

th e  opening and closing periods were marked by lively d e 
bate and expansion policies w hereas th e  middle decades  were  
characterised by a distinct inertia in policy; in th e  period 
from th e  tw enties  to  th e  early sixties, a ccess  to  and par
ticipation in th e  educational system  beyond th e  com pulsory  
age were governed by conservative social values which also 
accorded a low political priority to  education policy and pro
vision.

O Buachalla divides the period from 1900-1986 into three phases. The 

first phase from 1900-1922 began with the introduction in 1900 of new pro

grammes and regulations which governed the development of these schools 

until the change of the adm inistration in 1922. These changes were inspired 

by the 1898 Belhnore Conunission on primary schools and the 1899 Com

mission on Interm ediate Education.® McPherson’s Irish Education Bill of 

November 1919 might have been the most significant contribution of this 

phase, offering “a veritable magna carta for Irish education which would 

have given a similar coherent educational structure to all parts of the is

land.” However, it met with fierce opposition, as did the 1920 Government
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of Ireland Act, so th a t its far-reaching proposals were never implemented.®

The main function of secondary-level education throughout this period was 

as a feeder to tertiary  education.

Phase II from 1922-1957 saw the formation, by the Free State government, 

of the Departm ent of Education in 1924 though the establishment of such 

a departm ent had been proposed as early as 1907. W ith regard to this 

government’s educational philosophy, O Buachalla writes that^°

Q uite  apart from any econom ic  constraints, th e  Free S ta te  
g overn m en t envisaged its role in education as one  o f  minimal 
interference, ... (its) caution in education policy is clearly  
reflected in its timid approach to  th e  Intermediate Education  
A ct o f  1924  and in th e  paucity o f  legislation on education  
in th e  early years ...

In 1926 the Ingram Commission on Technical Education was established 

and offered, not only a detailed analysis of existing technical education but 

made trenchant criticisms of primary, secondary and general education pol

icy. It was followed in 1930 by the Vocational Educational Bill. Education 

policy throughout this period tended to be conservative rather than expan

sionist and to focus mainly on curricular issues. Evans relates th a t the 

Vocational Education Committee (VEC) schools had their own system of 

public exam ination since 1936 and while before the 1930s there may have 

been, “a lack of clarity as to what technical education is; what constitutes 

an appropriate methodology; and the low social status associated” , by 1947,

^Ibid., 53. 
i°Ibid., 64.
^^Ibid., 65.
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“VEC programmes were markedly practical, employing a much more ex

plicit rationale for education and curriculum development than any measure 

in secondary education.”

Throughout this period, secondary education was still for the few and not 

the majority. As late as June 1940, the then Taoiseach, Eamonn de Valera, 

pointed out th a t for 90% of the population, the prim ary school is the “only 

educational experience” .

Phase III from 1957-1986 was marked by developments in education which 

rendered this period totally different from what went before. It was an era 

of expansion and initiative in education tha t slackened somewhat in the eco

nomic recessions of the late seventies and early eighties. In 1962 Profes

sor Patrick Lynch oversaw a major pioneering quantitative analysis of the 

Irish education system, resulting in the 1965 report Investment in Educa

tion, which among other things, recommended the establishment within the 

Department of Education of a planning and development branch.

The year 1967 saw “the single most significant advance in Irish Education 

in the century’ with the ‘free’ education and school transport system.”

In this year also the Report on Regional Technical Colleges was published 

and would lead, by the late 1970s, to the establishment of nine Regional 

Technical colleges and two National Institutes of Higher Education (NIHE)

'^John Evans, “Education as a Preparation for Work” (Ph. D. diss., Dublin University, 
2000), 71; 93,

^^Ibid., 90 (cited).
'"'Seamus 0  Buachalla, Education Policy in the Twentieth Century Ireland, 11.
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whose rem it was to place a pronounced emphasis on technology, industry and 

commerce. In 1968 the Higher Education Authority (HEA) was established 

to oversee education at university level, and a little later the National Council 

for Educational Awards (NCEA) came into being charged with promoting, 

coordinating and developing higher education in the non-university sector.

By 1984 the Departm ent of Education had accepted the tripartite  di

vision of the post-prim ary system into vocational, secondary and comnm- 

nity/cornprehensive schools.^® In tha t same year the movement of reform 

and development promoted in the mid-eighties saw a general examination of 

the post-prim ary curriculum under the Curriculum and Examinations Board

(CEB). Oldham writes^®
Responsibility for producing courses o f  s tudy shifted from in
formal, advisory c o m m itte es  established by th e  Inspectorate  
o f  th e  D epartm ent o f  Education for each subject, for each  
cycle, to  formally constituted  course c o m m it te e s  reporting  
to  an execu tive  c o m m ittee  o f  th e  CEB (subsequently  th e  
NCCA), which in turn, advised th e  minister.

Contrasting the beginning of the century with its (then) current state in

1986, 6  Buachalla remarks.
T h e  policy process and its consultative machinery o f  1900  
w as simple, if not primitive, com pared to  th e  labyrinthine 
s tructures and networks operating in 1986. Teachers and 
parents were excluded then w hereas in 1986  th ey  are in
cluded as well as other interest groups.

^^John Evans, “Education as a Preparation for Work” (Ph. D. diss., Dublin University, 
2000), 103.

'^Elizabeth Oldham, “M athematics in the Senior Cycle: The New Leaving Certificate 
Courses” , 3.
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Current P h ase of C urriculum  D evelop m en t in Ireland: The trend

for inclusiveness has become even stronger and more wide-spread in what 

might be labelled the current fourth phase dating from 1986 and stretching 

to the ‘horizon’ year of 2010. A series of seminars, extensive consultations 

and surveys involving numerous groups were carried out between 2000 and 

2004 by the NCCA as part of an on-going process to have in place by 2010 

curricula appropriate to the first decade of the twenty-first century.

By the latter half of the 1980s, as the OECD Reviews of National Poli

cies for Education: Ireland commented: “There was indeed a ferment of 

change beneath and surrounding the placid surface of schooling.” Earlier 

the report had noted under the heading The curriculum criticised th a t “there 

is dissatisfaction with present practice and frustration tha t new initiatives 

are being ignored or pursued with insufficient vigour.” ®̂ In fact there had 

been trenchant criticism of the education system in general and the Leaving 

Certificate (established) in particular.

Nevertheless “Ireland fully recognised the necessity of adapting educa

tion to the present age of high technology and providing resources for essen

tial technological innovations” ®̂ As part of this process of adaptation, the 

CEB became in 1991 the National Council for Curriculum and Assessment 

(NCCA), which according to the same report was^°

^^OECD, Reviews o f N ational Policies fo r  Education: Ireland, (1991), 123.
'®Ibid., 66.
'^Ibid., 122.
2°Ibid., 66.
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th e  m ost  im portant innovation in recent years, s ince it can  
provide a m eans whereby a national approach to  th e  curricu
lum at both primary and secondary levels can be adopted,  
and th e  roles o f  the  schoo ls  in im plem enting  national guide
lines and in developing their own approaches can be e labo
rated.

The NCCA was a major contributor to transforming post-prim ary edu

cation at senior cycle during the last decade of the twentieth century. The 

Leaving Certificate (established), which up to th a t point was the only option 

available to most schools, was augmented by Leaving Certificate Vocational 

Programme (LCVP). In addition, the option of a three-year senior cycle, 

comprising the Transition Year followed by one of the three Leaving Certifi

cate programmes, was made a v a i l a b l e . T h e  following sections elaborate a 

little on each of these developments.

T he L eaving C ertificate  V ocational P rogram m e (L C V P ) is a two- 

year programme which comprises groupings of the LCE subjects with some 

additional modules. It was expanded in 1994 to broaden the choice of subjects 

and to strengthen the vocational content. The assessment consists of two el

ements: w ritten examination (40%) and a portfolio of coursework (60%). 

LCVP students receive the same certificate as LCE s t u d e n t s . H o w e v e r ,  

currently the points allocated fall short of those awarded for a Leaving Cer

tificate subject and the allocations for Institutes of Technology (ITs) and for

^^National Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA), Developing Senior Cycle 
Education -  Consultative Paper on Issues and Options, 6.

^^Commission on the Points System, Final Report and Recommendations, (Dublin: Sta
tionary Office, 1999), 47.
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universities differ.

Transition Year: As early as 1974 some schools were offering students an

extra year which did not follow examination syllabi. In 1991 the Department 

of Education and Science (DES) conferred official status on an optional year 

- ju s t  after the three-year Junior cycle and before the two-year Senior cycle -  

titled Transition Year (TY), The DES did not provide syllabi for TY but did 

offer guidelines such as “TY is for the personal development of the student 

- ‘to grow in m aturity ’” '̂* It was not be used to extend the LC cycle from 2 

to 3 years although it would appear that some teachers/students were doing 

just this.^®

It is up to schools to subm it their own programmes for approval, a task 

which requires a high level of planning. The evaluation of the TY by the 

DES in 1996 noted the consensus among principals, teachers and students 

that the TY gave schools an opportunity to engage in genuine in-school 

curriculum development.^® Research carried out by the NCCA has shown 

that participation in TY is associated with improved performance in the LC 

examination.^'^

^^National Council for C urriculum  and Assessment (NCCA), Developing Senior Cycle 
Education -  Consultative Paper on Issues and Options (Dublin: NCCA, December 2002), 
16.

^■̂ An Roinn Oideachais (D ept of Ed), Transition Year Option: 1987-’88, Notes fo r  
Schools, 2.)

^^A. Me N am ara, “Investigational M athem atics in T ransition  Year -  A P ilo t P ro jec t” , 
(M. Ed. diss., D ublin University, 1994)

^®Department of E ducation and Science, Transition Year Programme 1994-1995: A n  
Evaluation by the Inspectorate o f Education, (Dublin: The S ta tionary  Office, 1996)

^^NCCA, From Junior to Leaving Certificate: A Longitudinal Study o f 1994 Junior
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T h e  th r e e  L C E  p rogram m es: In 1990 an Ordinary Alternative Course

was introduced alongside the existing Higher and Ordinary level courses and 

was first examined in 1992. A separate programme, the Leaving Certificate 

Applied (LCA), has its own ‘M aths Modules’, first examined in 1995. This 

course came to be regarded as separate from the Leaving Certificate estab

lished programme.

The LCA is a self-contained two-year person-based programme involving 

a cross-curricular approach rather than a subject-based structure.^® It is 

aimed mainly at those who do not wish to proceed to Higher Education. 

Additional elements were introduced in 2000. The public perception of the 

programme as one for ‘weaker students’ resulted in a lack of parity  of esteem 

with other Leaving Certificate programmes.^® While the LCA can lead to 

further education courses {e.g. PLC courses) and through this route to higher 

education, there is no direct access to higher education from the LCA.^°

Currently LCA students are graded on a series of projects and interviews 

tha t begin in January of fifth year and continue throughout the programme.

Final exams count for 34 per cent of the overall mark. Significantly this form 

of assessment and evaluation may very well prove to be the model applied 

to the envisaged horizon curricula. As the national coordinator of the LCA,

C ertificate C andidates who took the Leaving C ertificate E xam ination  in 1997, (Dublin:
The Stationary Office, 1999)

^®Commission on the Points System , Final R eport and Recom m endations, 47.
^^National Council for Curriculum and Assessm ent (N C C A ), D eveloping Sen ior Cycle 

E ducation -  C onsu lta tive P aper on Issues and O ptions, 17.
^*^Commission on the Poin ts System , Final R eport and Recom m endations, 48.
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Sheila O ’Driscoll stated  in June 2004:^^

the  evaluation m ethods, the  ongoing a sse ssm en t  and 
the  modular approach to  delivery have provided an ex
cellent exam ple o f  how a reformed Leaving Cert might work.

The Ordinary Alternative Course gave birth to the present third course 

in the suite of LCE programmes. This is the Foundation Level course which 

offers alternative tracks to the Ordinary level course in the subjects Gaeilge 

and Mathematics.

The courses available at Senior cycle as of 2005 are synopsised in the 

following table:

P ro g r a m m es a t S en ior C y cle  (2005)

Transition Year (TY)

Leaving Certificate Vocational Programme (LCVP)

Leaving Certificate Applied (LCA)

Leaving Certificate Established (LCE) with three levels:

— Higher

— Ordinary

— Foundation (Gaeilge & Mathematics)

^^Louise Holden, “The LCA offers students an alternative to  the regular Leaving, and 
may even provide a model for reform ” , The Irish Times, November 16, 2004.
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This is the same provision put in place ten years earher. However, as 

stated  in the introductory chapter, “it is felt timely, for a number of rea^sons, 

tha t the NCCA revitalise the debate and action on senior cycle education 

and the Leaving Certificate (estabhshed) in particular.”

3.0.1 P aucity  o f D ocum entation  on Policy-M aking

It seems to be an accepted fact tha t there is little publicly available material 

within the Departm ent of Education pertaining to policy-matters, certainly 

before 1986. Professor Patrick Lynch in the Preface to Education Policy in 

Twentieth Century Ireland by Seamus O Buachalla alludes to “the lack of 

detailed docum entation” when, in praising the reserach efforts of the author, 

he comments tha t “from personal experience I can understand his formidable 

task in seeking m aterial on policy making from the files of the D eptartm ent 

of Education.”

Earlier in 1970, concerning the failure of the Departm ent of Education 

to spell out in any concrete detail the intention of a syllabus, Madaus & 

M acNamara had this to say: “... the objectives of each course (Rules and 

programme of secondary schools, 1966-67) were stated  almost exclusively 

in terms of content; they could only guess what students were expected 

to be able to do with the content. Presumably, students and teachers are

^^National Council for C urriculum  and Assessment (NCCA), Developing Senior Cycle 
Education -  Consultative Paper on Issues and Options (Dublin: NCCA, December 2002),
7.

^^Seamus 0  Buachalla, Education Policy in  Twentieth C entury Ireland, (Dublin: 
W olfliound Press, 1988), 9.
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confronted w ith the  sam e difficulty.”

The same authors w rote of the consequences of such a pohcy (if indeed 

it was one):

W h e n  a public b o d y  fails t o  specify t h e  c o n t e n t ,  and  
t h e  re la ted  skills and  abili t ies which  it will ex am ine ,  t h e  
t e n d e n c y  ... is for b o th  ex am in e r s  and  t e a c h e r s  t o  se t t l e  
for a lowest  c o m m o n  d e n o m i n a t o r .  T h is  usual ly t u r n s  o u t  
t o  be  Kn ow le dge  o f  a r a t h e r  trivial kind. Herein,  if o u r  
analysis  has  n o t  co m p le te ly  misled us, lies t h e  g r e a t e s t  
single w e a k n e s s  o f  t h e  LCE; as a whole,  t h e  e x a m i n a t i o n s  
we  s t u d ie d  laid an imposs ib le  and  sense les s  b u rd en  on 
s t u d e n t ' s  memo r i es .

In reply to th e  following question of the au th o r’s:

Are  t h e r e  a ny  pub l ica t ions  available,  bes ides  t h e  Aims  and  
O b je c t iv es  t o  be  found  in t h e  In t ro du c t io n  t o  t h e  (1995)
Highe r  Leaving Cer t i f ic a te  M a t h e m a t i c s  syl labus,  which  
d iscuss  t h e  ra t iona le  behind  t h e  di fferent  t o p i c s  c h os en  and  
t h e  reas ons  w h y  o t h e r s  w ere  o m i t t e d ?

an official from the  DES obligingly made the following reply^®

I a m  n o t  aware  o f  a ny  such  d o c u m e n t s ;  I a m  r e l u c t a n t  t o  
s p e c u l a t e  as t o  t h e  rea son ing  o f  t h o s e  c o n c e r n e d ,  in t h e  
a b s e n c e  o f  d o c u m e n t a t i o n ,  b u t  I bel ieve t h a t  s o m e  of  t h e  
new to p i c s  we re  i n t r o d u c e d  b e c a u s e  t h e r e  a p p e a r e d  t o  be 
ga ps  in t h e  c o u r s e s  by com p a r i s o n  wi th  o t h e r  cou nt r ie s ,  an d  
with e m e r g i n g  t r e n d s  in t h e  appl ica t ion of  m a t h e m a t i c s  a t  
thi rd level.

^“̂ George F. Madaus and John MacNamara, Public Examinations -  A study of the Irish 
Leaving Certificate, 113.

^®Email correspondence with Mr. Hugh McManus, Post-Primary Inspector (M athemat
ics), DES/SEC, July 13, 2004.
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It may be stated  tha t the current (1995) syllabus of the DES which is, as 

of January 2005, the one to be found at its website, suffers from the very same 

faults identified by Madaus &; Mac Namara in 1970. However, it must be 

pointed out th a t the NCCA have done much to address this state of affairs 

in relation to Junior Certificate M athematics as evidenced by their recent 

guideline publications which expound at some length on the interpretation 

of syllabuses. Presumably, the intention is to do the same with whatever LC 

syllabus will be in existence when such work is undertaken.

Based on a reply of the same inspector, it might be asserted tha t the DES 

do have a policy, if, perhaps, not a documented one, relating to textbooks. 

In answer to the question:

Is there  any sy stem  at DES level which, while not vetting  
(m a th e m a t ic s )  tex tb ook s ,  actually reads th em  to  assess  
th em  for soundness?

the same correspondent wrote^®

No. N one o f  th e  DES, th e  SEC, or th e  NCCA has any  
function in this regard, (and deliberately so ) .  T h e  onus is 
on schoo ls  and teach ers  to  deliver th e  syllabus as laid down  
in th e  published syllabus d ocu m en t. If th ey  c h o o se  to  use a 
tex tb o o k  to  assist  in this regard, then th e  responsibility for 
ensuring th a t  it is a relevant te x t  rests with th em . W hen  
syllabuses are being reviewed, publishers are provided with  
updates  on th e  ongo ing  s ta te  o f  play, by arrangem ent.

36lbid.
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3.0 .2  T h e  L eav in g  C e rtif ic a te  E x a m in a tio n

In 1999 the Commission on the Points System noted that̂ "̂

Ireland is unique in the extent to  which the Leaving 
Certificate relies on a single final examination taken at a 
single point o f tim e using a single test instrument.

Nearly thirty years earlier in 1970, Madaus and MacNamara made the same

point and remarked on its limitations;^®

The present examination is almost the sole means used 
by Irish society to  assess a student’s performance in five 
or six years o f secondary schooling and also to  assess 
his suitability for a variety o f careers. Either function is 
more than a single examination can possibly bear, and 
besides present practice ignores all the information which 
schools accumulate about individual students over the years.

The same authors expressed a general concern about the possible negative

inrpact of such examinations:^®

So powerful is the influence o f the external examination 
tha t there are serious dangers associated w ith the ir use for 
purposes o f curriculum revision. The most obvious danger 
is th a t the test maker might easily supplement his role 
as evaluator w ith  tha t o f policy dictator. Alternatively, 
educational administrators might themselves turn d ictator 
and coerce schools into submission by means o f external 
tests.

In 1991 the OECD Reviews of National Policies fo r Education: Ireland

made similar points:'*®

^^Commission on the Points System, F ina l Report and Recommendations, 50.
^^George F. Madaus and John MacNamara, Public Examinations, (Dublin: Educational 

Research Centre, St. Patrick’s College), 1970, vii.
39lbid., 131.
^°Ibid., 67.
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T h e  dom ination o f  exam inations, particularly at th e  upper  
secondary level, ensures that, on th e  one  hand, teach in g  
and th e  curriculum are largely determ ined by exam ination  
requirements, and, on th e  other, th a t  major s ta tu s  differ
e n ces  persist throughout th e  secondary system , betw een  
th e  exam ination stream s and th e  rest.

Later, the same report added"*^
Everyone agreed th a t  exam inations played a dom inant role 
in Irish education . T h ey  helped determ ine th e  curriculum  
and profoundly influenced th e  behaviour o f  teach ers  and 
pupils for th e  last tw o  years o f  the  primary school and 
throughout secondary education.

Despite their concerns Madaus and M acNamara were by no means op

posed to the use of external examinations, pointing out th a t “there is now a 

growing body of h terature  to support the view th a t external examinations, 

suitably modified, need not result in educational damage, and can exercise a 

beneficial influence of great value to education.”'*̂

However in 1999, the report of the Commission on the Points System 

remarked th a t a number of damaging effects were attributable  to the exami

nation/points system, two being: “a narrowing of the curriculum arising from 

the tendency to teach to the examination rather than to the aims of the cur

riculum and an undue emphasis on the attainm ent of examination results. 

Elaborating on the first point, the Commission stated  tha t international re

search'*'^ shows th a t “experience with external examinations would seem to

^ilbid., 123.
^■ Îbid., 123.
^^Commission on the Points System, Final Report and Recommendations, 49.

Kelleghan, G. F. Madaus and A. Raczek, The Use of External Examinations to 
Improve Students Motivation (Washington DC: American Educational Research Center,
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indicate that all too many students focus their efforts on mastering strategies 

to help them over the examination hurdle rather than on developing mastery 

of the subject m atter and honing lasting competencies.” '̂ ®

However, despite the ‘once off nature’ of the final examination the Com

mission had the following to say'̂ ®

While concerns were expressed ... about th e  limitations of  
the  Leaving Certificate as it stands, it is clear th a t  there  
is strong support for th e  use o f  a certificate o f  s tu d en t  
ach ievem ent at th e  end o f  second-level education  as the  
determ inant o f  entry to  third-level education for school  
leavers. It is also clear from studies in other  countries that  
overall performance in secondary school is the  single best  
predictor o f  su ccess  in higher education.

W riting in June, 2003 in an article titled Time to leave the Leaving be

hind? the education editor of the Irish Times, Sean Flynn, reported tha t a 

major poll conducted by the NCCA indicated tha t for many students and 

teachers “the Leaving Certificate examination is an unloved exam despite its 

towering presence in Irish e d u c a t i o n . M o s t  respondents to the poll felt 

tha t the examination needs to be re-shaped, move away from an emphasis 

on regurgitating material, be more creative and more relevant. He indicated 

that

1996)
'‘^Commission on the Points System, Final Report and Recommendations, 50. 
'*®Ibid., 48.
“̂ ^Sean Flynn, “Tim e to  leave the Leaving behind?” , The Irish Tim es, June 3, 2003)
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there  is much support for th e  more flexible approach  
pioneered in Transition Year and in th e  Leaving Certificate  
Applied course. Many would like to  see  so m e  features from  
th e se  course  -  especially th e  onus it places on personal 
initiative integrated -  into th e  ordinary Leaving Cert e x a m .”

The article says tha t the then Minister for Education had signalled his 

support for radical reform of the exam with a greater emphasis on continuous 

assessment and project work. However, Flynn remarks th a t “the challenge 

of formulating an alternative is not easy. As over 80 per cent in the NCCA 

poll acknowledge, the exam enjoys a high level of public support. Broadly it 

is trusted by parents and employers. The challenge ... is to change the exam 

and retain the public trust in any new system.”'*̂

3 .0 .3  E valu ation  o f  Irish C urriculum  D ev e lo p m en t

The OECD Reviews of National Policies for Education: Ireland asked back 

in 1991:
“Were the national authorities satisfied that the examina
tion system was serving the best needs o f society at large?
Had any systematic attem pt been made to analyse its 
effects on learning outcomes, on attitudes, and on school 
organisation and practices?"

Other than reporting tha t “great efforts continued to be made to ensure that 

the secondary curriculum served pupils across the whole range of abilities” 

and th a t “the modes of examination were currently under scrutiny” ®̂ the 

OECD document offered no further information on whether any evaluations 

"‘«Ibid.
'*®OECD, Reviews of  National Policies fo r  Education: Ireland, (1991), 124.
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had taken place, or were due to be undertaken, in relation to the issues 

raised in these questions. However, one evaluation of the Leaving Certifi

cate examinations was carried out at the end of the nineteen-sixties. Since 

so many of the findings and most of the observations made regarding the 

LC syllabus and examinations pertaining in 1970, still apply to the current 

programme, despite the syllabus change in 1992, a general synopsis of this 

study is presented here along with specific references it made in relation to 

mathematics.

In 1970 Madaus and Mac Namara (M&M) in their book Public Exami

nations reported on a detailed study overseen by them on the Irish Leaving 

Certificate e x am in a tio n .M & M  state tha t they were principally concerned 

about two major problems; the reliability of LC marks and the types of 

intellectual activity for which the marks were awarded. They found that 

LC marks were unreliable to a serious degree and suggested, by way of par

tial remedy, tha t certain sections of the examining be done by means of 

“multiple-choice questions which can be marked by mechanical devices with

out any unreliability whatsoever.” They also proposed th a t students should 

be encouraged and even required to exercise their intelligence at levels higher 

than rote learning.

In a chapter dealing exclusively with the mathematics examinations M&M 

report that “the m athem atics papers proved to be both particularly inter-

^^George F. M adaus & John M acN am ara, Public Examinations, (Dublin: Educational 
Research Centre, St. P a trick ’s College, 1970) 

s ilb id ., vi.
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esting and particularly difficult to evaluate. The main reason for this is tha t 

the LC m athem atics courses were thoroughly revised in the early 1960s, and 

1967 was only the second LC examination of the new LC courses.” Guided 

by Bloom’s Taxonomy they give an analysis of each of the papers based on a 

hierarchical classification of the intellectual skills brought into play by each 

examination.^^ The Hierarchical Structure of the Taxonomy used is shown 

in the following table:

Category Cognitive Activity

Knowledge a
Comprehension a~l“b
Application a~l“b“l“C
Analvsis a+ b + c+ d
Synthesis a~l“b“l“C“l“d “|“e
Evaluation a~l“b“l“C“l“d “(“e“l“f

Table 3.1: Cognitive categories and activities.

They found th a t “of all the examinations which were investigated, the 

m athem atics papers has the fewest items classified under knowledge and 

most under analysis. O ther examinations, such as English and Irish, called 

for a limited amount of synthesis, which adm ittedly was not called for at 

all in the m athem atics examinations. However, most of the content of the

^^George F. Madaus & John MacNamara, Public Examinations, 1970, 85.
Taxonomy of education objectives: Handbook 1, the cognitive domain (1956), Benjamin 

S. Bloom et al. as cited in George F. Madaus & John MacNamara, Public Examinations.
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English and Irish syllabus was examined at the Knowledge level. Taking one 

thing with another, and recalling our reservations as classifying English and 

Irish essays as synthesis, we are inclined to conclude tha t the mathem atics 

examinations were the most successful in tapping a wide range of intellectual 

abilities.” '̂*

In relation to the question of “how well the LC m athem atics papers sam

pled the universe of items constituted by the syllabus” the authors com

mented tha t “an honours student who knew nothing of calculus could still 

have gained full marks” , a circumstance which “must be considered a serious 

defect in the examination, since the meaning of a s tuden t’s exam responses 

derives mainly from the assum])tion that these responses reveal how well he 

would have fared on the universe of problems.” They added, “moreover, the 

fact tha t different students attem pted different problems casts grave doubts 

on the comparability of marks from student to student” and concluded that, 

“in short, for several reasons, the idea of allowing a choice of questions was not 

a happy one.”®̂ They re-emphasised this point later saying, “the practice of 

allowing optional questions undermines the major function of an external ex

amination -  it renders non-comparable the results of students who answered 

different sets of questions.” ®̂

Thirty-five years later, as noted earlier, the DES have opted for no choice 

on the Junior Certificate examinations.

‘̂‘George F. Madaus & John MacNamara, Public Examinations, 91.
s^Ibid., 92.
56lbid., 115.
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Lack o f G uidance: Elaborating on the reductionisrn which is a conse

quence of failing to specify explicitly how a syllabus is to be interpreted,

M&M noted that:^'^
in th e  past, syllabuses like th ose  for th e  Irish LCE, have for 
th e  m ost  part confined th em selves  to  a s ta te m e n t  o f  c o n ten t  
and neglected  to  specify  w hat s tu d en ts  are ex p ected  to  be 
able to  do with it.

Examiners, tea ch ers  and students ,  lacking directions about  
anything ex cep t  con ten t ,  tend to  feel th a t  th ey  had done  
their duty when th ey  had in their respective capacit ies  
‘co v ered ’ this co n ten t .  T h e  inertia o f  human sy s te m s  did 
th e  rest. T h e  patterns o f  exam inations o n ce  established,  
examiners, teach ers  and s tu d en ts  knew w h at to  ex p ect  
o f  one another, and against all three o f  th em  th e  m ost  
high-minded pleading in th e  syllabus w as o f  no avail.

This problem of interpretating syllabi in an overly-narrow fashion so tha t 

they fail to show relevance was discussed in the introduction where it is 

asserted to be a shortcoming tha t still bedevils the current progranmie.^^

Influence o f th e  un iversities: M&M remarked th a t “education is run by

educators who naturally take the ‘educational’ point of view, and they tend 

to place too high a premium on subjects required for university entrance 

to the neglect of other subjects which might serve the best interests of the 

m ajority of students.” ®̂ In fact, the Commission on Higher Education had

w ritten in its 1967 report:®^

s^Ibid., 125.
®®Refer to 10.
^®George F. Madaus Sz Jolm MacNamara, Public Examinations, 127.
®*^Commission on Higher Education (1960-67), Report, Volume I I  (Dublin: Stationary 

Office, 1967), 572.
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We are of th e  opinion t h a t  t h e  universities and o the r  insti
tu t ions  exclusively concerned with higher educat ion should, 
from th e  beginning, work a t  a level which is appropr ia te  
to  them .  W e  do not  accept  t h a t  the  first university year 
should be looked upon as a trial year. T h e  secondary 
s tuden t s  enter ing th e  university or o the r  institution should 
come  prepared to  work a t  th e  appropr ia te  level.

M&M state tha t the LC examinations themselves deal almost exclusively 

with material considered pre-requisite for future university study, and in 

support of this view comment tha t “the American raters of the Leaving 

certificate examination papers all observed tha t the content of the courses 

was in their view university orientated.” They continued®^

University requ irements  can be qui te arbit rary and sec
ondary courses designed as prolegomena to  university ones  
might  no t  suit  t h e  s tu d en t s  for whom they were intended.
Our  point  is t h a t  secondary school curricula should be 
designed and examined primarily from th e  point  of view of  
those  for whom they  are intended,  with due  regard to  thei r 
age, ability and a t t a inm en t ,  ra ther  than from th e  point  of 
view of w h a t  thos e  s tu d en t s  may be some years later.

In 1999 The Commission on the Points System in its Final Report and 

Recommendations re-iterated the view th a t the demands of third-level en

try should not dominate the curriculum at second level nor unduly influ

ence the lives of second level students. “The Commission strongly supports 

the integrity and independence of the second level system and agrees tha t 

second-level education should provide a broad and balanced curriculum which 

®^George F. Madaus & John MacNamara, Public Examinations, 128.
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would enable young people to benefit from a wide range of educational ex

periences.”®̂

It may be said th a t the point made by the M&M in 1970 has been 

addressed somewhat in the present time by the LCVP and the LCA pro

grammes. However, it will be argued tha t some criticism is still a valid one 

in relation to the Ordinary and Higher level courses where more needs to be 

done to establish the criteria referred to in this extract.

A ltern a tiv e  m eth o d s o f evaluation: Quoting the educational researcher

Tyler, the authors wrote that his “experience was th a t no change could be 

made in the schools until the power of the external examinations was broken 

by supplementing those examinations with alternative methods of evaluating 

students.” They add th a t time proved him right in th a t “broadening the base 

of evaluation to include teacher’s assessments and a scholastic aptitude test as 

well as external tests of attainm ent [...] has the effect th a t Tyler described.”®̂ 

Revisiting the question of the reliability of marks in the LC examination 

the authors concluded that:®'^

T here is a high degree o f  unreliability a ssoc ia ted  with th e  
marks in each subject, not due to  any malice or carelessness  
on th e  part o f  the  markers, but due rather to  th e  nature  
o f  th e  task  which th ey  have been set. It follows that  
to  th e  ex te n t  which LCE marks are unreliable, to  that  
ex ten t  th ey  are invalid selectors for any purpose w hatsoever .

®^Commissioii on the Points System, Final Report and Recommendations, 49. 
®3lbid., 129-130. 
e-^Ibid., 134.
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By way of advocating a more comprehensive form of evaluation they 

opined tha t a combination of all three, marks in external applications, 

marks in internal applications and rank in class, form a better predictor than 

any on its own.”®̂

While often alluded to in the interim period between 1970 and 2005, these 

recommendations to broaden the base of evaluation were never adopted.

3.1 H istory o f Ireland’s M athem atics P rovi
sion

The paucity of documentation at the DES relating to educational policy 

in general has already been alluded to in an earlier section, and was con

firmed for this writer during his searches for material treating specifically 

with mathem atics provision in the period 1924-1964. Outside of the actual 

examination papers which date back to 1924 there is little or nothing touch

ing on the rationale shaping these papers. However, since what is examined 

is almost certainly close to what is taught, one may gauge to some extent 

from these papers the nature of the mathematics teaching at LC level in the 

first decades of the new state.

P h a se  I: 1924-1964: This writer perused the examination papers for each

of the years 1924 to 1965 inclusive, before making a particular examination 

of those for 1933, 1943, 1953 and 1963. W ith the exception of some minor 

s'^Ibid., 134.
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points of detail, one observes very little change in the nature of the material 

being examined over this tim e span of forty years.

Each student was obliged to take a common paper in A rithm etic and also 

a paper in Algebra and one in Geometry at ‘Pass’ or ‘Honours’ level. The 

tim e allowed for each paper never exceeded two-and-a-half hours with choice 

being offered in the m ajority of cases either across the whole of a paper or 

within sections.

The general Arithm etic questions are mostly at the level of common util

ity, covering such competencies as costing, mensuration, percentages, interest 

repayments, distances and speeds with a number of technical questions re

lating to decimals and logarithms.

Pass A lgebra: The 1933 paper examines items on indices, simultane

ous equations, factorisations, surds, arithm etic/geom etric progressions and 

series, a binomial expansion with a natural index and quadratics. The years 

1943, 1953 and 1963 sees similar type questions on the same material along 

with slight variations involving the solution of simultaneous equations of 

mixed type; logarithms with a mention of the natural base e; algebraic iden

tities; number theory/set theory; use of graphs to approxim ate roots and the 

remainder theorem for cubics. All in all the level of the questions and the 

format of the paper are uniform throughout, save th a t the 1963 paper has a 

slightly dilTerent layout and is typed in a new style.
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P ass  G e o m e try : The 1933 paper consists mostly of pure geometry

problems for which proofs are required along with two trigonometry prob

lems, one theoretical and the other practical in the sense of relating to bear

ings and distances. The 1943 paper has two sections. The first section has 

problems on: tangency, cyclic quadrilaterals; the division of a line; the con

struction of an isosceles triangle having each of the base angles double the 

vertical angles; sim ilarity of triangles and a right-angled triangle problem. 

The second section has four trigonometric problems; two technical and two 

applied of the surveying type. In addition to problems of the type described, 

the years 1953 and 1963 have additional items on the trigonometric rules and 

the compound angle formulae.

H o n o u rs  A lg eb ra : The 1933 paper has questions on: the solution of

polynomial equations; functions of two variables; summation of series (cjuite 

sophisticated); combinatorics; determining all three roots of a cubic using 

Newton’s method by supplying the initial approximations oneself, either 

graphically or otherwise; convergency tests; a binomial expansion involv

ing fractional indices; straightforward differentiation and a related problem; 

two applications of integration. The other years sampled furnish extra  items 

on complex numbers, differentiation from first principles, max-min problems, 

curve sketching with the aid of calculus paying special attention to maxima 

and minima and infinite branches, related rate problems and the determ ina

tion of areas and volumes via integration.
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H onours G eom etry: The 1933 paper has a geometrical problem relat

ing to overlapping circles, another on transversals, Heron’s formula, a number 

of trigonometrical problems both theoretical and practical and a number of 

coordinate geometry problems relating to straight lines, circles and parabo

las. The year 1943 has questions on: the converse of Ceva’s theorem; polars 

and the inversion of circles; Ptolem y’s theorem and cyclic quadrilaterals; co

ordinate geometry relating to orthocentres, tangents to circles, centroids of 

triangles and the param etric form of a parabola. It also has trigonometric 

problems relating to maxima and minima, evaluation and the solution of 

trigonometric equations. In addition to the problems of the type described, 

the year 1953 sees a theoretical problem involving inverse trigonometric func

tions while the year 1963 conforms to the pattern  of previous years.

G eneral com m en ts in relation  to  th e  papers sam pled:

1. Outside of the general arithm etical problems which are at the level of 

conniion utility but of genuine value, the algebra and geometry ques

tions have a pronounced theoretical bias with only the rare one touch

ing on an application. For the most part, half of the trigonometrical 

questions are of the applied type.

2. There is a very sparse use of diagrams in the format of the papers.

3. The 1933 paper uses the Greek letter 9 explicitly.

4. The question in 1933 on Newton’s method is slightly more realistic than
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the  corresponding current questions, in th a t one is expected to  find 

graphical approxim ations to  the  roots for oneself, ra th e r than  being 

supphed w ith initial approxim ation as is done a t present. Of the five 

years sam pled, 1933 is the  one tim e N ew ton’s m ethod appears.

5. T here is a reference m ade also in the  1933 paper to  functions of more 

than  one variable in relation to sym m etric and homogeneous functions 

although there is no explicit use of function notation. One recom m en

dation of th is work is th a t use be m ade of such no ta tion  in contexts 

where it is bo th  appropria te  and convenient to  do so.®®

6. Some of the  sum m ations asked are quite tax ing  in relation to  current 

expectations, viz. IIL C ’33

Sum t o  n  terms the  series:

(a)  +  (x +  1)^ +  (a: +  2)2 H-----

(b)  1.2.4 + 2 . 3 . 5 +  3.4.6 +• • •

7. The following question a t honours level in 1928 requires qu ite  a  sophis

ticated  use of quadratic  theory:

Find between wh at  limits x  must be so that  y may be real 
if

4x^ +  2xy  +  — 39x — 6y +  99 =  0

Find also the  maximum and minimum values o f  y within 
the se  limits.

66r^One case in point occurs in the trea tm en t of the tra jec to ry  of a projectile where quan
tities such as the range and m axim um  height attained are functions of the two independent 
variables -  angle of projection and initial speed.
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8. Questions on the binomial expansion often involve both negative and 

fractional indices.

9. Of the four years sampled, only the HLC 1943 had a ciuestion on com

plex numbers.

10. Some of the graph questions are above the current level. For example 

Trace
x{x  -  3)^

M issing  List: Reading through these papers one notes tha t there is no

use of set notation nor is there an explicit use of function notation, although 

a 1933 question refers to functions of two and three variables. Neither is 

there any reference to physical notions other than  those of length and speed.

This is the very much the same as at present where the practice is to have 

Applied m athem atics as a separate subject as it is now and was then. There 

was very little  examining of complex numbers and no emphasis placed on 

the waveform nature of the sinusoidal functions. Outside of one reference 

to e there is no mention of the exponential or natural logarithmic functions. 

Furthermore, there are not any questions relating to  statistics or probability 

nor is there any reference to vectors, matrices or groups. The next phase, 

to be discussed a little later, was to address many of these omissions in line 

with the prevailing New-Math thinking.
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M athem atical Provision for Girls: In 1932 an alternative mathematics

course, “elementary mathematics” -  for girls only -  was introduced. This 

course was examined until late into the nineteen sixties. What follows is a 

brief overview of the papers set in 1933, 1943, 1953 and 1963. In 1933 there 

are three papers in Arithmetic, Algebra and Geometry:

1. Arithmetic: Two hours to answer 6 questions from a choice of 9.

2. Algebra: Two-and-a-half hours to answ’er 6 questions from 9.

3. Geometry: Two-and-a-half hours to answer 6 questions from 9.

Arithm etic; The questions are all at the level of common utility, and 

cover costing, measuring, percentages and related matters. One question 

tests the ability to read electricity-nietres which are nicely illustrated.

Algebra: The questions cover algebraic manipulation, factorisation,

the solving of linear equations and two-by-two systems of linear equations 

along with quadratic equations. None of the questions could be described as 

bearing directly on real-life problems. The paper contains no diagrams.

Geom etry: Questions included the following:

1. Circumscribe a given triangle.

2. Prove that the angle in a semicircle is a right angle.

3. Prove that the sum of the angles in a triangle is two right angles.
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4. Find the locus of points equidistant from two given points.

5. P  is any point inside a circle and A B  is any diameter: prove tha t the 

angle APB is greater than  a right angle.

6. Draw a rectangle seven square inches in area and construct a square 

equal to it in area.

7. ABCD is a quadrilateral in which AB=CD. Find a point P so th a t the 

triangles APB, CPD may be congruent.

8. Illustrate by a diagram the identity (a +  b)^ ~  -h 2ab +  6̂ .

9. A person travels 20 miles West and then 30 miles North-West. He 

then proceeds directly to a place which is 40 miles North of his starting 

point. Illustrate the journey by means of a scale drawing. Find the 

total length of the journey and the shortest distance he was away from 

the starting  point during the last stage of the journey.

This paper contains no diagrams.

Ten years later in 1943 there is no discernible difference in the Arithmetic 

paper, save th a t candidates are given only an hour-and-a-half to answer it.

A similar tim e allotm ent is given to the algebra paper, which represents a 

drop of one hour in the tim e allowed in 1933 while the expectation is still to  

answer 6 questions out of 9. The questions are a shade more difficult with 

one calling for the sketching of the graph of over an interval. There are at 

least two questions testing formulation. Many of the geometry questions to
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be answered in 1943 in one-and-a-half hours had been asked in 1933. Other 

questions include;

1. ABCD is a rhombus: prove tha t the diagonals AC, BD bisect each 

other at right angles.

2. Show geometrically how to divide a given straight line into three equal 

parts. Give proof.

3. Prove th a t the angle subtended by an arc of a circle at the centre is 

double the angle subtended by it at the circumference.

4. Prove tha t parallelograms on the same base and between the same two 

parallel lines are equal in area.

5. Using squared paper, protractor and a large diagram, drawn to scale, 

solve the following:

From a point A on level ground a man saw two rocks, R i , i ? 2  in a line 

due east of A. On walking 4 miles due north to a point B he found 

the angle ABRy  =  40° and the angle A B R 2 — 70°. Find the distance 

between Ri  and /?2 -

Besides the genuine practical nature of the problem, the use of subscripts 

in its statem ent is worthy of note.

In 1953 all six questions in Arithmetic have to be answered in two hours. 

These questions are of the same character and level of difficulty as in 1933
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and 1943. Similarly all six questions in Algebra have to be answered in two 

hours. These questions are of the same character and level of difficulty as in 

1943. The geometry paper of six questions has to be answered in full in two 

hours. In addition to the type of question already described for the 1933 and 

1943 papers, there are ones such as:

1. Prove th a t in a right-angled triangle the square on the hypoteneuse is 

equal to the sum of the squares on the other two sides.

2. P is a point outside a circle, centre O. Show, with proof, how to draw 

two tangents PA and PB to the circle. Prove th a t the tangents are 

equal and tha t OP bisects the chord AB.

3. Show, with proof, how to construct on a given straight line

(a) a segment of a circle containing an angle equal to a given angle

(b) a segment of a circle containing an angle equal to the supplement 

of a given angle.

The 1963 papers in the three subjects Arithm etic, Algebra and Geometry are 

each of two hours duration and require th a t all questions be answered. There 

are 8 arithm etic questions similar in type to those asked in 1933, 1943 and 

1953. The Algebra paper resembles tha t of 1953 while the geometry paper 

is similar to its counterpart of 1953.

The Interm ediate Certificate for Girls Only was discontinued in 1967.
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It is apparent from the samples given that the level of questions asked 

on these papers between 1932 and 1967 is similar to that of the question 

being set on the current Junior and Ordinary Leaving Certificate but with 

the radical difference that there was a much greater call for proof in the 

former papers.

Outside of the arithmetic questions which were at the level of colloquial 

mathematics and a number of geometrical applications, the remaining ques

tions could not be described as bearing directly on real-life problems.

Phase II: 1964-1992 According to Oldham the impact of contemporary 

views on mathematics and mathematics education in the early sixties brought 

about major alterations in what had been a very stable programme.®^ The 

stability of the previous programme has been attested to in the survey given 

above.

In 1964 new Leaving Certificate courses were introduced and new Inter

mediate courses followed two years later. In the senior programme the terms 

Ordinary Level and Higher Level replace the previously used designations of 

Pass and Honours respectively. Furthermore, there are now only two papers 

at each level with six questions out of ten, carrying 50 marks each, to be 

answered within each paper in two-and-a-half hours. To discern the general 

nature of the examinations in this second phase the relevant papers from 

this period were perused. In particular, by simply comparing the 1973 pa-

®^Elizabeth Oldham, “M athematics in the Senior Cycle: The New Leaving Certificate 
Courses” , Studies in Education 8, no. 2 (Autumn 1992).
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per with the those of the first-phase examinations, it was possible to gauge 

many of the changes of emphasis introduced in the new programme as well 

as determ ine which portions of the older syllabuses were dropped in favour 

of new m aterial aimed at modernising the existing provision.

Specifically, changes of emphasis include: a greater use of diagrams; use 

of the function notation as in /  : E  —̂ R : x — > 2 +  4x — =  /(x ) ; use

of set language in relation to the domain and range of a function, solution 

set of an equation as well as questions directly related to the properties of 

sets; complex numbers as far as De Moivre’s theorem; tests of convergence 

relating to infinite series; graphs of the sinusoidal functions; parametrisation; 

treatm ent of the exponential and logarithmic functions; more applications 

of differentiation to optim isation and related rate problems; applications of 

integration based on understanding the process as a form of summation.

The new topics introduced were vectors (to include the scalar product 

and orthogonality); linear transformations and matrices; central and axial 

symmetries; groups with examples based on rotations and reflections as well 

as modular arithm etic. On the other hand, absent from the new programme 

were most of the arithm etic based questions familiar in the older one along 

with most of the geometrical questions related to constructions and proofs.

However, as Oldham relates, while these courses “offered much in terms of 

the stark beauty and logical rigour of m athem atics” , it was felt by 1988 that 

there was a need to make the Higher course more attractive and accessible in 

terms of style and content without radically changing the topics addressed.
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Thus 1988 marked the beginning of the most recent period of curriculum 

change in M athematics at the Leaving Certificate level of post-primary.®^ At 

tha t time the Ordinary course was enhvened, for instance by the inclusion of 

work on probabiUty and numerical methods readily apphcable in the world 

outside academe.

Change in the Junior Cycle mathematics curriculum was already under

way by 1988, with three courses, known as Syllabus A, Syllabus B, and 

Syllabus C, already introduced in 1987 within the Intermediate Certificate 

programme.®® In 1989, these courses were absorbed, unchanged, into the New 

Junior Certificate structure as the Higher, Ordinary, and Foundation courses 

in m a th e m a tic s .T h u s  changes in the mathem atics courses had started  at 

least two years in advance of changes in the entire curriculum structure.

Courses of instruction in mathem atics within the Leaving Certificate pro- 

grannne had been designed to follow on from courses of m athem atics within 

the Junior Cycle. In 1988, mathem atics could be studied at two levels. Higher 

and Ordinary, within the Leaving Certificate Programme. Updated versions 

of these courses came into effect in Autunm 1992.

®®Elizabeth O ldham , “Senior Cycle M athem atics C urricula in the  Republic of Ireland: 
Courses for the  1990s -  Gospels, Epistles and Revelations?” , paper presented a t the 17th 
A nnual Conference of the E ducational Studies Association of Ireland, M arch 27, 1992. 
■'Mathematics in the Senior Cycle: The New Leaving Certificate Courses” , Studies in  
Education, 8, no, 2 (A utum n 1992).

®®Elizabeth O ld h am ,“M athem atics in the  Senior Cycle: The New Leaving Certificate 
Courses” .

^“D epartm ent of E ducation, Rules and Programme fo r  Secondary Schools 1988/89. 
(Dublin: The S tationary  Office, n .d .), 39-64.
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P h ase  III: 1992- The new Higher and Ordinary Leaving Certificate courses 

were designed to have a ‘core and options’ structure; one reason being, ac

cording to Oldham, tha t it helps individual courses to be tailored in the 

classroom, both to m atch students’ needs and interests and to reflect teach

ers’ own visions and enthusiasms. A second reason is to facilitate change 

over time. Eventually, as part of a more profound revision, suitable options 

could move into the core, while core topics of declining im portance could be

come optional rather than undergoing sudden death. W hen the 2003 Higher 

level papers are discussed in some detail at a later jim cture, this stucture 

will be made explicit. These Higher and Ordinary courses are described by 

Oldham as ‘specialist’ courses, tha t is, ones appropriate for students pro

ceeding to further study in mathematics, science, engineering, technology or 

economics. Until 1990, effectively all students followed m athem atics courses 

of the specialist type.^^

Regarding the Ordinary Alternative course in m athem atics proposed in 

1990, Oldham writes th a t it was a ‘general’ course, geared to the needs of 

students who would not need to use advanced m athem atics in their future 

careers. It was intended to offer lively, relevant and m athem atically mean

ingful education to those who did not require the specialist content of the 

Ordinary course. She emphasises th a t the Ordinary A lternative was neither 

merely a maintenance course for social arithm etic nor a washed-out version

^^Elizabeth Oldham, “M athematics in the Senior Cycle: The New Leaving Certificate 
Courses” , Studies in Education 8, no. 2 (Autumn 1992).
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of the Ordinary course. The serious heed given to calculators, the recogni

tion given to investigational and constructive learning, and the incorpora

tion of strong visual and artistic elements made it genuinely complementary 

in scope and style. As already mentioned, this course became part of the 

Leaving Certificate established programme, and is now known as Founda

tion level. According to the DES the Foundation Level m athem atics course 

“is designed for students who have only a very limited acquaintance with 

abstract m athem atics”’̂  ̂ and “is intended to equip students with the knowl

edge and techniques required in everyday life in various kinds of employment 

... and to lay the groundwork for students who proceed to further education 

and training in areas in which specialist mathematics is not required.”

By way of making comparisons with other educational systems and draw

ing attention to perceived shortcomings in the Irish system as of 1992, Old

ham relates th a t pressure groups were advocating the extension of a ‘mod

elling’ approach in school courses based on the fact tha t many national re

ports emphasised the importance of problem-solving.^'* She adds th a t the 

Americans count problem-solving as a basic skill rather than an add-on extra 

while in England and Wales extended problem-solving activities and open- 

ended investigations are mandatory (and assessed) at junior cycle level if not 

yet at senior level. She remarks tha t it may appear th a t the world trend in

Roinn Oideachais, “The Leaving Certificate, M athem atics Syllabus (Foundation 
Level)” , (Dublin, T he S ta tionary  Office) n .d., 5.

'^^Ibid., 5.
'̂‘E lizabeth O ldham , “M athem atics in the Senior Cycle: The New Leaving Certificate 

Courses” , Studies in  Education  8, no. 2 (A utum n 1992): 4L
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this area is not being followed, adding tha t there is still much to be learnt as 

regards

1. modelling

2. investigations

3. practical work

4. utilisation of modern technology

The question of using investigations in the classroom was explored in 

1994 by Me Namara, one of O ldham ’s students. In a study entitled “Inves

tigational M athem atics in Transition Year”"̂  ̂ Me Nam ara points out that 

since Transition Year (TY) is the one time th a t students are free from ex

am ination pressure, TY offers the possibility of introducing M athematical 

Investigations (Mis). Coincidentally, the ’94-’95 TY guidelines say that;"'^

“the approach taken to M athematics is as im portant as the content itself. It 

should seek to stim ulate the interest and enthusiasm of the pupils in iden

tifying problems through practical activities and investigating appropriate 

ways of solving them .”^̂  The same document recognises the poor attitude 

that many students have to mathem atics and suggests th a t TY can be used 

to help overcome it: “the aim is to guide the pupil towards confidence and 

attainm ent of a balanced view of her/his potential for the subject.”

Me Namara, “Investigational M athematics in Transition Year -  A Pilot Project” ,
(M. Ed. diss., Dublin University, 1994)

^®Department of Education, Transition Year Programmes: Guidelines 1994-’95, 26.
^^Emphasis added.
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In the final paragraph of the Abstract of her thesis Me Namara writes 

that

D o in g  Inves t igat iona l  M a t h e m a t i c s  is o f  ben ef i t  t o  s t u d e n t s  

both  in te l l ectual ly and socially.  W ork in g  in an inv es t iga

t ional  m o d e  can  c r e a t e  diff icult ies for s o m e ,  but  n o t  all, 

t eachers ;  t h e s e  di ff icult ies can  be o v e r c o m e  wi th  e x p e r ie n c e  

and t h e  provision o f  g o o d  resource  material s .  Finally,  

b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  creat iv e  and personal  natu re  o f  thi s  work it 

has a de f ini te  p lace  as part o f  a M a t h e m a t i c s  p r o g r a m m e  

in Trans it ion  year.

Since this passage was w ritten it would appear tha t many more teachers 

are using the TY to carry out such investigations or to engage in m athem ati

cal activities closely allied to such pursuits. As evidence of this, the textbook 

writer Oliver Murphy, in an Irish Times article of November 2004, titled What 

I teach, describes how he uses the freedom afforded by the TY to enhance 

the teaching of mathematics.^® He relates that he uses “a five-module maths 

syllabus for transition year which the students really enjoy” . He describes 

the first module as a practical one based on probability which gives students 

“a chance to see m aths at work in everyday situations” . A second module 

on sequences and series (labelled by him as more traditional) is followed by 

“an innovative module on applied m aths” which demonstrates “the links be

tween physics and m aths” . The fourth module is a do-it-yourself research 

topic connected with Fibonacci numbers and the golden section where the 

students are exposed to ideas from art and architecture. The final module is 

one on algebra, designed (in the words of the author) “to bring the students 

^®01iver M urphy, “W hat I teach” . The Irish Times, November 24, 2004.
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back down to earth” . Most interestingly, the final paragraph of this valuable 

article reads:

I used to  run a bridge module on the transition-year maths 
course because the game uses so much maths. It became 
so popular tha t it is now a transition year course on its 
own.

The significance of this extract from this w riter’s perspective is how it 

bears testam ent to the beneficial use of recreational mathematics. The pop

ularity of this module, connected as it is with card playing, is telling confir

m ation th a t topics of this type from recreational m athem atics can be very 

engaging. Since many additional items relating to the game of poker and 

card tricks are explored in this work and suggested for inclusion in the hori

zon syllabus, it is to be hoped tha t this new material would also be seen to 

teach valuable m athem atical lessons while exercising a comparable appeal.

3.1.1 R ecen t  R e v ie w s /R e v is io n s

While the m athem atics courses at Senior level inaugrated in 1992 have not 

yet, at any rate, undergone any specific review since being first examined 

in 1994, a revised Junior Certificate mathem atics syllabus was introduced 

in 2000 at each of the three levels: foundation, ordinary and higher. The 

revised syllabuses were first examined in June 2003. The DES 2004 circular 

discussing the implications of these revisions notes th a t where a topic has 

been included, students can now be expected to be familiar with this topic 

when they progress to Leaving Certificate, while those topics tha t have been
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excluded will require greater attention. It states tha t in any consideration 

of ‘knock-on’ effects, account must be taken of the increased emphasis on 

teaching for understanding, with the use of active methodologies designed to 

improve the s tuden t’s grasp of the mathematical concepts involved. It points 

out tha t the structure of the examination papers is now closely aligned to 

that currently in use for Leaving Certificate. Questions typically have a three- 

part structure -  (a), (b), (c) -  tha t leads students from easier work to more 

challenging tasks. It remarks tha t absence of choice on the examination 

should contribute to complete syllabus coverage and to students having a 

more solid basis when embarking upon the Leaving Certificate programme.^®

Amongst the most significant changes the following may be listed: Junior 

Certificate students will now be familiar with calculator use but the con

cept of logarithms, rules for their use and the solving of equations will be 

new material for Leaving Certificate. There will be a different treatm ent of 

geometry with fewer proofs being examined while topics such as the compo

sition of functions and inverse functions will recjuire treatm ent ‘ab initio’ at 

Leaving Certificate. In relation to number, students will now be required to 

find prime decompositions and determine HCFs.*°

^®Department of Education and Science, “The Im plications of Revisions to  the Junior 
Certificate M athem atics Syllabuses for Leaving Certificate M athem atics -  G uideline for 
Teachers” , (Dublin: Qualifications, Curriculum  and Assessment Policy U nit, 2004), circu
lar M 38/04, 2.

®°Ibid., 2.
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3.1.2 The IMTA

In most countries, associations of m athem atics teachers have played a key 

role in the development of the mathem atical provision of their national cur

ricula. Often it is only through membership of bodies such as these tha t 

teachers, acting either individually or collectively, can hope to have an input 

into the educational programme they’re expected to administer. Mention has 

already been made of the British M athematical Association and the Amer

ican M athem atical Association, both of whom came into existence before 

1900. It was not until April 1964 tha t the Irish M athem atics Teachers’ As

sociation (IMTA) was founded to primarily “further the study and teaching 

of M athem atics in Ireland, and to foster co-operation among teachers at all 

levels.”®̂ As of 2001 it had thirteen branches nationwide holding regular 

meetings “to discuss topics of interest to practising m athem atics teachers.” 

Furthermore, “through lectures, courses, etc. members are helped to keep 

up to date in their own subject areas.” In relation to bringing influence to 

bear on curriculum decisions, “the association is represented on all NCCA 

m athem atics course conunittees” so that, “members, through their branch 

meetings and syllabus commitee representatives, have a direct input into 

syllabus revisions and curriculum changes.’’^^(accessed January 4, 2004)

The OEEC report of 1961 had noted th a t “there are four countries tha t 

publish periodicals which appear four to ten times each year and which are

®^IMTA Newsletter, How we began 1 (June, 1964)
^■Official website, “Irish M athem atics Teachers’ Association (IMTA) Home Pages” , 

h t t p : / /www. im ta . i e
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concerned exclusively with problems of teaching mathematics, interpreting 

mathematics, producing new proofs of theorems but not concerned with re

search in m athem atics per se.”®̂ It added that “journals could do much to 

inform teachers of necessary changes and innovations ... if only all teachers 

could be persuaded to subscribe to them and to read them ” . It continued 

“the writing of m athem atical treatises and interpretations by teams of uni

versity m athem aticians and educators working together is of urgent concern 

to all countries.” '̂* While the British and American mathem atics associations 

have, since their inception, been publishing through their respective journals 

articles aimed at improving mathem atical teaching in all its aspects, it was 

not until 1978 th a t the IMTA began the publication of its Newsletter.

This quarterly has proved an invaluable resource for prim ary and post

primary teachers in Irish education from that day to this. Each of the IMTA 

Newletters from 1980 to 2001 were surveyed by this writer who made a 

synopsis of each of the m athem atical articles followed by brief conniients, 

some of which are negative in tone and should be viewed as no more than 

simply the opinion of this reviewer. This commentary is given in Appendix 

B.

A number of both the general and mathematical articles lend historical 

support to the many of the suggestions being put forward in this present 

work. However, rather than present resumes of these at this juncture, it is

®^O.E.E.C, New Thinking in School Mathematics, (Paris: OEEC, 1961), 153. 
S'^Ibid., 154.
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thought more appropriate to do so in a later section which deals specifically 

with making the case for reform. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to indicate 

here the broad range of items and topics covered by the general Newsletter 

articles since its inception. These are categorised as follows:

Reports from the local branches of the IMTA 

News from the course committees

Reports on submissions by syllabus conmiittees of the IMTA to the 

CEB, NCCA or DES

Reports on International Conferences

Draft guidelines for the construction and assessment of courses

Draft syllabii and sample/specimen papers issued by the Departm ent 

of Education

Publication of examination papers and model solution sets a t the var

ious levels in M athematics and Applied M athem atics

Problem sets with solutions, quizzes, puzzles

Results of the Irish National M athematics Contests and International 

M athem atical Olympiads

Information Technology articles include: The Com puter in the Teach

ing of M athematics; Calculators Myth or Magic?; The Use of Spread

sheets in Teaching
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Book reviews

History articles on items such as Euclidean geometry; sites of m athe

matical interest; the development of mathematics; the Calculus

M athematics education articles include:

— Teaching M athematics Creatively

— Some Thoughts on the relevance of second-level Maths to Third 

level needs

— The Changing Role of the Teacher in the M athematics Class

— M athematics Education as Cultural Induction

— Context as a Factor in Determining School M athematics

— Challenges for Enriching the Curriculum: Algebra

— W hat Irish Pupils say about M athematics

— W hither M athematics in Education in Ireland?

— M athematical Projects for the Young Scientist Exhibition

Advanced articles include “Random Thoughts on Relativity” and a 

two-part article on using the Cayley-Hamilton theorem in the evalua

tion of exponential matrices.
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Chapter 4 

Curriculum M atters

In this chapter a number of themes touched upon in the general history 

of curriculum development given heretofore are brought into sharper focus. 

In addition a number of key questions relating to m athem atics itself are 

discussed.

It is evident from the previous historical discussion tha t there were many 

different approaches to teaching in general and to teaching m athem atics in 

particular. A nun:iber of the approaches to the learning/teaching of m ath

ematics, which were the basis of many of the educational projects carried 

out in the 1960s, are briefly synopsised in the next section. As will become 

evident, the boundaries between the various approaches are very fluid.

4.1 A pproaches to  Curriculum  D evelopm ent

W ith the exception of the last two summaries, the synopses in this section 

are based upon m aterial in chapters five and six of Curnculum developments

145
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in mathematics by HKK.^

T he B eh av iou rist approach: This approach arose from a desire to achieve

a more effective m athem atical education through a reform of the methods 

of learning and teaching being practiced at the end of the 1930s. The un

derlying theory proceeds on the assumption th a t any learning process can 

be described in term s of a stimulus-response pattern, th a t the learning pro

cess can be ‘objectivised’ as observable changes in behaviour. The learning 

objective (goal) determines the desired change of behaviour, which can be 

checked.

Formulating and grouping objectives bulks large in the behaviourist- 

oriented development of curricula. The most consistent and obvious ap

plications of this stimulus-response design are programmed learning and 

computer-assisted instruction where pupils are provided with (in theory) lu

cid and unambiguous directions and with a clear control system.

T he S tru ctu ra list approach: Here the view is th a t at the lower levels

of cognition m athem atical objects are discovered empirically in the pupil’s 

environment. Later on, analytic thinking is developed step by step, and 

the axiomatic m ethod is used for explaining and analysing mathem atical 

structures. The m athem atical objects themselves only function as examples 

and rank lower than  processes, methods and working procedures -  a case of

'̂ A. G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. Kilpatrick, Curriculum developments in mathematics 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1981)
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process above product.

W ith this approach the major task for the curriculum developer is to 

devise appealing and meaningful teaching models for these processes of dis

covery as embodiments of underlying structures. The discovery approach, in 

which a student is asked to explore a situation in his own way, is held to be 

invaluable in developing creative and independent thinking in an individual.^ 

It is obvious, however, th a t the discovery method is slow. Some believe 

that with this approach the teacher should be prepared to introduce required 

ideas when they are not forthcoming from the class; th a t he should bring a t

tention to misleading statem ents in the way of the discussion, and summarise 

results clearly as they come forward.^ These reasons and others account for 

the approach taken in this work regarding the use of recreational m athem at

ics.

T he Form ative approach: This approach is formulated without reference

to particular school subjects. It proceeds on the assumption tha t any school 

education should aim at endowing the pupil with an optimal basic body of 

cognitive abilities and affective and motivational attitudes. These may be 

described in terms of personality traits as creative ability, ‘intelligence’ and 

performance motivation.

According to The International Conference on Public Education, 1956, it

^Cam bridge Conference on the Correlation of E lem entary Science and M athem atics, 
1963 as cited in Ibid., 109.

3lbid., 110.
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is im portant

1. to guide the student into forming his own ideas and discovering the 

m athem atical relations and properties himself, rather than imposing 

ready-made adult thought upon him

2. to make sure th a t he acquires operational processes and ideas before 

introducing him to formalism

3. not to entrust to autom atism  any operations th a t are not already as

similated

HKK say tha t P iaget’s research has dem onstrated th a t it is fundamental 

to the processes of concept formation th a t they should be initiated at the 

level of concrete operations by the child’s self-reliant m anipulation of real 

objects. The emphasis is placed on reality and the rejection of models. The 

teacher’s key function is to create situations in which the child can enjoy ‘real 

activ ity’ and translate this activity into learning processes. So mathem atical 

applications, discarded by the followers of the New-Math movement because 

they did not fit neatly into the system, assume a greater significance in the 

formative approach, being the manifestation of the m athem atics of reality.
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T he Integrated-T eaching approach; Here one seeks to go beyond mere 

statem ents on methods and to consider also problems of content. The se

lection of the content of learning must be geared to the interests and needs 

of the pupils. This means th a t real need and problems concerning their pri

vate and professional life, both present and future, have to be considered. 

Problem areas from reality should determine the content of the teaching.

This approach does away with the division into subjects of instruction; 

instead it integrates them according to the requirements of the problem at 

hand. Progress in problem solving, in the sense of discovery learning, is en

hanced by the application-oriented means of cognition and by the procedures 

of the various disciplines. In this approach the motivation of pupils is of great 

importance.

HKK writing in 1981 suggested that “a determined effort should now 

be made to integrate science and mathematics teaching” because “the ad

vantages of emphasizing the organic interconnections between mathem atics 

and the various branches of science would far outweigh any disadvantages.”'* 

They argued th a t a great deal can be accomplished in the time span of nine 

years given to prim ary and junior high if one starts slowly and moves ahead

at a natural pace. They added^
To the  argum ent that  m athem atics  has s tood  for years on 
its own pedestal in schools, we reply that  it has hardly been  
a scream ing su ccess .  For every child w ho feels com fortable  
with m athem atica l abstractions we can surely find tw o  w ho  
are bewildered and repelled.

‘‘Ibid., 124 
^Ibid., 124.
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T he N ew -M a th  approach: Because the New-Math movement has al

ready been discussed at some length, this synopsis here is kept to a minimum. 

This approach offers a systematic description of mathematics, organised so as 

to emphasise structural conditions. It advocates tha t material be presented 

in a uniform language with great precision and regards the basic principle of 

deduction of content from axioms to be central to its teaching.

T he R M E  approach: Since this movement has also been discussed in

detail the synopsis given here is also a brief one borrowed from Oldham who 

characterises the RME approach as follows:®

1. The starting  points of instructional sequences should be experimen

tally real to students so tha t they immediately engage in personally 

meaningful m athem atical activity.

2. The initial informal mathem atical activity should constitute a basis 

from which students can abstract and construct increasingly sophisti

cated m athem atical concepts.

3. The instructional sequence should involve activities in which the stu

dents create and elaborate symbolic models like drawings, diagrams, 

tables or notations.

4. The above can only be effective if they are realised in interactive instruc

tion: explaining and justifying solutions, understanding other student’s

®Elizabeth Oldham, Trends in Mathematical Education, 44.
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solutions, to agree and disagree, questioning alternatives, to reflect af

terwards.

5. Real phenomena in which mathematical structures and concepts man

ifest themselves lead to intertwining of learning strands.

The C on stru ctiv ist approach: Constructivists believe in giving learn

ers the freedom of their own construction or reconstruction. A person must 

construct, reconstruct, create or recreate all knowledge for themselves. The 

paramount requirement of constructivism is that the teacher realises and 

accepts the personal nature of knowledge. Me Namara notes th a t “the con

structivist views communication as an integral part of the learning” and adds 

that “the importance of communication can never be underestim ated. Em

ployers, when surveyed on skills they require in employees, named it as one 

of the most im portant.” '̂

The main difference between RME and constructivism in general is that 

RME is applied only to mathem atics education while constructivism is used 

in many subjects.®

Three different shades of constructivism are identified by some writers:

Radical constructivism: knowledge cannot simply be transferred ready

made from parent to child or from teacher to student but has to be

^A. Me N am ara, “Investigational M athem atics in Transition Year -  A P ilo t P ro jec t” 
(M. Ed. diss., D ublin university, 1994)

®J. de Lange, “Using and A pplying M athem atics in E ducation” , In ternational Handbook 
of m athem atics education, P art One (Holland: Kluwer Academic Publisher, 1996)
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actively built by each learner in his or her mind.® From this description 

it is clear that this approach has close links with RME. “The RME pillar 

of guided reinvention becomes radical constructivism in the limit as the 

guidance goes to zero.” °̂

Social constructivism: students can better construct their knowledge 

when it is embedded in a social process.

Socio-Constructivist: this type of social constructivism is developed 

only in mathematics education. The characteristics of this approach 

are similar to those of RME in that mathematics should be taught 

through problem solving, students should interact with teachers and 

other students and should solve problems based on their own strategies.

This approach and RME both view mathematics as a creative human 

activity and consider that mathematical learning occurs as students 

develop effective ways to solve problems. “The difference between the 

socio-constructivist approach and the realistic approach is that the for

mer does not offer heuristics for developing constructional activities for 

students.”

®Ernest von Glasersfeld, “Some Like it Radical” in Constructivist View on the Teaching 
and Learning of Mathematics, 1992.

Braams, “Report on a Visit to the Freudenthal Institute” (2001), 
h t t p : / / w w w .n y u .e d u /m fd d /b ra a L m s / l in k s / f i - v i s i t .h tm l , 2. (accessed March 22, 
2004)

^^Paul Ernest, “The Psychology of Teaching Mathematics: A Conceptual Framework” , 
Mathematics Education for Teaching, (1989)

P. E. Gravemeijer, Developing realistic mathematics education, (Utrecht:CD/? press, 
1994), 81.
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Koehler and Grouws^^ quoting Cobb remark tha t “although construc

tivist theory is attractive when the issue of learning is concerned, deep-rooted 

problems arise when attem pts are made to apply it to instruction” , explaining 

that this is especially true if one subscribes to the ‘transmission of knowledge’ 

view of teaching, rather than  the view that “students construct knowledge 

for themselves by restructuring their internal cognitive structures.”

In the next sections some of the modern issues associated with curriculum 

development are expanded upon.

4.2 M anagem ent o f Curriculum  D evelopm ent

It has already been remarked tha t in the nineteenth century and the earlier 

decades of the twentieth century it was an accepted practice for educational 

reformers to urge changes both in content and methods of instruction within 

existing programmes w ithout feeling the least need to test the proposed rec- 

onnnendations in any way beforehand. It was not until late in the twentieth 

century that curriculum development was to be managed on an on-going 

basis.

HKK remark tha t even as late as the 1970s most countries attem pted 

radical reform of their m athem atics curricula but with little use of classical

S. Koehler & D. A, Grouws, “Mathematics Teaching Practices and Their Effects” 
in the Handbook of Research on Mathematics Teaching and Learning, (US: Macmillan 
Publishing, 1992), 118-119

' “̂P. Cobb, “The tension between theories of learning and instruction in mathematics 
education.” . Educational Psychologist 23(2), (1988): 87.

'®A.G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. Kilpatrick, Curriculum developments in mathematics, 
68 .
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research lines which use^®

•  control groups

• test explicit hypotheses

• evaluation

Even when curricula (in whatever form) were believed to be in place they 

were, as Freudenthal wrote:

... most ly vague  and usually admit  o f  a great  variety of  
interpretation.

However, the OEEC report of 1961 clearly understood and appreciated 

the need for such management. It stated  tha t there was a need for a large- 

scale, systematic, scientific research in actual classroom situations where the

ories relating to (i) subject m atter and (ii) the organisation and methods of 

instruction, could be tested against controlled conditions over a long period 

of time. The research should aim to give knowledge on the quality and quan

tity  of ou tput in an educational system, as well as a means for improving 

the quality of teaching. There was also a need for fundam ental research into 

problems of intellectual development and concept formation.

The Dutch were amongst the first to establish a body charged with man

aging curriculum development. “In 1970 the Dutch M inistry of Education 

decided to raise development of subject m atter and teacher retraining to the

status of a perm anent institu tion.” *̂

^®Ibid., Preface.
^^Hans Freudenthal, Mathematics as an Educational Task, 158.
^®Ibid., 169. Some fourteen years later the general examination of the post-primary
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4.3 E valuation w ith in  Curriculum  D evelop 
m ent

Just as the curriculum had not been widely perceived as something to be 

‘developed’ until the middle of the twentieth century with the advent of cur

riculum development projects, so the need for an explicit, formal evaluation 

of the curriculum did not arise until people began to ask whether the projects 

had been worthwhile.^®

Evaluation is the process of judging the worth of something. It is nec

essary in education because a curriculum is an abstraction tha t can only be 

glimpsed through such means as the analysis of statem ents of aims, obser

vation of content actually taught and assessment of what the pupils have 

learned. According to Jacobsen evaluation consists of three activities:^®

asking significant questions

gathering information to answer the questions

interpreting the results

It is a i^sychological process because it affects people’s beliefs about their 

work and themselves and it is also a socio-political process because it affects 

decisions as to what shall be taught to whom.

curriculum  in Ireland was entrusted  to  the  Curriculum  and E xam inations Board (CEB). 
Seamus O Buachalla, Education Policy in  Twentieth Century Ireland, 76.

*®A. G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. K ilpatrick, Curriculum developments in  mathem atics, 
183.

As cited in Ibid., 184.
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HKK relate th a t since the ‘New-Math’ curriculum development projects 

were prim arily concerned with updating the content of the m athem atics cur

riculum, evaluations of these projects tended to be directed at the question 

of content: could pupils learn the new content and still learn the old content 

too?^^ In fact, the New-Math people saw their project’s work as virtually self

validating. The materials they developed were intrinsically worthwhile and 

seemed to be usable. Why was a ‘full-dress’ evaluation necessary except to 

satisfy the bureaucrats? They worried th a t the subtle kinds of ‘higher-order’ 

learning sought by their projects would not be easily detected by evaluation 

studies.

However, as these authors point out, not all studies of New-Math curricu

lum development projects were cast in the ‘le t’s compare pupils’ achievement 

mould. These evaluations tended to stress the justifications for undertaking 

a project more than the effects of its work. They were aimed at making a 

curriculum acceptable rather than improving its quality. Thus they were of 

the formative type where one attem pts to provide direction to a project’s 

work in contrast to summative evaluation which looks at the final products 

of a curriculum development project.

HKK report th a t a large number of the evaluation studies conducted in 

the past had a negligible impact on decisions regarding the curricula being 

evaluated. They give an account of the evaluations, or lack thereof, carried

2 'lb id .,  187.
22lbid., 206.
23lbid., 196.
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out in relation to a number of the different curriculum approaches already 

described and a brief synopsis is given here.

W ith regard to the evaluation of projects based on the behaviourist ap

proach, Bloom’s taxonomy was an attem pt to develop a scheme for classi

fying both the outcomes of instruction as measured by tests and the ob

jectives of instruction. However, Eisenberg (1975) argued vehemently tha t 

behaviourism, by equating education with training, missed the essence of the 

discipline of mathematics. Standardised achievement tests (SATs) are poor 

devices for such diagnosis as distinguishing between effective and ineffective 

parts of new programmes because they tend to emphasise the recall of fac

tual information and performance of routine calculations. They rely heavily 

on the pupil’s memory for facts and procedures and so little  on such things 

as understanding of why the procedures worked and his ability to apply his 

knowledge of m athem atics to new situations.

The difficulty of comparing something as amorphous as ‘the discovery 

method of teaching’ with any other teaching method seemed to convince 

curriculum developers who advocated a discovery approach th a t they should 

not perm it their projects to stand or fall on the basis of an experimental com

parison of teaching methods. Projects based on the structuralist approach 

have, therefore, seldom received extensive formal evaluation. An exception is 

the Comprehensive School Mathematics Project (CSMP). The CSMP Eval

uation Program was a behaviourist attack on humanistic mathematics. It 

dismissed ‘team teaching’ as having being clearly shown to have ‘no ad van-
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tages over conventional teaching’.

The formative approach to curriculum development requires th a t teachers 

play a strong role in helping to devise situations in which children can learn 

mathematics. Projects based on the formative approach tended to provide 

materials which were illustrative and suggestive rather than comprehensive 

and definite. They left much of the developmental work to the teacher, 

who was often expected to treat the materials as a supplement to the regular 

m athem atics programme. Such projects were difficult to evaluate and usually 

did not set forth a list of goals, but when they did, the goals tended to deal 

with vague, albeit im portant, notions about such things as learning to pursue 

m athem atics on one’s own and developing an educated intuition.

To the extent tha t a curriculum project based on the integrated-teaching 

approach attem pts to do away with boundaries between m athem atics and 

other disciplines, it will encounter problems in implementing its programme 

with teachers whose own education has been conducted largely within these 

boundaries. Programmes based on the integrated-teaching approach, there

fore, have faced greater problems of dissemination and teacher education 

(and re-education) than  those based on other approaches.

In relation to the evaluation of RME, Freudenthal had w ritten “it is 

believed tha t knowledge and ability acquired by re-invention are better un

derstood and more easily preserved than if acquired in a less active way. I 

do not know whether this thesis has been formally tested but there are many
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indications which make it probable.” '̂* As of now several positive results of 

the RME theory can be found in the literature. For instance, in the USA, 

RME is adopted in the “M athematics in context” textbooks for grades 5-8. 

After the books were used by students in several school districts from dif

ferent states, a preliminary research showed that the students achievement 

on the national test highly increased.^® Furthermore, in the country where 

RME originally has been developed, the Netherlands, there are also positive 

results tha t can be used as indicators for the success of RME in the reform of 

mathem atics education. The results of the Third International M athematics 

and Science Study (TIMSS) show that students in the Netherlands gained 

high achievements in m athem atics education.^®

In 1994 Me Namara wrote tha t there was “no research findings on the 

efficacy of constructivism as of yet at secondary school level.”

In summing up their discussion of evaluation HKK say th a t “the art 

and science of education evaluation is still in a primitive state, and it is not 

surprising that its practice does not follow the well-worn paths. Nevertheless, 

evaluation of sorts is constantly taking place, and decisions are being made

^^Hans Freudenthal, Mathematics as an Educational Task, 118.
Romberg & D. de Lange, Mathematics in Context: Teacher Resource and Imple

mentation Guide (Brittannica M athematics system, USA, 1998)
^®I.V. Mullis, M. O. Martin, A. E. Beaton, E. J. Gonzalez, D. Kelly, & T. A. Smith, 

Mathematics Achievement in the primary school years: lE A ’s Third International Mathe
matics and Science Study (USA: Chestnut Hill, MA: TIMSS International Study Centre, 
1997)

^^A. Me Namara, “Investigational Mathematics in Transition Year -  A Pilot Project” 
(M. Ed. diss., (1994)
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on the basis of so-called evidence. The need to develop improved methods 

and to inculcate new attitudes is, therefore, obvious. For, if we do not do so, 

we run the risk th a t those programmes and initiatives which are best fitted 

to evaluative procedures as they currently exist will thrive at the expense 

of others. The challenge, then, to evaluators of m athem atics curricula of 

the future is to build on the best of present practices w ithout forgetting the 

lessons to be learned from the past.” ®̂

4.4 Innovation

The known provides a degree of security while innovation often means risk- 

taking. Tradition, the past training of teachers, the existence of long-standing 

popular textbooks, and examinations based on fixed syllabi all tend to pre

vent or seriously delay changes, especially innovations in school programmes.

HKK at the very beginning of Curriculum developments in mathematics 

point out th a t “it is im portant tha t proposed innovations, not only reach 

classrooms, but do so in an ungarbled form reflecting the originators’ aims 

and objectives.” ®̂ Later they indicate optimistically th a t “progress can be 

made in a climate in which educational innovation is expected and encour

aged. T hat this might in fact lead, without adequate safeguards, to over- 

ambitious and ill-advised changes is no excuse for inertia.” Harking back 

to the dangers of inertia they ask, “How can one a ttem pt to ensure that 

28lbid., 236.
G. Howson, C. Keitel& J. Kilpatrick, Curriculum developments in mathematics, 1. 

3°Ibid., 52.
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teacher-innovators do not, in the eyes of less enthusiastic colleagues, ‘disap

pear over the horizon’

Whereas innovation had in the past been university driven, HKK relate 

that “the emphasis had to switch to the school and the teacher became the 

focus of the process of innovation. ... No longer could he be regarded as the 

mere performer of a ready-to-use curriculum. ... Curriculum development 

could only be done by teachers, with the assistance where necessary from 

other m athem aticians and educators, for teachers.” They warned tha t “if 

innovation is to proceed more satisfactorily in the future then it is essential 

that we ensure better understanding and acceptance by teachers.

A ttem pts to change the subject m atter, its organisation, or its mode of 

presentation have to be accommodated to teachers’ beliefs as to what good 

teaching is and what it is reasonable to expect of pupils. The effectiveness of 

any such changes depends very much on the teacher’s willingness to accept 

and adapt them, or more particularly to absorb them especially if the change 

embodies new m athem atics as far as the teacher is concerned.

In order th a t teachers can embrace proposed changes, it is im portant 

that, in addition to their pre-service training, that there be provision for 

in-service training, for constant up-dating of their professional knowledge. 

Furthermore it is necessary to take decisive steps in producing m aterial and 

setting new examinations. It has already been pointed out th a t “the best

3'lbid., 243.
32lbid., 128.
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plans will come to nought unless examination systems test desired objectives 

and encourage (rather than act against) the attainm ent of educational and 

m athem atical goals.” As to the provision of adequate guidance through 

classroom material, HKK observe tha t “innovators who believe th a t teachers 

are the key curriculum developers tend to elevate process above product; the 

materials these developers produce are often no more than samples or source 

materials th a t require the teacher to do his own developing.” "̂* Nevertheless 

many projects in the 1960s were keenly aware tha t in order to facilitate the 

innovation process it is essentia l to  provide con crete  m ateria ls for 

b o th  teacher and stu d en t. It is hoped th a t the present work will be 

judged to have this characteristic.

4.5 T h e  T eacher

The 1961 OEEC report “New Thinking in School M athem atics” asserts that 

a reform in the instruction of secondary-school m athem atics is not possible 

unless com petent teachers are a ttracted  and retained in the profession. It 

stresses tha t if the teacher of mathematics is to be an active, appreciated 

and respected member of society, then the prestige of the teacher must be 

raised; it is necessary to provide to this end:^^

• an adequate salary

33ibid., 2.
65.

^®O.E.E.C. N ew  Thinking in School M athem atics, 123.
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• favourable conditions for personal development

• possibilities of promotion to higher rank

• satisfactory conditions of work (hours and class size).

Remarking that the mathematical education of the teacher is of prime im

portance, it maintains that not only should the teacher’s knowledge of each 

subject he or she teaches extend beyond what he or she actually teaches, but 

it should also be in harmony with contemporary thinking at the advanced 

and research levels of mathematics. Consequently to teach in the upper 

cycle of the secondary school the requirement is, without exception, gradu

ation from a university (or the equivalent state examination). Furthermore, 

to teach mathematics it is desirable that the candidate place major study in 

mathematics and minor study in physics.

After asking “once a teacher is permanently certified, what are his pro

fessional obligations to continue studying?” the report says that (at the time 

of writing) no country requires a teacher who is permanently certified tô ®

do further study

become a member of a professional mathematical as
sociation

attend conferences.

It suggests that the shocking lack of responsibility in keeping abreast of new

developments in mathematics and education is a serious flaw in maintain- 

36ibid.,  151.
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ing an adequate educational programme. All countries should seek ways of 

helping teachers to continue studying and to constantly improve their teach

ing of m athem atics. As a result of a lack of concentrated and co-operative 

effort to keep secondary school teachers informed of modern developments 

in m athem atics, most programmes in m athem atics education have remained 

static.

Referring to the real need for educators to keep abreast of new develop

ments, it says tha t it is e l s  necessary to do this in the teaching of mathem atics 

as it is in medicine and other professions. The retraining of teachers should 

be the product of close collaboration between university mathematicians, ed

ucators and secondary-school teachers. In this way, it would be possible for 

teachers to take courses to^^

• see how the m athem atics developed in recent years should be closely 

related to what goes on in the clEissroom

• take part in experimental work in teaching secondary-school m athe

matics from a modern point of view

•  sense the genuine need for further study in subjects of “modern m ath

em atics” .

Twenty years later Howson et al. concur on the im portance of re-training: 

“It must, however, be accepted tha t no m atter how well planned tha t (pre

service training) may be, it cannot provide the background mathem atical 

3^Ibid., 96.
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knowledge sufficient to span a teaching career of forty years. Further study 

will be needed.” ®̂ Speaking as educators they add th a t it is our profes

sional duty to acquaint ourselves with new ideas and to make arrangements 

to see new methods in action, where necessary, to make small-scale experi

ments.” ®̂

The OEEC report believes tha t it can be brought home to teachers th a t 

they render a service to their pupils by keeping up with developments. Teach

ers who keep in contact with new knowledge and trends in m athem atics and 

educational practice will certainly exert a favourable influence on teaching 

and have open minds towards the introduction of new subject m atter. Those 

keen to acquire more knowledge should be given satisfaction in moderation 

and care should be taken not to discourage them or to oversimplify the prob

lems.

CHO writing in 1985 assert tha t teachers are often with good reason 

criticised for their lack of experience of the world outside education. The 

school (pupil) -  college (student) -  school (teacher) 

route is cramping and a determined effort is required to overcome the short

comings it i n d u c e s . T h e y  see it as vital that the teacher learn more about 

how m athem atics is used in other disciplines and be ready to explain to

G. Howson, C. Keitel & J. Kilpatrick, Curriculum  D evelopm ent in  M athem atics,
261.

39lbid., 263.
■^°O.E,E.C. N ew Thinking in School M athem atics, 96.
'‘^B. Christiansen, A. G. Howson & M. Otte, Perspectives in  M athem atics Education, 

44.
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others the effects and benefits of any changes planned in the m athem atics 

curriculum. For the m athem atics teacher to be part of the comnumity and 

to m aintain a credibility in the world at large he must at least show some 

recognition of the use the world makes of m athem atics, and preferably to be 

involved with it. Only in this way will he be able to make a proper expres

sion to his pupils (and to their parents) of the role of m athem atics in society. 

Quoting Burkhardt they observe that, while there will always be a few for 

whom m athem atics has a beauty within itself, the m ajority will find their 

involvement with the subject enhanced by the application of it to what are 

seen to be worthwhile interesting practical problems.'*^

For CHO it is essential tha t the m athem atics teacher have his professional 

competence and status based firmly on the ability to relate m athem atics to 

its use in the ‘real-world’. This requires a willingness to be involved with 

a large number of other school subjects which in tu rn  involves communi

cation. Intending and practising teachers should be given tim e to find out 

how professional mathem aticians work, and preferably to gain experience 

for themselves. They say it will mean a deeper understanding of the way 

m athem atical ideas and skills (and not just particular techniques) are used, 

thus enhancing the special ability of the m athem atics teacher -  to be able 

to translate and interpret what other m athem aticians have done in a form 

which their pupils can understand.

94.
^^ibid., 94.
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It is important, according to the same authors, that teacher-students learn 

to view mathematics positively. Pupils of teachers who view mathematics as 

interesting, enjoyable, and useful are likely to develop much more positive 

attitudes towards the subject than pupils of teachers who see mathematics as 

dull, difficult, or likely to be rewarding for certain people who possess special 

aptitudes for it. They say that in addition to attitudes, beliefs about math

ematics as a subject m atter will affect teachers’ presentation of the content 

to their pupils. Teachers must be well versed in mathematics to teach the 

subject effectively. W ithout such breadth and depth of mathematical knowl

edge, teachers are likely to rely too heavily on the textbook, to present the 

content in a fragmented way without sufficient explanation of key concepts 

or problem-solving strategies, and to be ineffective at individualising instruc

tion, diagnosing error patterns, or responding to unanticipated difficulties or 

opportunities that arise during instruction.

It is not enough that teachers become confident about their knowledge of 

mathematics; they must also become confident that they can teach the sub

ject effectively to their pupils. This involves not only the ability to present 

material with clarity, but also the ability to diagnose the reasons for pupil 

confusion and to draw on an easily accessible repertoire of alternative and 

remedial methods of instruction. CHO report that research on teacher ef

fectiveness has shown that one important factor common to teachers who 

are highly successful in producing pupil learning gains in basic skills is the 

expectation of success. These teachers believe that their pupils are capable
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of mastering the prescribed curriculum, and th a t they (the teachers) are ca

pable of teaching it to them  effectively. Teachers who set higher goals and 

work system atically toward them will be more successful than  teachers who 

set lower goals or who give up easily when their efforts do not yield quick 

success. The development of teaching competence is a process which requires 

training and practical experience, but practical professional knowledge is also 

necessary to understand the skills to be trained, as well as to understand the 

complexity of the teacher’s situation itself.

These authors provocatively enquire “are we trying to produce teachers 

who will ‘fit in’ with existing conditions and practices, or are we trying instead 

to develop creative and autonomous teachers prepared to try  anything?”

4.6 S tu dent M otivation

Christiansen et al. assert tha t a student who does not regard m athem atics as 

significant relative to his particular norms will make no efforts to learn it.'̂ ® 

The major problems of m athem atics education in school would seem to stem 

from those many pupils who, according to research findings, decide to stop 

learning at s c h o o l . T h i s  research indicates th a t the low-attainer is unlikely 

to take any great interest in the wider world outside him. The ‘relevance’ of 

m athem atics must be dem onstrated then in a stronger and more individual

‘‘"'Ibid., 137.
310.

^®B. Christiansen, A. G. Howson & M. Otte, Perspectives in Mathematics Education, 
29.

'‘^Ibid., 31.
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way to such students; they must be helped to see how m athem atics can 

contribute to their knowledge of survival, indeed to their whole process of 

socialisation. M athem atics must be shown to help the inarticulate to express 

their wishes and demands.

CHO are very critical of the nature of the m athem atical provision and 

constraints on teachers prevailing in 1985. They complain th a t too often it 

is the case th a t the motivation to teach or to learn does not come as a result 

of one’s own m athem atical or other activities or of one’s own experiences. 

Instead it is the abstract content of the subject itself tha t is expected to 

carry the incentive for studying it. They point out tha t the development 

of school m athem atics does not depend on a factual and objective relation 

between the pupils and /or teachers and mathematics. It depends to a great 

extent on external influences exerted by various professional groups with 

specific interests in m athem atics or education in general which impose certain 

expectations on the outcome of mathematical education. The result is tha t 

the pupil cannot find the motivation for learning in his present activity; it is 

hidden in the future after his leaving school.

In their view almost every topic is associated with certain types of exer

cises; these exercises are mostly of a routine character which aim to mechanise 

the presented path  of calculations. Only rarely will there be genuine problems 

which demand the application of previously learned concepts and methods 

to new or essentially changed contexts and situations. For the learner this 

results in separation of school mathematics from other fields of m athem atical
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activity; it serves its own purposes which are neither mathem atical nor ori

ented towards some applications but are prescribed by the type of schooling 

now experienced.

For CHO the applications of mathem atics as motivational activities must 

become central to its teaching. They write tha t to be involved in real applica

tions means the pupils finding their own problems to solve -  such experience 

is im portant to m athem atical development. However, the problems must 

appear real (and, equally im portant worth the m athem atical effort) to the 

pupil. Problems -  or the need to solve them m athem atically -  must make 

‘common sense’. They observe tha t the use of motivated activity on tasks 

as the major organising principle in the teaching/learning process means in 

fact to let a totally different pattern  become dominant in the mathematics 

classroom.

4.7 S tudent A ctiv ities

The 1961 OEEC report says tha t it would seem wise to provide interested 

and capable m athem atics students with opportunity -  in addition to and 

beyond classroom study -  for the development of their talents. They rec

ommend activities such as student clubs or circles, voluntary competitive 

examinations, publishing of mathem atical journals suited to the ability and 

interest level of the secondary school student. They remark that, “as a whole 

secondary school teachers have not participated to any great extent in this
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phase of m athem atical education.” '̂ ®
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The criticism in this statem ent is not as valid to-day as it may have been 

then. For one thing the IMTA Newsletters (referred to in the chapter on 

the history of Irish curriculum development) carry a number of articles on 

mathematics which are accessible to upper-level secondary school students 

and on one occassion at least have contained an article w ritten by such a stu

dent. It is also the case, as can be gleaned from the survey given of the TMTA 

Newsletters, th a t many Irish teachers and third level educators do indeed de

vote considerable tim e and effort to preparing m athem atically talented stu

dents for special National and International M athematics competitions. Fur

thermore, some schools have mathematics clubs while some universities and 

institutes of technology have at various times offered extra-curricular classes 

to Higher LC students with a particular interest in and aptitude for m athe

matics.^® Provison for specially gifted children in m athem atics has been “a 

long-standing Russian tradition” where the best university m athem aticians 

“inspire specially-selected school pupils, gathered together in m athem atical 

‘circles’ ...”5°

^^O.E.E.C, New Thinking in School Mathematics, 175.
^®UCC offers “Enrichment classes in M athematics” on Saturday mornings throughout 

the academic year while CIT ran a “M athematical Excursions” class on Tuesday nights 
two years in succession during term.

®°SMP: The First Ten Years, 260.
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4.8 A b ou t M athem atics

The history of curriculum development (as well as current endeavours) are for 

the greater part concerned with the two central questions “W hat m athem at

ics should be taught?” and “How should m athem atics be taught?” As the 

discussion to-date shows, the many ways in which various individual thinkers 

and movements have attem pted to answer these questions give rise to the 

different approaches described. Though im portant, the questions “W hat is 

m athem atics” and “Why should one teach m athem atics?” have, perhaps, 

unconsciously been considered of lesser significance or, in fact, not in need 

of answering because the answers were assumed to be almost self-evident. 

Although these questions have in i^art been already answered implicitly or 

explicitly in some form it is appropriate to dwell a little further on them and 

the answers they have prompted.

4.8.1 W hat is M athem atics?

The writers Christiansen B., Howson A. G. & O tte  M. (CHO) present two 

views of the nature of m athem atics which they describe as extreme:®^

Christiansen, A. G. Howson& M. Otte, Perspectives in Mathematics Education,
1 4 3 .
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In the formalistic view, mathematics is a set o f concepts, 
rules, theorems and structures. ... To acquire the knowl
edge you need certain skills, such as algorithmical skills and 
deductive reasoning ability. This latter is to be considered 
the only proper way o f reasoning in mathematics. Plausible 
and in tu itive reasoning do not belong among genuine math
ematical activities, and serve only as preliminary stages 
towards the real thing, as phases between not-knowing 
and knowing. A teacher is, however, perm itted to  use 
them, but solely as a means to  motivating his students, 
to  interest them in deductive or formal reasoning. Thus, 
despite all the demands o f the unadulterated method, a 
teacher is encouraged to  use the visual power o f geometrical 
illustrations to  make algebraic tru ths plausible.

On the other hand:^^
Opposing the formalistic view, in which mathematics is con
sidered as a body o f knowledge, stands the activ is t’s view 
tha t mathematics consists o f being engaged in activities like 
generalising, classifying, formalising, ordering, quantifying, 
abstracting, exploring, patterns etc. Intuitive reasoning 
is to  be considered as a useful mathematical activ ity and 
therefore, in this view, as genuine mathematics. Students 
are supposed to  discover patterns, rules, concepts, struc
tures, etc. It is, in this extreme view, o f no importance what 
they discover as long as the activities are mathematical ones.

They add that “in the first view, the main goal of education is knowledge, 

and activities are a means to an end. In the second view it is just the reverse. 

The first view leads to education by receptive learning; education according 

to the second view mainly consists of discovery learning.”

Whatever the answer to the question posed in the section title might

be, if indeed there is one, the 1961 OEEC report, “New Thinking in School 

52lbid., 144.
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M athem atics” was in no doubt as to who were quahfied to answer it. It 

declares th a t “the nature of mathem atics -  and the designation of the types 

of m athem atics th a t are im portant -  are rightfully the decisions of m athe

m aticians.” ^̂  The report appears to broaden this base of entitlem ent when 

it adds, “W hat portion of this mathematics

• can be taught below university level

• to whom it can be taught

• the way it can be taught

are the decisions of educators, teachers and writers of textbooks.”®"*

This question will be taken up again in a later section dealing with a recent 

curriculum initiative connected with the RME approach to mathematics.

4.8.2 W hy M athem atics?

Tate, writing in 1857, says that®^

Mental arithmetic cultivates the memory and the powers of concep

tion and reasoning. It also especially fosters the habit of prom ptitude, 

presence of mind and mental activity.

Arithmetic  cultivates the reasoning powers and induces habits of ex

actness and order.

®^O.E.E.C, New Thinking in School Mathematics, 61.
=^4lbid., 61.

Tate, The Philosophy of Education (London: Longmans, 1857) as cited in A. G. 
Howson, C. Keitel & J. Kilpatrick, Curriculum developments in mathematics, 24.
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Mathematics and Natural Philosophy cultivate the reasoning powers 

chiefly in relation to the acquisition of necessary truths; they also cul

tivate habits of abstraction.

Over a hundred years later, writing in 1969 of the value of teaching both 

science and mathematics, the Cambridge Conference on the Correlation of 

Elementary Science and M athematics notes eloquently tha t “because of the 

comparative simplicity with which they can go beyond the superficial, science 

and mathematics lend themselves to the development of attitudes of lifelong 

and general value.” Among these it lists:

A h ea l thy  skep t i c i s m  regarding a c c e p t e d  k n o w le d ge  

and a wi l l ingness  t o  a ba nd on  ideas which  are d e m o n 

strably erroneous .

T h e  humil i ty inherent  in t h e  real ization t h a t  our un

d er s ta n d in g  can  never  be c o m p l e t e ,  co up led  wi th  t h e

o p t i m is m  th a t ,  never the less ,  our u n d er s t an di ng  can  

a lways  be increased.

T h e  real ization t h a t  un ders tanding ,  whi le  indeed  a 

m e a n s  t o  power,  is a j oy  and an end in itself.

However, as CHO remark, “since the 1960s mathem atics educators have

tended to stress the utility of their subject and to underplay its possible

contributions to all-round educational development.” They add “for em

ployers mathematics is seen first, second and last in vocational, utilitarian 

terms; it is almost never referred to as part of human culture and employ-
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ers remain unconvinced by arguments as to ‘the beauty of the subject’. 

However, “employers do not necessarily criticise the m athem atical content of 

the curriculum, rather the lack of enough process-oriented work -  problem 

formulation, problem solving, etc.”^̂

CHO quoting the 1982 Cockcroft report say th a t “there can be no doubt 

tha t there is general agreement tha t every child should study mathem atics 

at school; indeed the study of mathematics is regarded by most people as

being essential” but they add “why that study should be essential is hard to

specify.” *̂ However the same authors give a comprehensive list of convincing 

reasons as to why mathem atics claims a place on the curriculum when they 

write tha t it can be seen aŝ ®

1. contributing to  th e  basic knowledge o f  any citizen

2. contributing to  th e  study and ad v a n cem en t  o f  num er
ous disciplines, professions and trades

3. contributing to  a stu d en t's  general education  through  
th e  inculcation o f  particular a tt itu d es  and approaches

4. possess ing  an inherent interest and appeal.

The im portant issue of how much m athem atical rigour should or can hope

to achieve at second level is now discussed briefly. The role of proof as part 

of the discipline of mathem atics along with a little of its history is dealt with 

later.

Christiansen, A. G. Howson & M. O tte, Perspectives in  M athem atics  Education,
52.

^^Ibici., 53.
58lbid., 49.
59lbid., 9.
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4 .8 .3  H ow  M uch  M ath em atica l R igour?

As early as 1893 the German m athem atician Fehx Klein remarked:®^

It is my opinion tha t in teaching it is not only admissible, 
but absolutely necessary, to  be less abstract at the start, 
to  have constant regard to  applications, and to  refer to  the 
refinements only gradually as the student becomes able to  
understand them. This is, o f course, nothing but a pedagog
ical principle to  be observed in all mathematical instruction.

Earlier he had observed in relation to possible scruples about m athem atical

rigour:®^

Now, ju s t here a practical d ifficu lty presents itself in the 
teaching o f mathematics, let us say o f the elements o f the 
differential and integral calculus. The teacher is confronted 
w ith the problem o f harmonising two opposite and almost 
contradictory requirements. On the one hand, he has to  con
sider the lim ited and as yet undeveloped intellectual grasp 
o f his students and the fact tha t most o f them study math
ematics mainly w ith a view to  practical applications; on the 
other, his conscientiousness as a teacher and a man o f sci
ence would seem to  compel him to  detract in nowise from 
perfect mathematical rigour and therefore to  introduce from 
the beginning all the refinements and niceties o f modern ab
stract mathematics.

Speaking in 1959 at the Royaumont conference on “New Thinking in 

School M athematics” , the French m athem atician Jean Dieudonne, while al

lowing tha t complete rigour was unobtainable and ill-advised at the level of 

secondary school, was anxious tha t “ when logical inference is introduced 

in some m athem atical ciuestion, it should always be presented with absolute

®°Felix Klein, Lectures on M athematics, Lecture VL M athem atics and tlie A pplied Sci
ences, (USA: AMS Chelsea Publishing, 2000), 50.

®ilbid., 49.
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honesty -  th a t is, without trying to hide gaps or flaws in the argument; any 

other way, in my opinion, is worse than giving no proof at all.”®̂ The 1961 

report on this seminar was to augment this call for transparent honesty by 

writing:*^^

At th e  secondary-school level it is not always possible to  be 
rigorous, but th e  results o f  instruction should be correct. If 
gaps exist in a proof, th e  s tu d en t m ust be aware o f  them . At 
th is  period o f  study, s tu d en ts  should have so m e  m a th em a t
ical m aturity and readily recognise th e  difference between  
intuitive illustrations and proofs o f  theorem s.

Freudenthal wrote in 1971 tha t “some teachers can hardly understand 

tha t there are viewpoints besides the logical system.”®'* Those teachers were 

the product of a system where “mathem atics has been synonymous with ge

ometry ... a perfect conceptual system, where things rigorously followed from 

each other, and finally everything from definitions and axioms.”®® Yet, as 

Freudenthal observes, “... there have always existed other branches too, alge

bra, trigonometry, calculus, which, however, were not more than collections 

of haphazard, badly founded rules Even in relation to the teaching

of geometry Freudenthal stressed tha t “ I would not claim that geometric 

axiomatics is a “m ust” at school. [...] I am convinced tha t more and better 

geometry can be taught by a teacher who in m athem atical rigour follows his 

own conscience rather than having his scruples prescribed by the frowning

®^O.E.E.C., New Thinking in School Mathematics, 39.
®^Ibid., 116.
®‘*Hans Freudenthal, M athematics as an Educational Task, 101.
®^Ibid., 401.
“ Ibid., 401.
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axiomatician.”®̂

The German m athem atician Cantor, a contemporary of Klein’s and ‘tam er 

of the infinite’, famously claimed th a t “the essence of m athem atics is free

dom” . The following quote from Freudenthal, used to close this discussion 

on the place and role of m athem atical rigour, is very much in accord with 

C antor’s dictum:®^

Exper imenta l  m a them at ic s ,  t h a t  is, the  m a th em at ic s  of  free 
discovery, is much more  impor tan t  than  t h a t  which is con
fined to  t h e  axioms imposed by th e  te ac he r  or t ex tbook  
author ,  and th e re  is no reason to  claim t h a t  it is any less 
rigorous. T h e r e  are levels of  rigour and for each sub ject  m a t 
t e r  th ere  is a level of  rigour adapted  to  it; the  learner should 
pass through th e  levels and acquire thei r rigour. T h e  adul t  
math em at ic ian ,  too,  opera t es  according to  various levels of 
rigour; it is blindness to  asser t  t h a t  there  is only one rigour 
(which,  of  course,  hap pe ns  to  be t h a t  exercised by t h e  per
son who is asser t ing  it) and any others  below are fake and 
all above are hair-splitting.

The final section of this chapter considers two recent (2000 and 2003) 

large-scale endeavours in the realm of mathematics education.

4.9 Tw o R ecent Endeavours

The Principles and Standards in School Mathematics (PSSM), published in 

2000 by the US National Council of Teachers of M athematics (NCTM ), is a 

mission statem ent covering the whole school curriculum from pre-kindergarten

s^ibid., 456.
6®Ibid., 149.
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up to 12th grade.®® The second pubUcation, in 2003, comes from the Di

rectorate for Education of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD) and is entitled The PISA 2003 Assessment Frame

work (PISA03) where PISA stands for Programme for International Student 

Assessment/® This programme, conceived in 1997, is charged with gener

ating comparative international da ta  on the achievement of students up to 

the age of 15 in three domains -  reading literacy, m athem atical literacy and 

scientific literacy -  as well as informing policy in participating countries on 

issues associated with achievement/^ In 2000 this programme reported on 

an international assessment which assessed reading literacy more comprehen

sively than  it did m athem atics and scientific literacy. Thus in PISA2000 as 

it is now known, reading literacy was the ‘m ajor’ domain while mathematics 

and scientific literacy were ‘minor’ domains.

PISA03 is a framework document discussing how it was intended to assess 

m athem atical literacy as a major domain, and reading and scientific literacy 

as minor domains in the year 2003. The first report on its findings appeared in 

December 2004. Though PISA03 is concerned with assessment and describes 

in considerable detail its focus and methods in relation to each of the domains, 

this document also sets out clearly and extensively what it means by the 

m athem atical literacy domain, its theoretical basis and its organisation. In

®^National Council o f Teachers of M athem atics, P rin cip les and Standards fo r  School 
M ath em atics  (USA: April, 2000)

^°OECD, The PISA  2003 A ssessm en t Framework
Shiel, J. Cosgrove, N. Sofroniou, A. Kelly, Ready fo r  L ife?  The L iteracy A chieve

m ents o f Irish  15-Year-O lds, (Dublin: ERG, 2001), xiii.
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so doing, it describes a particular overview of the nature and structure of 

school m athem atics in a vocabulary which has many terms not seen in earlier 

descriptions of m athem atical curriculum development projects. It is PISA03 

as it relates to m athem atics and PSSM that are used here to provide many of 

the term s used subsequently. By furnishing modern m athem atical pedagogy 

with a rich terminology and a structural clarity these studies provide a frame 

of reference which facilitates the presentation of educational ideas in a concise 

maimer.

4.9.1 PSSM

The NCTM has been heavily involved in mathematical curriculum devel

opment. Principles and Standards for School M athematics is a major and 

comprehensive “resource and guide for all who make decisions th a t affect the 

mathem atics education of students in prekindergarten through grade 12.”^̂  

Given the broader nature of its brief, the Irish NCCA consultative papers 

and reports referred to in the Introduction are concerned with a general vi

sion of education, and so make little or no explicit mention of mathematics, 

nor any other individual subject. However, just as the NCCA document 

Directions for Development^^ sets out a vision for education in general, the 

PSSM begins by setting out its particular vision for school mathematics. It 

then discusses in detail

^^National Council of Teachers of M athem atics, Principles and Standards fo r  School 
M athematics, ix.

^^The word m athem atics does not appear in th is document.
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The Need for M athematics in a Changing World^'^

The Need for Continued Improvement of M athematics EducationJ^

PSSM continues by elaborating on the role and purpose of standards before

proceeding to give an overview of these principles and standards. It says that

th e  principles are s ta te m e n ts  reflecting basic precepts that  
are fundam ental to  a high-quality m ath em atics  education

while
th e  standards are descriptions o f  w hat m a th em a tics  instruc
tion should enable s tu d en ts  to  know and do - s ta te m e n ts  o f  

w h a t  is valued for school m ath em atics  education.

PSSM describes six Principles;^®

E quity: Excellence in mathematics education requires ecjuity - high 

expectations and strong support for all students.

C urriculum : A curriculum is more than a collection of activities: it 

must be coherent, focused on im portant m athem atics, and well articu

lated across the grades.

Teaching: Effective mathem atics teaching requires understanding what 

students know and need to learn and then challenging and supporting

them  to learn it well.
^“̂ National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Principles and Standards for School 

Mathematics, 4.
^^Ibid., 5.
^®Ibid., 16.
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Learning: Students must learn mathematics with understanding, ac

tively building new knowledge from experience and prior knowledge.

Assessm ent: Assessment should support the learning of important 

mathematics and furnish useful information to both teachers and stu- 

dents7^

Technology: Technology is essential in teaching and learning math

ematics; it influences the mathematics that is taught and enhances 

students’ learning.

Considerable space is devoted to the elaboration of each of these principles. 

For the moment, it will simply be noted that the elevation of Technology to 

that of a Principle indicates the importance American educators attach to 

technology as an educational tool. That the Irish NCCA are also beginning 

to attach a similar importance to the role of technology in teaching/learning 

has already been mentioned.

PSSM identifies ten Standards, five of which are classified as the Content 

Standards:’̂*

Numbers and Operations

Algebra

Geometry

^^Again it is to be noted the assessment appears to be something different than  curricu
lum for this body of educators.

^®Ibid., 29.
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Measurement

D ata Analysis and Probability 

with the remaining five being described as the Process Standards:^®

Problem Solving 

Reasoning and Proof 

Connections 

Communication 

Representation

Upon listing these standards, it is emphasised th a t the Content and Process 

Standards are inextricably linked:®^

O ne ca n n o t  solve problems w ithout understanding and using  
m athem atica l  con ten t .  Establishing geom etr ic  knowledge  
calls for reasoning. T h e  co n cep ts  o f  algebra can be examined  
and com m u n ica ted  through representations.

PSSM describes how each of the ten standards should be addressed across 

each of the grade-bands, while supplying many concrete illustrative exam

ples at each of the levels. All of this is supplemented by what are termed 

e-examples, many of which are interactive applets. It is, perhaps, worth re

marking th a t in the US the subject of calculus is not treated at the level of

secondary school.

^^Ibid., 29.
®°Ibid., 30.
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Content is dictated by context. So what are the m athem atical contexts 

recognised by the NCTM? They are to be found in the chapter treating The 

Need for Mathematics in a Changing World listed as:®̂

•  M athematics for life

• M athematics as a part of cultural heritage

• M athematics for the workplace

• Mathematics for the scientific and technical community

It is heartening to see explicit mention of mathem atics as part of cultural 

heritage, a theme already considered here in the introduction and treated in 

some detail later in this work with, perhaps, a different emphasis than that 

of PSSM.

If one thinks of the process standards acting on the content standards 

and context as determining what these latter standards should be, then the 

sequence

Context — > Content — > Processes

imposes an order on these aspects of curriculum design which, it must be

remarked, mirror the sequence: aims, content and methods, th a t form part

of the definition of curriculum given by Howson et al. '̂^

®'lbid., 4.
®2See 83.
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4.9.2 PISA 03

The O EC D /PISA  (2003) is an international undertaking, involving in the 

region of 42 countries. Its evolution and character probably owe most to 

the Dutch Realistic M athematics Education (RME) movement of the 1970s. 

However, one must add to this European influence th a t of the Australian 

educational system which embraced and actively implemented many of the 

ideas espoused by the RME movement.

In setting out the rationale for the form of assessment used, the PISA03 

framework document parallels much of what is said in the first part of 

the NCTM ’s Principles and Standards. The differing language used by the 

NCTM and O ECD /PISA  to describe m athem atics education reveals slightly 

different perspectives. By contrast with the sequence

Context — Content  — > Processes

th a t of PISA03 might be described by

Situation — > Overarching Ideas — > M athem atical Competencies

S ituation s: For PISA03 ‘the situation is the part of the s tuden t’s world

in which the tasks are placed. It is located at a certain distance from the 

s tuden t.’®̂ Four situation-types are defined:

1. personal

®^OECD, The PISA 2003 Assessment Framework, 32.
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2. educational/occupational

3. public

4. scientific

W hile there is not an exact isomorphism between w hat m ight be term ed the 

‘context lis t’ of the PSSM and the PISA03 ‘situations lis t’, one can see th a t 

the overall correspondence is very close. However, PISA03 views ‘the  context 

of an item  in its specific setting  w ithin a s itu a tio n ’. It illustrates this notion 

by an exam ple rela ting  to  a  savings account where there are two options

regarding the  investm ent of a 1000 units of currency, saying®"^

T h e  situation o f  this term is ‘f inance and banking',  which  
is a situation from the  local commun ity  and socie ty  that  
O E C D / P I S A  would classify as ‘public'. T h e  co nt ext  o f  this  
i tem concerns money and interest  rates for a bank account.

In tr a -m a th em a tica l and  e x tr a -m a th e m a tic a l tasks: In discussing the

situation  and context of a problem , PISA03 draws a  d istinction between two

types of task. It explains an ‘in tra-m athem atical ta sk ’ as follows;®^

If a task refers only to  mathemat ical  objects,  symbols  or 
structures,  and makes no reference to  matters  outside  the  
mathemat ica l  world, the  cont ex t  of  that  task is considered  
as intra-mathemat ical ,  ...

It adds th a t such tasks are to  be classified as belonging to  the  ‘scientific’ 

situation-type.

The term  ‘ex tra-m athem atical ta sk ’ is explained as follows:^*^

®^Ibid., 32.
®5lbid., 33.
®®Ibid., 33.
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More typically, problems encountered  in th e  day-to-day ex
perience o f  th e  s tu d en t  are not s ta ted  in explicit m a th em a t
ical term s. T h e y  refer to  real-world objects. T h e se  tasks are 
called "extra-m athem atical” , ...

where “the student must translate the problem contexts into a mathematical 

form.”®̂

These categorisations will be found useful later in the discussion of ap

plications and in the analysis of examination problems. The second term of 

the PIS AOS sequence labelled Overarching Ideas is now examined in relation 

to its Contents counterpart in the NCTM sequence.

O verarching ideas: Recall tha t the five Content Standards of PSSM are:

Numbers and Operations; Algebra; Geometry; Measurement; D ata Analysis 

and Probability. In the PISA framework m athem atical content is “illustrated 

by four categories tha t encompass the kind of problems tha t arise through 

interaction with day-to-day phenomena, and are based on a conception of 

the ways in which m athem atical content presents itself to people.”®® These 

are called the Overarching Ideas:

Q uantity 

Space and Shape 

Change and Relationships 

U ncertainty
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Here m athem atical content is “organized into a sufficient number of areas 

to ensure a spread of items across the curriculum, but at the same time a 

number small enough to avoid too fine a division tha t would work against 

a focus on problems based in real situations.” PISA03 relates, by means 

of the historical sketch given e a r l i e r , h o w  the order of these overarching 

ideas corresponds to the chronological order in which they evolved as areas 

of human study.

The PISA descriptors avoid the use of ‘m athem atical’ terms such as al

gebra and geometry, preferring terms closer to ordinary language. PISA03 

observes tha t its approach to content is somewhat different from “perspec

tives of m athem atics instruction and the curricular strands typically taught 

at schools” , adding, however, tha t “the overarching ideas taken together 

broadly encompass the range of mathematical topics tha t students are ex

pected to have learned.”

M ath em atica l com p eten cies: The PISA03 counterparts of the five PSSM 

process standards described previously as: Problem Solving; Reasoning and 

Proof; Connections; Communication; Representation are now considered.

Rather than use the term  “processes” PISA03 prefers tha t of “compe

tencies” , which it says, “have to be activated to connect the real world, in 

which the problems are generated, with mathematics, and thus solve the

®®Ibid., 35.
®*^Refer to  46-47.
s^Ibid., 31.
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problems.”®̂

Based on the work of M. Niss (1999)®  ̂ and his Danish colleagues it singles 

out eight m athem atical competencies “which, taken together, can be seen as 

constituting comprehensive mathem atical competence.”®"̂ They are

1. Thinking and Reasoning

2. A rgum entation

3. Conmiunication

4. Modelling

5. Problem posing and solving

6. Representation

7. Symbolic, formal and technological language and operations

8. Aids and tools

It is to be noted th a t with the exception of Connections all of the PSSM

process standards appear somewhere on the PISA list of competencies. PISA

defines and elaborates on these competencies and this will be considered

in more depth later in the work. For now one example is considered, the

definition of the communication competency.®^

^^ibid., 30.
®̂ “Kompetencer og Uddannelsebeskrivelse” (Competencies and subject description), 

Uddanneise, 9 21-29 as cited in PISA03, 40. 
s-^Ibid., 40. 
s^Ibid., 40.
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This involves understanding and expressing oneself, in a vari
ety o f  ways, on m atters  with a m athem atical con ten t ,  in oral 
as well as written form, and understanding others' written  
or oral s ta te m e n ts  about such matters.

By contrast, PSSM, strictly speaking, does not define its use of the pro

cess term Communications; rather it gives reasons why it is im portant and 

describes different modes of communication including th a t of technology.

C om p eten cy  clusters: PISA03 describes the cognitive activities th a t the

eight competencies encompass according to three competency clusters:®®

the reproduction cluster 

the connections cluster 

the reflection cluster

Use of the term  “connections” , explicitly identified as a process standard 

by the PSSM, should be noted. PISA03 characterises with considerable detail 

w'hat is meant by each of these clusters, and “the ways in which the individual 

competencies are played out in each cluster.”®̂ Before attem pting a very brief 

synopsis of what is involved in each case, the interest here is the machinery 

they provide for classifying problems in a reasonably tight fashion.

The competencies in the reproduction cluster ‘essentially involve repro

duction of practiced knowledge’.®® For a problem of this type, the student

96lbid., 41.
9^Ibid., 41,
9®Ibid., 42.
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needs to know basic facts, be able to recognise equivalent scenarios, recall 

objects and propositions and perform routine procedures. After discussing 

the depth to which each of the eight competencies (listed earlier) are in

voked at the level of this cluster, PISA03 presents a number of examples of 

reproduction cluster problems, four of which are shown.

Heading the hierarchy of competency clusters is the reflection cluster. 

“The competencies in this cluster include an element of reflectiveness ... 

about the processes needed or used to solve a problem.”®̂ The solver has 

to be able to plan and implement solution strategies in settings th a t contain 

more elements and may be more original or unfamiliar than those in the con

nections cluster. The PISA03 discussion of how each of the eight individual 

competencies are called upon by problems classified in this category is longer 

in each case than  the corresponding treatm ents for either of the other two 

competency clusters, reflecting the greater demands such problems make on 

their would-be solver.

Two concrete problems from this competency cluster are presented and 

discussed in detail by PISA03.

The following table is a diagrammatic representation of the competency clus

ters:
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T h e R e p r e se n ta tio n  T h e  C o n n ec tio n s  
C lu ster  C lu ster
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• Standard 
representations 
and definitions

• Routine computations

Routine procedures

• Routine problem 
solving

Modelling

T h e R e fle c tio n  
C lu ster

• Complex problem
solving and posing

Standard problem- • Reflection and insight 
solving translation 
and interpretation

• Multiple well- 
defined methods

Original m athem atical 
approach

Multiple complex 
methods

• Generalisation 

Table 4.1: The PISA 2003 competency clusters.

The PISA03 document devotes considerable discussion to the fundamen

tal ])rocess by which real-life problems are solved, referring to it as ‘mathe- 

m atisiation’ and characterising it as consisting of the following sequence of 

five steps:

1, Starts with a problem situated in reality.

2. Organises it according to mathematical concepts and identifying the 

relevant mathematics.

3. Gradually trim s away the reality through processes such as making

looOrganisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, The P ISA  2003 A ssess
m ent Framework (OECD: Paris, 2003), 38.
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assumptions, generalising and formalising, which promote the m athe

m atical features of the situation and transform the real-world problem 

into a m athem atical problem th a t faithfully represents the situation.

4. Solves the m athem atical problem.

5. Makes sense of the m athem atical solution in term s of the real situation.

Undertaken in the order listed these five steps constitute the mathematisation 

cycle which may be depicted as shown:

Real Solution

Real-World
problem

R eal W orld

1, 2, 3

Mathematical
solution

Mathematical
problem

M a th em a tica l W orld

Figure 4.1; The m athem atisation cycle.

Latterly writers have found it useful to refer to the combination of steps 

1, 2 and 3, whereby the real-world problem gets transited  into a m athem at

ical one, as ‘horizontal m athem atisation’ and to employ the term  ‘vertical
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m athem atisation’ in relation to step 4, which involves technical m athem ati

cal theory being applied to solve the mathematical formulation of the original 

problem.

Sum m ary: The discussion of this section has set before the reader a num

ber of concepts and term s in current usage which will be employed throughout 

this work.

By considering both recent publications of the NCTM and OECD relat

ing to m athem atical education, a parallelism between the former’s PSSM 

and the la tte r’s PISA03 has been identified which might be represented dia- 

grammatically as shown:

The direction of the three arrows from each of the terms in the upper ‘NCTM 

sequence’ to its counterpart in the lower ‘PISA sequence’ is downward rather 

than two-way since, as discussed, from the PISA perspective each element in 

the NCTM sequence is seen as being under the umbrella of the corresponding 

term  in the PISA sequence.

^°^Paul F. Conway, & Finbarr  C. Sloane, International Trends in  Post-P rim ary Educa
tion, (Dublin: NCCA, 2005), 125.

Context
i

Situation

Content
i

Overarching
Ideas

Processes
i

M athematical
Competencies

Figure 4.2: The NCTM -  PISA parellelism.
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The PISA03 document has much more to say in relation to many of the 

themes considered in this work and so will be called upon again.

virtue of both the Principles and Standards of School Mathematics and the PISA  
2003 Assessment Framework documents is th a t they are comprehensive and explanatory, 
if, perhaps, overly-long to the point of intimidation. The PISA problems alone are worth 
reading. The DES Aims and Objectives, to be discussed later, are by no means as com
prehensive, being more classically frugal but serve a purpose. One would expect future 
editions to follow the trend towards greater elaboration judging by recent DES/NCCA 
publications relating to other courses. See, for example. Junior Certificate: Guidelines for 
Teachers.



Chapter 5 

Establishing the Case

The purpose of this chapter is to substantiate a case for reform of the current 

programme.

In order to tackle this task it is useful to recall the general criticsms made, 

which is, perhaps, best done by simply listing them in the order in which they 

were (first) raised. These are that

1. the m athem atical techniques taught and examined in some depth are 

not being justified adequately by way of application to the solving of 

problems external to mathem atics itself.^

2. syllabus material is being examined in a manner which stresses the 

technical almost to the exclusion of all other aspects of mathematics.^

3. existing school textbooks are permeated by the same technical emphasis 

that pervades the LC examination.^

^See page 10.
^See page 12.
^See page 14.
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4. by almost exclusively concentrating on technical mathematics, facets 

of the subject such as its history and culture along with its recreational 

element are being ignored entirely."^

5. there is at best a scant use of technology.^

At the moment this last criticism is not contested since, as has already 

mentioned, there is an acceptance th a t there should be a greater use of 

technology.®

Two surveys are considered now; the first was a formal research survey 

carried out with Junior Certificate students in 1992 while the second was 

an informal one conducted in September 2000 with students who had just 

completed the Higher Leaving Certificate.

Because of the moderate sizes of each of the groups surveyed, it is not 

statistically valid to conclude tha t the results of either survey are indicative 

of a general situation prevailing in the nation’s classrooms. However, when 

one bears in mind the fact tha t all ‘exam ination’ classes both at Junior and 

Senior cycle level have the passing of a common national examination as 

their ultim ate objective, and given tha t these examinations vary little in 

style from year to year, the findings of these surveys may refiect much of 

what is ‘typical’ in many, if not all, of the classrooms nationwide.

It will be seen th a t the determinations of the first survey are very much in

^See page 15.
■'’See page 19.
®See pages 22-23.
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keeping with those reported earher in this work in relation to the more recent 

study of Lyons et al.'̂  One of the values of the second survey for this writer is 

in what it reveals, in however limited a manner, of students’ exposure to and 

knowledge of both recreational mathematics and the history of mathematics.

5.1 Formal Survey of 1992

What Irish pupils say about Mathematics is a 1992 report of a study con

ducted in Ireland to investigate pupils’ attitudes to school mathematics, 

which its authors, Bajpai, English and O ’Donoghue, “feel is a neglected area 

of research which could produce useful insights for practitioners in m ath

ematics education.”® These researchers maintain th a t in the Irish context 

insufficient attention has been given to students’ attitudes to m athem atics 

and schooling in general, their expectations and their motivating drives.

They found th a t for many students, mathem atics is associated with a 

strong sense of failure, and their memories of school m athem atics are of tests 

and exams, of courses, of the fear of ‘getting it wrong’. An over-emphasis 

on procedures and techniques in the Irish context has led to a neglect of the 

‘pleasure’ and aesthetic side of mathematics. This imbalance does not help 

to promote pupil interest and positive attitudes to the subject. In the words 

of one upper-secondary school student “I believe it is necessary to change

^See page 14.
®J. English, J. O’Donoghue and A. C. Bajpai, “W hat Irish pupils say about Mathe

matics” , International Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and Technology 23, 
no. 5 (September-October 1992): 749.
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students’ attitudes to the subject, tha t it becomes a subject to be enjoyed, 

not endured.”® They point out tha t despite the onslaught of the information 

revolution the potential of the microcomputer for enhancing pupils’ under

standing of m athem atics (and in the process promoting positive attitudes) 

has not been satisfactorily exploited.

The sample population was confined to 25 of 140 pupils taking m athem at

ics in the third year of the Junior cycle programme. The size of the sample 

was in accordance with the methodological approach employed which was 

an evaluation strategy of the ^^illuminative and qualitative" type.^° Data 

was collected by means of individual tape-recorded interviews which were of 

a sem i-structured nature. The framework for each interview was based on 

eight subscales:

1. m athem atics as an interesting subject (5 questions)

2. satisfaction and success from mathem atics (3 questions)

3. a ttitude  of pupils to school as a whole (4 questions)

4. home environm ent/study habits (2 questions)

5. pupil confidence (6 questions)

6. parental a ttitudes (3 questions)

®Ibid., 750. 
i°Ibid., 753.
'^Ibid., 754.
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7. relation to other subjects (3 questions)

8. miscellaneous (6 questions)

The report’s findings are briefly synopsised here (along with a number of 

student replies) under the relevant sub-scales’ headings.

M athem atics as a useful and in terestin g  subject: Those pupils (the

majority, 21 out of 25) who perceived mathematics as having a utility value 

related it to its usefulness to future life and practical situations:

"M athem atics is useful to  find Jobs and solve problems at 
home."

“M ath em atics  is not useful except  for bills and measuring."

On the issue of m athem atics as an interesting subject the feelings expressed 

in almost all cases were strong and negative in nature and directed in the 

main towards the dull content of the mathematics syllabus:

"More than 50% o f  th e  course is boring"

A number of topics were heavily criticized, most notably much of the geome

try  (especially theorems), logarithms and equations involving more than one 

variable.

Parenthetically it must be noted that the OECD/PISA report of Decem

ber 2004 on PISA03 shows th a t these rather negative findings, concerning the
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perceived utility of mathematics and the interest that the subject generates,

persist and are ubiquitous:

Student interest in mathematics is far lower, across coun
tries, than in reading. Among OECD countries, about half 
o f the students report being interested in things they learn in 
mathematics, but only 38 percent report that they do math
ematics because they enjoy it. On the other hand, the great 
majority of students believe that studying mathematics will 
help them in their future.

Pupil anxiety and confidence: A slight majority (56%) expressed a lack

of confidence in handling mathematics problems:

"I have absolutely no confidence in solving mathematics 
problems. I don’t like difficult problems and it annoys me 
very much as mathematics is an essential subject.”

In general, those pupils who lacked confidence related their plight to ‘very 

difficult’ problems and to particular topics. The authors noted that confi

dence in solving mathematics problems does not necessarily imply confidence 

in asserting oneself in class when difficulties arise:

“ I feel confident in solving problems because I am good at 
maths. Yet, if I get stuck, I would not raise my hand because 
I would be afraid of the teacher and what she might say.”

Enjoym ent and satisfaction from m athem atics; Eighty four percent 

of the students perceived satisfaction in mathematics as being linked to suc

cess in solving mathematics problems especially in examinations. However,

^^“Top Performer Finland Improves Further in PISA Survey as Gap Between Countries 
Widens” , http://w w w .oecd.org/docum ent/28/, 2; See also OECD, Learning for Tomor
row’s World -  First Results from PISA 2003 (OECD: Paris, 2004), 115. (accessed January 
6, 2005)
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even this type of satisfaction was all too often a rarity  for the majority. 

Significantly, when pupils were asked: “Have you ever experienced a feeling 

of joy from doing m athem atics over three years?” not one pupil replied in 

the affirmative. The authors assert tha t the pupils’ responses clearly indi

cate tha t the utility  value of mathematics overshadows the debate on the

enjoym ent/satisfaction issue.

Transfer o f m a th em atica l know ledge: Only three pupils were able to 

perceive a link between algebra and geometry and sets and functions. “It 

appears that pupils have pockets of knowledge which are specific to the time 

they ‘did it in class’.

P u pil passiv ity; In response to: “Are mathematics classes generally active 

with pupils participating or does the teacher do most of the work at the 

board?” two replies were:

"The teacher generally asks a question, he calls people up 
to do it on the board. At the start of  each topic, the teacher
does all the work and we take down notes but then we tend
to become more active."

'The teacher usually does most of  the work at the board 
and always decides what topic is to  be done next. There  
have been occasions when the pupils asked the teacher a 
question and the teacher didn't have time to answer.”

In general the scenario is one of students sitting in their seats following an 

inactive and regular routine of ‘exposition’, examples and exercises. 

i^Ibid., 757.
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Teachers, teach in g  and th e  pace o f lessons: One student remarked

"I think the pace is too fast for most students and they miss 
out on the basics as the teacher is concerned about getting 
the course finished.”

Another said:

“What 1 like about our mathematics teacher is that he 
doesn't force us to do the work, but will help pupils if asked 
to do so. Yes, the teacher affects the way you work in 
school. I like the way he gets us to tease out the answer.”

Parental a ttitu d es: It is evident from the comments th a t m athem atics is

held in very high esteem by parents who recognize that, in reality, m athem at

ics is used as the prim ary screening device or ‘filter’ for entry to numerous 

professions.

"Yes, parents think that maths is very important. They feel 
that if you're good at maths then you must be good at 
everything else.”

Sum m ary: These researchers found tha t the aesthetic and ‘pleasure’ as

pect of m athem atics is neglected at Junior Cycle where the ‘profit’ motive 

predominates in an over-crowded syllabus. In top stream  classes, individu

alism, rivalry and competition is widespread at the expense of co-operation 

and collaboration. In general, pupils are dissatisfied and expressed emotive 

feelings with the present mathem atics courses from the point of view of no 

applications value to the world outside. Pupils equate the utility  value of 

m athem atics almost exclusively to its usefulness for employment purposes.

The authors assert th a t mathem atics teachers need to spend more time 

talking about m athem atics and to help students appreciate the power and
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role of mathematics in its applications at the level which pupils have reached. 

Pupils are unable to transfer knowledge gained in one topic to other areas, 

or to other subjects or into usable forms in the world outside the school. For 

the most part, the amount of active participation by pupils in the learning of 

mathematics is very limited. They remark that ‘an acquiescent’ participation 

aptly describes the reality.

All in all, this survey presents a rather bleak picture of what may have 

pertained in general in the Junior cycle classrooms of 1992. This picture is 

one of a joyless mathematics, lacking in application, being passively imbibed 

by students who believed in the subject’s utility because of its perceived value 

in the market place but who had never had this utility visibly demonstrated 

within their classroom.

5.2 Inform al CIT Survey of 2000

At the start of each academic year, it has been part of this writer’s practice 

to discuss with incoming engineering students their overall perception of 

mathematics in its various aspects. Each year the students in question are 

those hoping to pursue the degree in Electronic Engineering at the Cork 

Institute of Technology (CIT), a course for which the minimum mathematical 

requirement is a grade of C3 on the Higher level paper. These informal talks 

normally follow a simple format whereby the lecturer asks questions followed 

by various students responding in their own way. It has been this author’s 

experience that, over the course of at least twenty years, the answers to the
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questions asked differ little from year to year and are largely independent of 

school background.

In an effort to have a concrete record of the general nature of these ‘stan

dard’ answers, the w ritten views of the first-year students of September of 

2000 were sought. The twenty-two students, most of whom had just com

pleted the HLC course, obliged by writing replies, each in their own fashion 

over a period of fifty minutes, to the question

W hat do you think about the subject of mathematics?

By way of assistance it was added that:

Answering som e or all o f  the following questions may help you. Feel free to  

pose and answer any others that spring to mind or to  write about any aspect of 

mathematics that occurs to  you.

1. W hat do you think mathem atics is about?

2. Is m athem atics useful?

3. List a number of ‘areas’ where a knowledge of m athem atics is essential?

4. Is m athem atics needed for this course?

5. Did you like m aths at national school?

6. Did you like studying mathem atics at secondary school?

7. Would you prefer if you didn’t have to study m athem atics now at ter

tiary level?
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8. W hat is your favourite part of mathematics?

9. W hat do you not like about mathematics?

10. Do you like puzzles? If so give some of your favourites.

11. How well do you think mathematics is taught in general?

12. W hat would you teach if you were given the opportunity?

13. W hat other mathematics, if any, would you have liked to learn?

14. W hat in your opinion is the most important piece of m athem atics that 

you have learned?

15. W'hat do you know of the history of mathematics?

16. How did m athem atics evolve?

17. Who in your opinion is a mathematician?

18. Do you know of any mathematicians, alive or dead?

19. Would you say, in general, tha t secondary school teachers of m athe

matics are mathematicians?

20. Would you say, in general, that third level lecturers of m athem atics are 

m athematicians?

This questionnaire was given as a form of guide for those who might find it 

difficult to write concerning something as broad as 'about mathematics'. It
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was re-emphasised verbally to the students tha t they could approach the task 

in any way they wished. They were also told to be completely honest and 

not to overly worry about style and presentation since the prim ary objective 

of the exercise was to learn their opinions.

The twenty-two essays are given in appendix A in the section The Stu

dent Replies. These show that most used the questionnaire to structure their 

responses but, as can be seen, some gave free rein to  their thoughts and 

powers of expression. After typing up all twenty-two essays, the replies were 

extracted on a question by question basis. O ther than using a spell checker 

to correct words misspelt in the original essay material, no other changes 

whatsoever were made. In each case, the source of the opinion being quoted 

is given using the individual’s initials along with a short profile of the respon

dent in term s of the overall number of points scored in the Leaving Certificate 

(LC) examination, the maths grade obtained and the number of questions 

out of 20 answered correctly on a Basic M athematics Skills (BMS) test.

The BMS test is a one-hour examination given to each student in the first 

days of this course and is used to gauge the studen t’s level of competence 

at answering very basic but essential m athem atical questions of a technical 

nature. Further details of the test and the rationale behind it can also be 

found appendix A.

The different answers to the first question

W h a t  do  you think m athem at ics  is abou t  ?

arranged in descending order according to m athem atics grade are as follows:
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1. M athematics is the universal language. In its simplest form it is a 

tool for every day life. In its most complex form, it is quite simply 

everything. (CD, 5 5 0 -A i (b m s : 20/20))

2. I believe the universe we live in is written in the language of m athe

matics. It is used by everybody every day of their lives in one form or 

the other. One of main reasons for enjoying maths is tha t I believe tha t 

mathem atics is the prime key in answering the puzzles of the universe. 

Why are we here? Where did we come from and most im portantly 

where are we going.

M athematics is fundamental in the study of any engineering course. It 

will play a large part in every subject be it computer science or physics. 

My attraction to m aths is based on its factuality and conciseness. Un

like English or Philosophy, maths in general can have only one answer. 

I like the idea th a t with maths we are dealing with tru ths and not opin

ions. I believe the human race has compromised its ability to think for 

itself and solve the mysteries of the universe with suspicious ignorance 

i.e. religion. I don’t believe in any thing except the absolute tru th  of 

mathematics.

If the laws and rules of this universe are w ritten down mathem atics 

then is m athem atics as old as the universe itself. We didn’t simply 

invent maths, we discovered its existence therefore I believe we have 

only scratched the surface of what we know with mathematics. There
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is a vast amount of learning to be done and tha t is what I wish to 

be part of. M athem atics is like an undetectable energy th a t envelopes 

absolutely everything; the ink on this page, the pen th a t writes this. I 

believe I would m aths if I had the opportunity because I want people 

to understand th a t without maths nothing would exist. Maybe m ath

ematics is our true God !

(M JoS, 480- A l  (BMS: 16/ 20))

3. M athem atics is about logically and methodically understanding the 

way things work and why. (t h , 445-A 2 (b m S: 17/20))

4. In my opinion m athem atics is about numbers and problems and using 

numbers to solve problems, real or imaginary. (k s , 440-A 2 (b m S: 19/20))

5. I don’t think it is possible to accurately define what m aths is all about. 

Obviously there is a lot of problem solving, numbers & even shapes 

involved but there is also much more. For example it has a very strong 

influence on the theory of music also. I think th a t one either un

derstands or doesn’t understand what m aths is about, but it is very 

difficult to teach or explain it. I t ’s almost like a picture to me, I can 

visualise & understand what it is about in my own head but find it 

very difficult to “explain” it. (e f , 500-A 2 ( b m s : 16/20))

6. M aths is a means of calculating equations so as to get solutions to 

problems. (JS , 4 7 0 -B i ( b m S: 18/20))
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7. The calculation of amounts and quantities of all events and actions to 

decipher a link between situations eg. logarithmic progressions.

(DM, 455-B l (BMS: 8/ 20))

8. M athematics is about learning and understanding equations and theo

rems which help you throughout your life and career.

(CAO’D, 410-B l (BMS: 16/ 20))

9. Maths is about solving problems and situations through the use of 

equations. By defining certain things, we can put these “things” into 

an equation and therefore solve the problems. (CoK, 485-B 2 (bm s: 16/20))

10. Maths is like a different language. It helps us in every aspect of life. It 

is more than just a way of counting. (PoC, 405-C i (bm S: 11/20))

1 1 . M athematics is about the counting of things. (PoS, 410-C2 (bm S: 13/20))

12. Maths not only involves numbers and letters, adding, subtracting etc. 

but also involves im portant aspects of our human lives like for example 

when we walk we are using maths to get from one place to another.

(JD, 325-C 2 (BMS: 8/ 20))

13. It is the creating of equations which help us to understand the world 

around us. As many people believe this world is made up of numbers 

and equations. (js, 315-C2 (bm S: 10/20))

14. I think m aths is about calculating results for every day things “If a 

train leaves etc ( t r ,  305-C2 (bm s: 18/20))
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15. M aths is about solving problems and using equations to do so.

(SD, 370-C 3 (BMS: 10/20))

16. M athem atics is about the solving of numerical equations. It is about 

seeing a problem and finding a solution for it. (c m , 345- C 3 (b m s :  8 / 20))

17. M athem atics is about the study and understanding of numbers. It is 

also about the way in which numbers effect our daily lives.

(DoC, 330-C 3 (BMS: 13/20))

18. I think M athem atics is about using numerical figures to explain things 

differently to a verbal description. For example, if you were given 

a quadratic equation in x and were asked to solve this equation you 

would get two values for x. This means th a t x can be two possible 

numbers which can be substituted for x.

(DH. 3 2 0 -D l (BMS: 12/20) -  (65% EE))

As can be seen the answers to this question vary from the quite sophis

ticated to the almost naive. Perspectives on the nature and meaning of 

m athem atics by those practised in the art are many and varied. Here are the 

students’ answers to the more specific question

Is m a t h e m a t i c s  useful?

1. There are some areas of life in which maths is a more widely used and 

essential tool -  all forms of engineering for example.

(CD, 5 5 0 -A l (BMS: 2 0 /2 0 ))
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2. It is used by everybody every day of their hves in one form or the other.

(M JoS, 4 8 0 -A l (BMS; 16/20))

3. M athematics is undoubtedly a vital aspect of life. From simple counting 

right through to the applications of complex binary functions, maths is 

ever present in our world. Everybody needs some sort of understanding

of maths however basic. (e f , 500-A 2 (b m s : 16/20))

4. It is very useful in tha t it develops the logical part of the brain, and 

provides us with a systematic understanding of the fundamentals of 

physics, electronics, indeed anything with quantitative elements. It de

velops the ability to think through and return with probable conclusion 

and so “makes the world go round.” (t h , 445-A 2 (b m s : 17/20))

5. It is a very useful subject which can be applied to many aspects of life, 

not least engineering. (k s , 440-A 2 (b m s : 19/20))

6. It is very useful to calculate the positions of satellites, in calculating 

bank balance and for finding solutions to various problems which occur 

in the business world. (JS , 4 7 0 -B i (b m S: 18/20))

7. Yes because w ithout it certain quantities would have to be accounted 

for manually which is time wasted when you consider a formula can 

be used taking the first few values and solutions can be worked out at 

hypothetical values which otherwise couldn’t be counted.

(DM, 4 5 5 -8 1  (BMS: 8 /20 ))
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8. Its useful in many areas such as science, computers, architecture and 

engineering. M aths teaches you how to be precise about your calcula

tions and solve problems, which is useful in these areas.

(CAO’D, 4 1 0 -B l  (BMS: 16/20))

9. Yes. m aths is definitely useful as it enables people to solve complex 

problems and get a grasp of the world and how it works. It also enables 

people to  develop new technology to benefit humankind.

(CoK, 485-B2 (BMS: 16/20))

10. To be honest, I have no idea what a lot of m aths is useful for. In 

secondary school we were never told what the maths we were doing 

could be applied to. The subject was never made relevant to daily life. 

It was just dished out to me and I was left the monotonous task of 

figuring most of it out for myself. (S f ,  495-B3 (BMS: 16/ 20))

11. M aths is useful in a variety of ways. Computers use maths. Nearly 

every one uses maths. (PoC, 405-ci (bmS: 11/ 20))

12. It is used almost everywhere; construction, computing and travelling.

(PoS, 410-C2 (BMS: 13/20))

13. M athem atics is very useful to us but we don’t always think tha t way. 

Everything on this earth is in some way connected to maths.

(JD, 325-C2 (BMS: 8/20))

14. It is a basic necessity for everyday Life. (js, 315- C 2 (bm s:  10/ 20))
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15. In my opinion it is extremely useful, for instance, calculating the volume 

of an object when there is no other way to find out i.e. a solid. It is 

useful for calculating the approx. distance of the stars when we know 

it is impossible to travel there. ( t r .  305- C 2 (b m s : 18/ 20))

16. Maths has to be used everywhere and it is therefore vital to have a 

basic understanding of the subject. (BoC, 40o-C 3 (bm S : 13/ 20))

17. M athematics is very useful in everyday life. It is used in every aspect 

of life especially engineering. It is im portant for the day to day running 

of the country e.g. budgets and accounts. Maths is interlinked with 

many subjects like physics and chemistry. ( jm , 395- C 3 (bm S : 10/ 20))

18. Maths is essential in areas such as electronics, Physics and business. 

Maths is a very im portant part of electronic engineering.

(SD, 370-C 3 (BMS; 10/20))

19. M athematics is very useful in Life because it gives you greater under

standing of problems and how to solve them.

(CM, 345-C 3 (BMS: 8 /20))

20. W ithout m athem atics modern civilisation could not take place or exist 

We would not be able to tell the time or build a suspension bridge. 

Early farmer would not have been able to see if lost any of animals and 

Neil Armstrong would not have stepped on the moon.
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For all the reasons listed above m athem atics is useful. It is a key

stone of our way of life. M athematics is useful for science, account

ing,engineering and day to day living.

(DoC, 330-C 3 (BMS: 13/20))

21. For example, if you were given a quadratic equation in x and were asked 

to solve this equation you would get two values for x. This means tha t 

X can be two possible numbers which can be substituted for x.

In English this would take much longer, therefore Maths is quite useful 

in my opinion. ( d h ,  3 2 0 -D i (bm S : 12/20) -  (65% e e )  )

These answers show that some are content with naming a number of 

disciplines for which they believe maths is useful w ithout going into further 

detail. The list of all the disciplines mentioned explicitly along with sub

disciplines is as follows:

Engineering/Electronics/Build Bridges

Science/Physics/Chem istry/Space Travel

Computing

A rchitecture/Construction 

Business & Accounting

Other answers are more encouraging, showing, as they do, a general ap

preciation of the importance of mathem atics to the needs and advancement
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of society. One example is, ‘to get a grasp of the world and how it works’, 

though how this is done is not mentioned. One can also draw hope from 

“M athematics is very useful to us but we don’t always think th a t way. Ev

erything on this earth is in some way connected to m aths” even if it be 

untainted by any mention of a specific use. It is to be hoped tha t the almost 

parliam entary acknowledgment of the importance of m athem atics is a sin

cerely expressed opinion rather than one designed to please the questioner. 

Ill any case the utterance is valid even if the motive be false.

The concrete uses of m athem atics cited in these replies are those of

Simple counting.

Aiding logical thinking and a systematic understanding of the funda

mentals of quantitative disciplines.

Teaching how to be precise and concise.

Calculating the positions of satellites.

Calculating bank balances and budgets.

Using formulae to save on manual labour.

Calculating volumes of solids.

The answers to the more specific question

List a num ber o f  ‘areas' where a knowledge o f  m ath em atics  
is essential
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are contained in the appendix The Students’ Replies. They add Civil and 

Mechanical Engineering and Computer Software Design to the list of dis

ciplines. One answer states tha t maths is also used by NASA and nuclear 

plants while another states th a t it is used in Formula One racing and the 

Airplane industry to calculate optimal fuel loads. The jobs of electrician, 

plumber, carpenter, shopkeeper, teacher and mason are mentioned as ones 

where a knowledge of maths is essential while explicit mention of further 

concrete uses of m aths appends the following items to the previous list:

Algebra for the plotting of projectile courses, moving objects, popula

tion curves.

Calculus for measuring area and plotting graphs.

Trigonometry for technical and construction drawing.

... to calculate distance, speed, time, height etc.

... for architectural drawings

... to calculate statistics and percentages.

The rem ainder of this section is concerned with the replies to those ques

tions which touched on recreational mathem atics and the history of m athe

matics.
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R ecreational M athem atics: The question

D o you like puzzles? If so  give so m e  o f  your favourites

received the following replies:

1. I enjoy cross word puzzles, mainly crosswords on the topic of sport.

(JS , 4 7 0 -B l (BMS: 18/20))

2 . I like puzzles to  a  ce rta in  ex ten t. (CAO’d, 4io-bi (bmS: 16/20))

3. Not r e a l l y .  (C O ’k ,  485- B 2 ( b m s :  16/20))

4. I love puzzles mainly riddles for instance. You have a row of ducks one 

duck has two ducks behind him. Another duck has two ducks in front 

of him and there is one in the middle. How many duck are there. It 

is just a simple riddle but I love to sort things like th a t out. I could 

spend days at them sometimes. (P O ’C, 4 0 5 - c i  ( b m s :  11/20))

5. I like g e ttin g  a  few correc t answ ers on a crossw ord or else g e ttin g  o u t 

a p ic tu re  puzzle. (PO’S, 410-C2 (bmS: 13/20))

6. Yes. Rubix cube (JS, 315-C2 (bms: 10/20))

7. Mathematic Puzzles ! None spring to mind at the moment but I could 

sit down contented for hours trying to figure them out. I remember in 

first year we had a free maths class. A sub teacher came in and gave 

us a M athematical Illusion (not sure if I have the right terminology).
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he told us to keep count through the whole story and we should end up 

with the same number we started with (27 I think). No multiplication, 

no division just passing three objects from person to person. Everyone 

ended up with one short (26). Sounds quite boring but it was enjoyable 

at the time. ( t r ,  305- C 2 (bm S : 18/ 20))

8. I enjoy puzzles but find them quite difficult. ( b o ’C, 40o-C 3 (bm S : 13/ 20))

9. I never really practised puzzles before and never did it in second level.

(JM , 395-C 3 (BMS: 10/20))

10. I like to do Brain teasers from newspapers which involve use of Maths.

(SD, 370-C 3 (BMS: 10/20))

11. I do like certain puzzles. My favourite is:

A shopkeeper brought a balance for his shop. If the shopkeep must 

weight items between 1kg and 40kg what weights will he buy to keep 

the number of weights to a minimum. ( d o ’c ,  330- C 3 (bm S : 13/ 20))

12. I enjoy some puzzles. I like crossword puzzles and wordsearchers.

(DH, 3 2 0 -D l (BMS: 12/20) -  (65% E E))

It would appear tha t most students have not had a great deal of expo

sure to recreational matheamtics either at home or at school. However, the 

remarks:

It is Just a simple riddle but I love to  sort th ings like th a t  
out. I could spend days at them  som etim es.
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and

Sounds quite boring but it was enjoyable at the time, 

are very positive and so significantly encouraging.

H istory o f M athem atics: T he following are the  responses

What do you know of the history of mathematics?

of the twenty-two s tuden ts  surveyed;

1. W ith regards to  the  history of m athem atics, there is the famous abacus 

system which everyone knows bu t then  came the more complex system s 

of decimal, b inary  and hexadecim al. Each of these have an advantage 

in their own use bu t of the  m ajor ones binary (com puting) and decimal 

(m athem atics) are m ost widely used. (t h , 445-A 2 (b m s : 17/20))

2. Very little  o ther th an  a few m athem aticians names.

(DM. 4 5 5 -B l (BMS: 8/ 20))

3. I don’t know m uch about the  history of m athem atics only th a t m ost of 

the ideas behind m aths came from m athem aticians such as M aclaurin, 

Pythagoras and others. (C A O ’D. 4 1 0 -B i (b m S: 16/20))

4. I know th a t the  Greeks were very intelligent and liked m aths as a few 

theorem s and equations are called after them . ( c o ’K, 485- b 2 (b m s : 16/20))
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5. I know absolutely nothing about the history of m aths only th a t numbers 

evolved from Egyptian or Rome. ( p o ’C, 405- C i  (b m S : 11/20))

6 . I know about Pythagoras, but tha t is it. (p O ’S, 410-C 2 (b m S : 13/20))

7. I don’t know much about the history of maths. I used to know a good 

bit because our old teacher used example to us where it all started  but 

I have forgotten most of it. (j d , 325-C 2 (b m s : 8 /20 ))

8. M athem atics has a long and distinguished history involving the greatest 

minds ever known. (js, 315-C 2 (b m s : 10/20))

9. I think m aths dates back to Greek times when Archimedes jum ped 

out of the bath  and shouted Eureka when he developed Archimedes 

Principle  (t r . 305-C2 ( b m S: 18/20))

10. I don’t know much about the history of M athematics only tha t Pythago

ras was Greek! (b o ’C, 400-C 3 (b m s :

13/ 20))

11. I know very little about the history of M aths apart from the way abacus 

was used to help solve M athematical problems, (s d , 370-C 3 (b m S: 10/20))

12. I know nothing at all about the History of m aths or where it originated

f r o m .  (CM , 345- C 3 (BMS: 8 / 20))

13. Our M aths teacher often told us the history of each topic were started.
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Mostly who specialised in it, and who developed new theories and tech

niques.

(DH, 3 2 0 -D l (BMS: 12/20) -  (65% EE))

The responses to

How did m ath em atics  evolve ?

read

1. Astrology, science and mathematics all sort of developed together, as 

people discovered more they needed something to explain to them and 

others why things happened the way they did. These systems orig

inated from this curiosity of how things worked, and easiest way to 

represent and teach this new found knowledge, ( t h ,  445-A 2 (bm S : 17/ 20))

2. I don’t know much about the history of maths or how it evolved.

(JS , 4 7 0 -B l (BMS: 18/20))

3. I think maths was probably the first subject to evolve as it comes into 

play in everyday life such as counting objects or people etc. It also 

comes into play in physics and many other areas. It evolved through 

various mathematicians who first came up with ideas and then proved 

them. Mathematics will keep evolving as mathematicians’ progress 

continues and they continue to perfect the information they already 

have before them. The approximation of tt or e.

(CAO’D, 4 1 0 -B l (BMS: 16/20))
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4. I know absolutely nothing about the history of m aths only th a t numbers 

evolved from Egyptian or Rome. (P O ’C, 405-ci (b m S: 11/20))

5. I believe it evolved quite slowly to begin with but I believe it was the 

first language used by man. In the last 2 centuries I believe it has 

evolved very rapidly. (js, 315-C 2 (b m s : 10/20))

6. Theories were formulated. ( d h .  3 2 0 -D i (b m s :  12/20) -  (65% e e ) )

The responses to

W h o  in your  op inion is a m a t h e m a t i c i a n  ?

read

1. M athem aticians, people who solve problems with m aths or presents 

it w ith a new formula are invaluable to society. They help us all to 

keep learning new ways of understanding things. E  = mc^ being a 

very famous example, by none other than Albert Einstein. Not every

one who uses or teaches m aths are mathematicians. They only use or 

pass on what was taught to them or learned through others. A real 

m athem atician creates new mathematics.

(TH, 445-A 2 (BMS: 17/ 20))

2. A m athem atician to me is somebody who has a deep understanding 

of m aths and is capable of deriving equations for use in industry and 

various calculations. (JS , 4 7 0 -B i (b m S: 18/20))
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3. In my opinion my secondary school teacher was a m athem atician. She 

was involved in many areas and made the learning of m athem atics 

considerably easier. She knew everything there was for us to know but 

I’m sure there will be more. (C A O ’d ,  4 i o - b i  (b m S : 16/20))

4. Pythagoras as his theorem is very useful and effective.

(C O ’K, 485-B 2 (BMS: 16/20))

5. A m a t h e m a t i c i a n  t o  m e  i s  s o m e o n e  w h o  k n o w s  e v e r y  o b j e c t  i n  m a t h s  

a n d  t h i n k s  u p  o f  n e w  w a y s  t o  d o  m a t h s .  (P O ’C, 4 0 5 -c i (b m S : 11/ 20))

6. In my opinion a m athem atician is a person who finds out new ways of 

using m aths and invents some form of new mathematics.

(JD , 325-C 2 (BMS: 8 /2 0 ))

7. A m a t h e m a t i c i a n  i s  s o m e o n e  w i t h  a n  e x t r e m e l y  h i g h  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  

m a t h e m a t i c s  a n d  i s  s o m e o n e  w h o  c a n  d e v e l o p  e q u a t i o n s  a n d  f o r m u l a s  

t o  h e l p  h i m  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e  w o r l d  a r o u n d  h i m .  ( j s ,  315-C2 (b m S: 10/20))

8. I think tha t a m athem atician is someone who has a good general un

derstanding of all aspects of Maths.

(B O ’C, 400-C 3 (BMS: 13/20))

9. A M athematician is a person who has a very good knowledge of M aths 

and enjoys doing problems for pleasure. (s d , 370-C 3 (b m s : 10/20))

10. I suppose a m athem atician is someone who has the ability to solve any 

maths problem. (CM, 345-C 3 (b m s : 8/ 20))
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11. Someone who takes a mathem atical topic and masters it until he/she 

can make no further progress. ( d h ,  3 2 0 - d i  (bmS: 12/ 20) -  (65% e e ) )

The responses to

D o you know o f  any m athem aticians, alive or dead?

read

1. I can’t say I know of any m athematicians alive but is said Carol Voder- 

mann is. Dead m athem aticians would include Pythagoras, Archimedes.

(CAO’D, 4 1 0 -B l  (BMS: 16/20))

2. A few old Greeks, e.g. Archimedes, Isaac Newton, Einstein.

(CO’K, 485-B2 (BMS: 16/20))

3. Einstein was a mathem atician.. I think. A lot of Renaissance inventors 

like De Vinci were mathematicians. I know a man who lives near me 

he was supposed to be a m athem atician but he is now gone mad and 

he shouts at everyone. Nobody talks to him anymore.

(PO ’C, 405-C l  (BMS: 11/20))

4. I know about Pythagoras, but tha t is it. ( p o ’S, 410- C 2 (b m s:  13/ 20))

5. Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein. (js, 315- C 2 (b m s:  10/ 20))

6. Newton, De Moivre, Pythagoras. (DH, 3 2 0 -D l  (BMS: 12/20) -  (65% EE))
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While the Greek geometer Pythagoras is cited a number of times as is 

the polymath Archimedes there is no mention of Euclid, whose books on 

geometry were, after the bible, the second most translated and copied of 

all time. Neither is there any mention of Leibniz, the co-foimder, along 

with Isaac Newton, of the calculus. It has to be speculated that De Moivre 

appears because the theorem bearing his name is on the LC syllabus. Thus, 

when one discounts the inclusion of the great physicist Einstein and the TV 

presenter Carol Vodermann as mathematicians, the respondents allude to no 

other mathematicians of the eighteenth, nineteenth or twentieth centuries.

There is no mention of the Arab mathematician al Khowarazimi from 

whom the words algorithm and algebra originate and whose work on quadrat

ics allowed later mathematicians to express the solution of all quadratic equa

tions in a general algebraic form. Neither is there reference to those Italian 

mathematicians involved with finding the general solutions of both cubic 

and quartic ecjuations. However, the mention of Leonardo da Vinci by one 

student is heartening.

It is rather disappointing that there is not one reference to Carl Friederich 

Gauss. One might have expected that some student would have heard the 

celebrated story of how, as an eight-year-old. Gauss summed the first hundred 

natural numbers. This particular story is a most striking instance of where 

history can prove a wonderful aid to pedagogy.
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Sum m ary: Based on the rephes given in relation to recreational m athe

matics, it can be said th a t the students involved appear to have received no 

formal exposure to this aspect of mathem atics in the classroom. Further

more, the responses fail to reveal any awareness on the s tuden ts’ part tha t 

puzzles/ridddles can be regarded as valid m athem atics which can be made 

to connect with ‘school m athem atics’. The answers given by this group of 

students relating to the history of m athem atics and m athem aticians would 

have to be regarded collectively as a rather discouraging response to item I 

of Other Objectives of the HLC syllabus which, as already cited, reads:

They (the students) should be aware of the history of math
em atics and hence of its past, present and future role as 
part o f  our culture.

However, this objective is not acted upon by way of examining it. There has 

not been a single historical allusion of any kind on the exam ination papers of 

the past five years (nor any number of years for th a t m atter). Is it the case 

tha t as a result few teachers take the time to mention the great historical 

figures or is th a t students do hear about them but quickly forget?

W ith regard to evincing knowledge of the applications of m athem atics, it 

must be said th a t while the students’ replies indicate th a t most can point to 

areas in which m athem atics is used, it would have been more encouraging to 

have seen more detail in the answers given.

On reflection, it would have been useful to have framed a question asking 

for specific applications of HLC mathem atics to real-world responses. The 

answers elicited to such a question may have proved more revealing. It
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would also have been a valuable exercise to have designed questions seeking 

opinions and perspectives regarding the LC examination and the nature of 

the textbooks used.

5.2.1 HLC M athem atics Syllabus

The current HLC M athem atics syllabus as set out in the departm ent of ed

ucation publication The Leaving Certificate Mathematics Syllabus (Higher 

Level and Ordinary Level) is given in Appendix C. The format of this docu

ment appears to consist of a comprehensive general Introductory section, a 

short second section relating to the Higer Level Course in general followed 

by a third section detailing the syllabus content.

The first section begins by describing the context of mathematics, then 

sets out the general Aims associated with the teaching of m athem atics and 

then expounds on general and fundamental objectives in great detail. The 

final subsection is devoted to the principles tha t guide the course design. The 

second section begins by elaborating on the rationale, style and aims of the 

higher course before outlining the prior knowledge assumed on behalf of the 

student. It then describes the assessment objectives and the structure and 

content of the higher course. The third section gives a complete breakdown 

of the different syllabus elements under the headings

1. Algebra

2. Geometry
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3. Trigonometry

4. Sequences and Series

5. Functions and Calculus

6. Discrete M athem atics and Statistics

It also indicates the topics available in the O p tio n s  section as

1. Further Calculus and Series

2. Further Probability and Statistics

3. Groups

4. Further Geometry

and describes briefly the syllabus entries for each.

5.3 T he 2003 M athem atics Papers

Appendix D contains Paper I and Paper II of the 2003 M athematics Exam

ination for the Higher Leaving Certificate.

5.3.1 G eneral Rem arks about Paper I

The overriding impression this paper makes on this writer is th a t its predom

inant focus is on examining mathem atical techniques in context-free frag

ments. As such it is principally an exercise in drill which does not address 

the ‘why’ of m athem atics.
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The following table gives the general type of each of the questions asked 

and the number of each type:

Purely technical 37

Intra-mathematical applications 1

Extra-mathematical applications 0

Table 5.1: Question type.

While question 8(c) (ii) is about explaining why the volume of a sphere of 

radius r  has volume 4/37T'r ,̂ there are very few other question segments, if 

any, which could be judged as mathematics explaining or revealing anything 

either internal or external to itself.

While it is subjective to ask if there are any questions that ‘vibrate’ by 

engaging one’s interest or appealing to curiosity, many of the questions have 

a bland seriousness to them which fail to convey the interest or even sense 

of wonder/enjoyment of which mathematics is capable. This writer’s major 

criticsm is that while the questions examine essential skills, the relevance 

of these skills to ‘problems in context’ is not visible in the structure of the 

questions. It can be said that, between them, the questions test adequately 

the skills of

1. algebraic manipulation
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2. differentiation

3. anti-differentiation

but do not test the im portant skills of

1. formulation

2. inference

3. proof

4. description

It is proposed now to look at each of the questions individually, segment 

by segment. Since the contention is tha t the questions being asked are unduly 

technical and context-free, the opportunity is taken whenever it presents itself 

to suggest how a minor change might connect the question to a context or 

give it a more applied appearance. Brief pointers to classroom activities are 

provided.

5.3.2 A nalysis Q uestion by Question

1 (a) Express th e  following as a single fraction in its s im plest  form:

Qy  3
X  (x + 4 y) 2x
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A purely technical question requiring the addition of two rational ex

pressions in X and y  followed by simplifying as far as possible. This is 

an isolated fragment examining algebraic manipulation.

The question is not set in any context nor is the student being asked 

to draw any conclusion from the simplification which might justify it. 

Such a question would be much more powerful if set in some framework 

where a sought-for conclusion would be obvious only after the requested 

simplification. An example of this type is related to the standard de

viation (7 of a random variable uniformly distributed on the interval 

[a, 6]. Here, by definition,

The simplified result shows tha t a -  the measure of spread of the vari

able -  is proportional to b — a which is the length of the interval [a, b]. 

This is a geometrically plausible result -  the larger the interval on which 

values can be assumed at random, the larger one would expect the mea

sure of dispersion a to be. W ithout simplifying the expression fully, 

the geometrically im portant interpretation is not visible. So the signif

icant lesson is th a t the simplification leads to greater understanding;

2 I b  ̂ —  

b — a 3

When this expression is simplified one gets

b — a
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in th is case the  ab ih ty  to  see th a t the  expression defining th e  spread a  

is indeed geoinetricaUy rela ted  to  a  spread -  the  spread of th e  interval 

in question. Hence, one simplifies, not ju s t for convenience b u t often 

for fu rther insight.

One m ight fram e a question relating to  this exam ple along the  lines:

When numbers are being generated at random from the  
interval [a, 6], the standard deviation a o f  these numbers is 
known to satisfy

A nother exam ple, less applied but closer to  HLC level m ight be:

show that

Hence, or otherwise, deduce that f{a ,b )  is always a natural 
number whenever a and b are.

D eriving th e  second expression from the  first tests  algebraic skill. Al

ternatively , of course, one can expand bo th  versions of / ( a ,  b) to  see 

th a t they  are ecjuivalent.

Find a  in simplest form.
Hence interpret a geometrically in terms of the interval
[a,b].

If

/ ((ij ~  2 +  3a +  6]
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However, the  purpose of the  sim phfication is th a t it is easy to  estabhsh 

th a t / ( a ,  b) is a n a tu ra l num ber whenever a and b are from the  second 

expression b u t m uch m ore difficult to  do so using the first expression.

For T he Teacher (F T T ): T he real significance of th e  algebraic sim

plification and  the  subsequent question is th a t it can be used to  show 

th a t the set of (positive) rational num bers can be injectively em bedded 

as a subset of th e  n a tu ra l num bers -  a s ta rtling  and in triguing result 

which should find a  place in a  topic such as: ‘Ideas of M athem atics’. 

If this were done, the  question posed above could be expanded to a 

full-blown rich question whose purpose is obvious and which studen ts 

would have heard  discussed in class.

1(b) (i) f(x) =  ax^ -F bx -|- c  where a, 6, c G K.

Given that k  is a real number such that f { k )  =  0 prove that x — k \s a 

factor of f {x) .

This exam ines th e  theorem  about roo ts/fac to rs of a quadratic  expres

sion. A technical question which finds a ‘technical app lication’ in

1(b) (ii) Show/ that 2x — \ / 3  is a factor of 4a;  ̂ — 2(1 +  \ /3 )x  +  \ /3  and find 

the other factor.
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I.e. show th a t a certain  hnear expression is a factor of a  given quadratic  

and hence find th e  o ther factor.

However, one is given no reason why one m ight w ant to  do this. Con

sequently  parts  b(i) and b(ii) solely exam ine m athem atical technique.

A question such as this can be given a  real-world context. By way of 

establishing some needed prelim inary theory  one m ight ask:

Show that if a and /? are roots of the general quadratic
p{x) =  + hx c then

p{x) = a{x — a){x — (3)

T hen  one m ight state:

It is desired to  design an entrance in the form of a parabolic 
arch shown:

s

with prescribed span s and a prescribed height h. 
Determine the area of the entrance in terms of s and h.

Figure 5.1: Parabolic arch.
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Most students will allow that there is some sense to  this type of ques

tion. It is not entirely contrived, is visual and solving it draws on the 

theoretical knowledge of the first part of the question. Furthermore, 

the question connects with integration in order to determ ine area. Thus 

it is far from being an isolated context-free fragment but blends nicely 

two different aspects of the syllabus.

Specifically, placing the origin at the left-end of the arch gives

as the equation of a family of parabolas passing through (0, 0) and 

(s,0). Since this parabola also passes through the point (s/2 ,/i) it 

follows tha t

is the equation of the given parabola.

Because this parabolic arch stands on the interval [0, s] the area en

closed by it and the horizontal axis is given by

p(x) = a(x — 0)(x — s) — ax(x — s)

Hence

p(x) ^  - 7 7x{s -  x)
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Ah \ x'  ̂ x^'

Ah
~ 2 ~ J

2
Area under arch =  - h s

3

W ith this form of question a considerable amount of technical theory 

is examined in a context. Specifically,

1. A m athem atical theorem relating to the roots of a quadratic ecjua- 

tion.

2. Knowing th a t a parabola is described by a quadratic polynomial.

3. Introduction of a coordinate system and direct use of the theorem 

to formulate the appropriate quadratic polynomial ‘interpolating’ 

at the three ‘given’ points.

4. Formulation and evaluation of a definite integral over an appro

priate interval.

Something substantial has been achieved; if nothing else one sees an 

amount of m athem atical technique brought to bear on an applied prob

lem. The problem is also visual which makes it livelier and is not as 

open to questions of the type:
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“Why do I want to know this?” or “Where is this used?”

Observations for extending the question:

1. This answer is dimensionally correct. This aspect is not evident 

from a specific question where the dimensions s and h are assigned 

numerical values at the outset.

2. This is an ancient result which Archimedes might have stated as: 

“The area of the parabolic arch is two-thirds tha t of its bounding 

rectangle.”

A rea - h s

s

Figure 5.2: Parabolic arch and bounding rectangle.

3. The area is linear in both h and s.

In fact, to explain and emphasise for the students what is meant 

by the phrase “the area is linear in both h and s” , the teacher 

might record the result obtained about the area, A,  of the arch as

2
/l(s, h) = -  s h

O
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-  th a t is, display A  as the simple function of the two independent 

variables s and h tha t it is. W ith this in place he can then expand 

on the terminology used by having the students show that

A{ks ,h)  = k A{s ,h)  ; A{s , l  h) = I A{s ,h)

for arbitrary  constants k and / .Then by choosing specific values of 

k and I along with discussing what is being said in each case, he 

can further embed the im portant notion of linearity.

This exercise is also valuable because it provides the teacher with 

an opportunity to impress on his students how efficient function 

notation can be by the manner in which it can express briefly 

what it would take paragraphs to say in words. To reinforce this 

point the teacher might set the students the task of explaining, 

via the notation, why doubling h and halving s leaves the area 

unchanged, even if the effect is to radically alter the shape of the 

arch in question.

4. W hat is the ‘best’ shape aesthetically? engineering-wise?

5. How does the enclosed area compare with tha t enclosed by a semi

circular arch on the same base?

In the terminology of PISA an integrated problem of this type is from 

the reflections cluster.
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1 ( c )  The real roots o f  +  lOx +  c differ by 2p where c ,p  G M and p >  0.

(i) Show that = 25 — c.

(ii) Given that one root is greater than zero and the other is less than 

zero, find the range of possible values of p.

To answer these questions requires theoretical knowledge and an am ount 

of algebraic confidence. P a rt (ii) examines ability  a t handling algebraic 

ineciualities. T he cjuestion is context-free.

In a different framework one m ight see all th ree p arts  of th is question, 

relating entirely  to  quadratic  polynom ials as parts  (b) and (c) do here. 

In th is way the  question would be underpinned by a single them e and 

m ight be cross-fertilised w ith other aspects of the  course as is done in 

the recom m endation which followed part (b).

2 (a) Solve the simultaneous equations:

3x — y — 8 

x'̂  +  y'̂  — 10
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A 2 x 2  system of simultaneous equations; the first representing a line, 

the other a circle. This question tests algebraic technique without the 

provision of a context.

The question could have been enlivened by asking for a geometrical 

in terpretation of the solutions or made it more substantial still, as well 

as visual, by asking for a sketch of the solutions in relation to the 

two equations. In this way one could have also tested a geometric 

understanding of the system of equations.

The question might have asked afterwards:

W h y are th ere two so lu tion s o f th e  form  {x,y)7

An alternative formulation might be:

W h ere d oes th e line 3x — y — 8 in tersect th e  circle =  10?

Here the student needs to understand tha t this question is equivalent to 

solving the given system of simultaneous equations. This formulation 

goes a very short way tow'ards the first part of the aim which reads:

d e v e l o p i n g  the ir  mo de l l i ng  abil it ies,  pro blem -s o lv in g  skills,  

cr ea t iv e  t a l en ts ,  and  powe rs  o f  c o m m u n i c a t i o n ;

2  ( b ) ( i )  S o lv e  for x:

|4x +  7| < 1

'̂*No. 2 aim.
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This question appears not to be related to part (a). It is concerned 

with the solving of an inequality which tests understanding of the very 

useful absolute value, | • |, notation.

The problem is not given in any context and tests algebra alone. It 

might have been enhanced by requiring a sketch of the open interval of 

the real line which it defines.

An easier (but perhaps more im portant) question of this type might 

be:

Sketch the  interval o f  the  real line defined by |x|  <  1 or the  
intervals o f  the  real line described by |x|  >  1.

A better a ttem pt at displaying the absolute value notation in a context

is provided by the following question:

To determine  whether  a coin is fair (has  an equal probability 
o f  landing tails up or heads up),  an exper imenter  to ss e s  it 
100 t imes  and records the  number  of  heads h. T h e  coin is 
declared unfair if

For w h a t  values of  h will the  coin be declared unfair?

The correct setting for this question is in relation to the binomial dis

tribution where it can be interpreted in terms of deviations from the 

mean.

F T T : The absolute value notation recommends itself on the grounds

of succinctness and is regularly employed in the definition of piecewise
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continuous functions. For example, the symmetrical pulse function of 

am plitude 1 is defined by

Here the role of the absolute value function is quite visible in its role 

of specifying the values the function takes over different intervals. This 

definition is very close to a form which could be given to a computer for 

graphing purposes. On the other hand, without the use of this function 

the pulse function H might be defined as follows:

'  ̂ I ^ i otherwise

However, this form has either to be w ritten as above or be expanded 

further to

so th a t it can be implemented by a computer package.

This extended version, eliminating the pseudo-mathematical ‘other

wise’ for the purposes of being machine intelligible shows why the first 

description is the preferred one.

An even more striking example illustrating the descriptive conciseness 

of the I • I notation is the definition of the symmetrical triangular pulse 

function A : E  —> M defined by

2\t\ < 1 
2\t\ > 1
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A(( )  :=  I
1 - | ( |  ; l f | < l

0 ; |t| > 1

Note th a t the | ■ | no ta tion  is being used in two roles

1. to  specify the  dom ain of the  function

2. to  describe the  function

It is a  useful, if substantial, exercise for a studen t to  unpack th is defini

tion so as to  be able to  sketch the graph of the function. This requires 

some thought. As a first step  one m ight opt for the less concise, bu t 

perhaps more accessible piecewise definition:

Here, in th is partia lly  ‘opened o u t’ version, it is still useful to  reta in  

the I • I notation. To elim inate it would require replacing the  last line 

of th is definition w ith two more lines, thus lengthening the  definition 

even more and unnecessarily.

2 (b)(ii) Given that — ax — 3 is a factor of  — 5x^ +  +  9 where a, 6 G IR,

find the value of  a and the value of b.

- 1  < t < 0  
0 <  t <  1

\t\ > 1

This question is not related  to (b) (i). It is concerned w ith th e  determ i

nation of two param eters a and b, which are coefficients in a quadratic
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and cubic respectively where (the reader is told that) the quadratic is 

a factor of the cubic.

It can be viewed as an algebraic exercise in long division which is fol

lowed by the solving of two simple ecjuations, one linear in the param 

eter a alone and the other linear in a and b.

This question examines algebraic technique and the understanding of 

factors. It is not set in any context.

This question could have been extended to ask for the complete fac

torisation of the cubic. Doing so would have rendered the problem 

complete, in the sense th a t the cubic is ‘sp lit’ or ‘completely reduced’ 

to a product of linear factors.

2 (c)  (i) Solve for y:

Another context-free question testing a knowledge of indices and the 

factorising of a quadratic into linear terms.
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2 (c) (ii) Given that x — a  and x — P are the solutions of the quadratic 

equation 2k'^x‘̂ +  2ktx  +  — 3/c  ̂ =  0, where k , t  E R  and k ^  0, show

that o? +  is independent of  k and t.

This work will discuss in its core section ‘the dipstick calibration prob- 

lena’ as an application of the Newton-Raphson algorithm. This par

ticular problem shows students how a family of equations involving a 

param eter can arise in a practical way. By contrast, the examples en

countered in the above questions seem contrived and artificial.

3 ( a )  Evaluate (1  ~ 2 )  l ) ( - 2 ) ’

This is a technical exercise in vector-matrix multiplication.^^ This 

context-free segment is the only one of its kind on Paper I. There are 

no further references to matrices or vectors.

3 (b) (i) Given that z  =  2 — i, calculate — z  -j- 3| where =  —1.

This question examines the multiplication, addition and subtraction

of complex numbers along with obtaining the modulus of a complex 

^^Evaluating a quadratic  form.
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num ber.

3 (b) (ii) fc is a real number such t h a t  -------  =  ki.
- 4 V 3  -  Ai

Find k.

This question rec^uires solving a  linear equation involving complex num 

bers by com paring real and im aginary parts.

3 (c) are the roots of  the equation — I = 0.

(i) Prove that 1 +  cj +  =  0.

(ii) Hence, find the value of (1 —

These questions concern the cubed roots of unity.

T his is a technique question which can be slogged out by direct evalu

ations bu t which can also be answered quite cleverly using the factori

sation oi z'  ̂ — \ = {z — l){z^ -\- z + \ ) .

A nice question allowing a studen t to  show some flair; as such it is 

an im p o rtan t question. However, there  is no a tte m p t to  link it to  a 

context.

The level of knowledge needed to answer these com plex num bers ques

tions am ounts to  knowing the arithm etic  of com plex num bers and the
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m odulus of a com plex num ber. W hile it is undoubtedly  im portan t 

th a t s tuden ts  can carry out calculations such as these correctly  and 

w ith ease, it would also be useful to  test for some geom etric under

standing of com plex num bers, perhaps a circular region defined by an 

equality  or inequality.

4  (a) Express the recurring decimal 0 • 2 5 2 5 2 5 . . .  in the form p /q  where

p ,q  E N  and q ^  0.

This question asks th a t the repeated  decimal 0 ■ 25 be expressed as a ra

tional num ber. A technical question, it requires a sim ple b u t a ttrac tiv e  

trick if one is to  avoid sum m ing a geom etric series.

F T T : Periodic decim al expansions are used to generate pseudo-random

num bers, a topic requiring a little  elem entary num ber theory  bu t which 

would make for a reasonably accessible project for an able six th  year 

student. It was th is topic which began G auss’s fascination w ith luun- 

ber theory.

4 (b) In an arithmetic series, the sum of the second term and the fifth term is 

18. The sixth term is greater than the third term by 9.

(i) Find the first term and the common difference.
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(ii) What is the smallest value of n such that Sn >  600, where Sn is the 

sum of the first n  terms of the series.

P a rt (i) of th is question could be described as a word-problem  con

cerning an arithm etic  progression. In order to  be able to  solve it, the 

s tu d en t m ust first be able to  form ulate a 2 x 2 system  of sim ultaneous 

equations which m ust then  be solved. In this case th e  system  is simple 

yet th e  question is useful since form ulation is a v ital skill.

P art(ii)  requires the solution of (i). It is clearly designed to  ‘work o u t’ 

easily.

A ‘p rac tica l’ a lternative m ight have been

A company invests €10000  in its first year and in each sub
sequent year the amount is increased by €1000.
How much is invested in the tenth year.
What is the least number of years required for the total 
invested to amount to €186,000?

4 (c) (i) Ui, U2 , U3 , « 4 , « 5 ,  is a sequence where ui =  2 and

Un-\-l ( 1 ) Un “t“ 3.

Evaluate U2 ,U 3 ,M4 ,'Us and uiq.

A question which gives a  s tarting  value and a  first order recurrence 

rela tion  and  asks for the  next four term s and th e  ten th  value.
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After evaluating the next four terms, one finds tha t the fifth term  

matches the initial value. Thus the sequence is periodic and so one can 

find the ten th  term  easily.

In obtaining their answers the students might have been asked to indi

cate the nature of the underlying sequence.

This purely technical question could have been turned into a finer one 

had the students been asked to provide an algorithm (step-by-step pro

cedure) for determining any term  in the sequence. Doing this would 

have rounded out the question to a complete one where a general con

clusion is drawn about the sequence.

Specifically, the first part of the question leads the student to discover 

that the sequence is periodic with principal period 4. It then checks to 

see if the student has observed this periodicity by asking for the tenth 

term. It is possible tha t some students will have answered this question 

by recursively finding all the intermediate terms and so arrive at the 

correct answer for the tenth  term  without ever having made use of the 

periodic structure of the sequence. Perhaps it would have been better 

to ask for the 100*’̂ term, for then the student would need to discover 

and exploit the periodicity.

It would be closer to what occurs in any process of generalisation to 

ask the student to say how he or she would calculate any term  in
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the  sequence. T his is not hard  to  answer b u t does require a  w ritten  

explanation  as to  how this is to be achieved.

As already m entioned, there is very little  by way of w ritten  explanations 

expected from studen ts  in the  current HLC m athem atics exam inations. 

In th is particu la r case, one would hope th a t the  s tuden t would answer 

th a t the  te rm  in the  sequence can be determ ined  from the rem ainder 

n  leaves after division by 4. Specifically, if upon division by 4

=  Ui ^ 5
=  U2 = _ 2

U j i =  Us = 1
'^n =  «4 = 2

T his answer is algorithm ic and covers all possibilities. It is not difficult 

and tests  if a s tu d en t is able to  draw a  general conclusion from an ex

am ination  of p articu la r cases.

F T T :  T he above elaboration provides th e  teacher w ith an ideal reason 

for in troducing the  m od notation. Using it one renders the above as

' ^ n  — m od 4

for each n  G N.

T he conciseness of th is reveals the  usefulness (and necessity) of the 

no ta tion  to  m axim um  effect.
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Perhaps, this example also shows why it is preferable to begin sequences 

at n =  0.

A more advanced question might ask tha t the observed periodicity of 

the sequence be established using the recurrence relation itself. This 

involves some algebra and a facility with indices but is a fine exercise 

in showing the efficaciousness of the function notation.

Here it must be shown, for each n  G N, that

u{n +  1) =  ( — 1)" u{n) +  3 u{n +  4) =  u{n)

The proof goes as follows:

u{n + A) = ( — + 3) + 3

=  ( - l ) "+^[ ( - l ) ”+^i(n + 2 ) + 3] + 3 

=  - u ( n  + 2) +  3[(-l)"+^ + l]

=  +  1) + 3] + 3 [ ( - l ) ”+̂  +  1]

=  ( - l ) ”+ 2 « ( n + 1 ) + 3 [ - l  + (-1)"+^ + 1]

=  ( - l ) ”+ 2 [ ( _ i ) n ^ ( ^ )  +  3] +  3 [ _ i  +  ( _ i ) - + 3  ^

= w(n)+ 3[(-1)”+2 -  1 + (-l)"+3 + 1]

u{n +  4) =  u{n)

as asserted.
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Note that this result is independent of the starting value. It is the 

nature of the recurrence relation alone which gives the sequence its 

periodic structure. Furthermore, the additive constant 3 has no bear

ing on the periodicity. It can be replaced by any other value without 

affecting the periodicity.

The section of the syllabus dealing with difference equations is dis

cussed in some detail later where it is recommended that the focus 

should be on first order recurrence relations drawn from recreational 

or applied contexts. [Appendix F which contains the HLC ciuestions 

set on difference equations up to 2003 reveals all of the equations to 

be of the second order.] One example from recreational mathematics 

that one might study in class is the Tower of Hanoi puzzle. Here the 

task is to determine, t{n), the minimum number of moves needed to 

reconstruct a tower of size n subject to the restrictions of the game.

A typical exam question relating to this entry might require a descrip

tion of the simple but insightful reasoning that leads to the recurrence 

relation and specified initial condition:

t{n) = 2t{n — 1) -|- 1 ; t(l)  =  1

which allows t{n) to be calculated recursively.

A question might ask the student to determine how many moves it will 

take a child, using optimal play to construct a tower of size 8.̂ ®

^®The form of th e  puzzle sold commercially has a tower w ith eight discs.
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It is also suggested tha t the syllabus include a discussion of the first 

order recurrence difference equation relating to mortgage repayments. 

This is perhaps one of the most useful applications of mathem atics 

lying outside of the scientific situation that bears on a studen t’s (future) 

personal life and which can be undertaken at the level of senior-cycle.

4  (c)  (ii) a ,b ,c ,d  are th e  first, second,  third and fourth terms o f  a geometr ic  

sequence ,  respectively.

Prove  tha t  — b'̂  — + d? > 0.

A purely algebraic problem concerning a geometric sequence which re

quires some skill to solve.

A ciuestion of the following more applied type might have been asked:

In a drilling process it is found that  each success ive  drill is 
four fifths o f  the  previous one.
How many drillings would it require t o  drill t o  a depth of  
80 0 metres  if the  initial drilling was 180 metres?
W h a t  is the  maximum depth one  could hope  t o  achieve with 
this drilling process?

5 (a) Solve for x:

X  — \ /7 x  — 6 +  2.
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This is a te st of algebraic technique. Here squaring b o th  sides of a 

slightly  modified version of the  original equation leads to  a quadratic  

equation  which has two distinct roots. However, when the  studen t 

comes to  check these pu ta tive  solutions of the  original equation, only 

one of the  roots satisfies the  original equation. Any exam ple, such 

as th is one, which highlights the im portance of checking pu rported  

solutions is very valuable and may encourage a s tuden t always to  check 

his work.

T his problem  could be extended by asking for an explanation, either 

analy tical or graphical, as to  why the original equation has only one 

solution while the  associated quadratic  has two solutions.

T he question would be all the  more appealing if it were set in some 

context.

5 (b) Use induction to  prove that 8 is a factor of 72^+1 1 for any positive

integer n.

This question on induction tests technique. To draw  a tten tio n  to  the 

fact th a t the  result only holds in general for odd exponents it m ight 

also have been asked:

Does this result hold in general if 2n +  1 is replaced by 2n 
for each n  G N ? Explain.
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This question tests  if a studen t understands the  role of a counterex

ample. It also requires th a t he com m unicate his negative resu lt using 

a certain  am ount of w ritten  explanation along the lines: “T he result 

does not hold in general as can be seen by exam ining the  case n = 1, 

when 7^” +  1 =  7^ +  1 =  5 0 -  a num ber not exactly  divisible by 8.”

5 (c) Consider the binomial expansion of , where a and b are

non-zero real numbers.

(i) Write down the general term.

(ii) Given that the coefficient of  is equal to the coefficient of  x' ,̂ show  

that ab = 2.

These two p arts  exam ine the general term  of a  binom ial expansion and 

a related  algebraic problem.

T he em phasis here is on technique.

6 (a) Differentiate \ / l  + 4x with respect to x.

A problem  in differentiation em phasising technique. T he question is 

given w ithout context and no use is made of the result.
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6 (b) Show that the equation — 4x — 2 =  0 has a root between 2 and 3.

Taking x i  =  2 as the first approximation to this root, use the Newton- 

Raphson method to find x ,̂ third approximation. Give your answer correct 

to two decimal places.

An elem entary  problem  to  show th a t a cubic equation has a root in a 

given interval, followed by an application of the N ew ton-Rahpson (NR) 

m ethod  to approxim ate this root to  a certain  num ber of decimal places 

using th e  in itia l approxim ation x i  =  2. It m ust be observed th a t the 

question does not even ask for a verification th a t the approxim ation 

ob ta ined  is indeed (‘very close to ’) a  root of th e  given eciuation. Since 

the  cubic is sim ply given along w ith an estim ate  of the  desired root, 

the  solving of th is problem  is routine.

S tuden ts need to  be m ade aware th a t a  great deal of equations en

countered in any form of quan tita tive  investigation are not am enable 

to  solution via fornmlae such as the  quadratic  formula, th a t the  avail

ab ility  of such a form ula is the  exception. The im portan t educational 

lesson th a t they  should carry w ith them  is th a t m ost equations are hard 

to solve and often require the assistance of a com puter to  execute the 

steps of the  algorithm  chosen to  solve them .

The N R algorithm  is such a useful one th a t it deserves realistic problems
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for its proper illustration. Though by no m eans desirable, it would be 

preferable to  dem onstrate  th is algorithm  on one single cubic derived 

from a  realistic context ra ther than  indulge in the curren t activ ity  even 

if th is m eant th a t a t exam ination tim e, answers were to  be no more 

than  the  regurg itation  of the teacher’s classroom trea tm en t. A t least 

one could be assured th a t the students were exposed to  an exam ple 

which showed the  need for and power of the NR m ethod. T he business 

of m aking the  N R algorithm  the basis of a Topic is taken up in the  core 

section. There, in addition  to discussing a num ber of na tu ra lly  arising 

cubics, o ther equations derived from applied contexts and not readily 

soluble by known formulae are provided as genuine grist for the NR 

mill.

6 (c) The function f ( x )  = j ----  is defined for x  G 1R\{1}.

(i) Prove that the graph of /  has no turning points and no points of  

inflection.

(ii) Write down a reason that justifies the statem ent “f  is increasing at 

every value of x  G M \ { 1 } ” .

(iii) Given that y =  x +  /c is a tangent to the graph of /  where /c is a real 

number, find the two possible values of k.

P a rt (i) is quite a sophisticated one, employing calculus reasoning to
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deduce the nature of a graph.

Part (ii), by asking for a reason, tests the understanding of concepts, 

an essential element of m athem atical knowledge.

P art (iii) requires some skill to answer and the techniques needed prove 

useful in other problems.

The question might have asked for a graph of the function under dis

cussion after the m aterial in parts (i) and (ii) are established. Had this 

been done, then the sense of (iii) becomes more evident.

This question would have benefitted by being made more visual.

If the topic of transformation of functions were part of the current 

provision then a cjuestion such as this could be treated differently. If 

the object of the exercise is to understand the nature of the graph of 

the function /  so as to be able to sketch it, then this understanding 

can be arrived at from a knowledge of the graph of p : IR M defined 

for each x 7̂  0 by

g(x)  = i

One would expect tha t every student should be able to sketch a graph 

of this function. In this case, noting tha t

f{^)  =  -g{^ -  1)

indicates th a t the graph of /  is tha t of g translated horizontally to the 

right by 1 unit and reflected in the horizontal axis.
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Thus, one can see th a t there are no turning points, no points of inflec

tion and why there should be two values of k for which the graph of 

y = X + k is tangent to the graph of / .  It is also clear why one value of 

k will be positive with the other value negative and greater in absolute 

value than the positive value.

The current syllabus does not make it clear exactly which functions 

(along with their respective graphs) students are expected to be familiar 

with. For the higher course one might expect th a t such a list might 

include the

1. general constant function

2. general linear function

3. general quadratic function

4. general cubic function

5. reciprocal function l / x

6. square-root function y/x

7. trigonometric functions cos X, sinx, ta n x

8. exponential function

9. logarithmic function

10. the function 1/(3:^ -|- 1), and ln (l + x)
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7 (a) Differentiate each o f  the following with respect to  x:

(i) cos'* X  (ii) sin“  ̂ — .
5

This is an exercise in the techniques of differentiation, requiring the use 

of a table and the chain rule.

However, current students’ strong base in techniques can be harnessed 

to teach them  the lesson of how useful it is to have a ‘calculus’ or set 

of working rules which cover all contingencies. And the use is that 

one can teach them  to a computer which can then be programmed to 

execute all m anner of differentiations far more efficiently than any hu

man. Inform a m athem atical package (in the language of its underlying 

code) of the general rules of differentiation (sum, difference, product, 

quotient and chain) and of the specific rules relating to differentiating 

powers, the trigonometric functions cos and sin, the exponential and 

logarithmic functions and it will produce the derivatives of even the 

most convoluted combinations of these functions.

The im portant lesson here for the student is th a t knowing the calculus 

rules allows humans to harness the computer to perform differentiation 

tasks routinely and so spare drudgery. The educational point is that
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m athem atics instruc ts the machine. Here the  stress is on the  idea th a t 

it is the  hum an who identifies the correct working rules along w ith 

the relevant inform ation pertain ing to  the different classes of functions 

which he passes to  the  com puter to  carry out the calculations, a m aster 

and slave scenario.

7 (b) (i) The parametric equations of a curve are:

X =  cos t +  t s i n t

7T
y  ~  sin t  — t cos t where 0 <  t < —

2

Find —  and write vour answer in simplest form.
dx

Here the  studen t needs to know th a t d y / d x  = y / x  and simplifies via 

sin i /  cos t to  tan  t.

The derivative expression is not specified as a function of x  bu t in term s 

of the param eter t. One m ight ask why the point i =  0 is om itted  from 

the dom ain of the  param eter or, for th a t m atter, the  point t — n /2 .  It 

m ight have m ade a little  more sense to ask for

dy
lim —

dx

and th a t this lim it be in terpreted  geometrically.
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Here the tangent line is parallel to the vertical axis at the ‘point’ t — 

■n j2. Asking a question such as this imbues the question with a little 

more rationale.

Would the students who are being aiiked this question, know the shape 

of the curves given by the following param etrisations?

(a) : x{t) =  cost  ; y{t) — sint  ; 0 < t < 2vr
(/?) : x{t) =  cos2i ; y{t) — s in 2t ; 0 < t < 2n
(7 ) : x{t) =  t ; y{t) = ; 0 < t < I

V isu a lisa tion  and Interest: There are a great many very intrigu

ing curves described parametrically. While it is most unlikely that 

one could hope to derive these param etrisations in all cases, though 

param etrising some, such as the cycloid, can prove most instructive, 

generating these curves graphically using a m athem atical package re

veals their value by producing spectacular curves. This visual aspect 

breathes life into the equations and brings home to the student what 

can lie latent or implicit in a set of equations.

7  (b)  (ii) Given that  — I—  =  find the  value o f  a t  th e  point (2, —3).
X y 6 ax

A nice technical exercise (partially related to part (i)) in implicit dif

ferentiation to evaluate dy/dx  at a specific point.

But could the student explain in general, why it is a very useful device
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to be able to obtain an expression for d y / d x  implicitly? Perhaps he 

or she could be asked this question and be expected to answer by 

illustrating in a specific case.

W ith regard to this example, implicit differentiation gives

x^

1 d y
=  0

y"̂  d x

d x x ‘̂

d ^ 9
d x (2, - 3) ~ 4

On the other hand, proceeding to first determine y as an explicit func

tion of X  gives

1 1 1
X y  6

6 y  +  6a: =  x y

{ x  — 6 ) y  — Qx

6 x  

x  — 6
( x  ^  6 )

Then, provided x  ^  6,

d y  { x  — 6 ) 6  — 6 x

with

d x  ( x  — 6 )^

d y  _  (—36
d x  (2, - 3) ( — 4 )2

-3 6  
(x  — 6)^

_ 9
~ 4
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The implicit and explicit treatm ents just given make it very clear tha t 

the implicit approach to differentiation gets to the desired derivative 

more efficiently.

However, as a result of obtaining y as an explicit function of x, one

One could tu rn  this into a compare and contrast question seeking an 

opinion from the student - a judgm ent call.

1. Ask to quantify the comparison by counting the number of steps 

and facts rec^uired by each of the two methods.

2. A good student might argue tha t whereas the explicit method 

is longer, pupils feel more comfortable and surer of their footing 

tackling the problem in this manner. He or she may also point 

out th a t the explicit approach yields

which can be harnessed to draw the graph of y  versus x  and so 

help illustrate the result that

could sketch the graph of the function making use of the observation 

tha t

6x „ 36
— -  =  6 + -----------

dx (2 , - 3)

9
4
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1 “h dy
7 (c) (i) Given tha t y  =  lo g    for 0 < x <  1, find —  and write your

I — ax
k x

answer in the form  r where k E N.
1 -

A technical question in differentiation requiring a  knowledge of

No context is provided.

7 (c) (ii) Given that f {9)  =  sin(0 +  t t ) c o s {6 — vr), find the derivative of f {9)  

and express it in the form cosnO where n  G Z.

This cjuestion tests differentiation of the trigonometric functions to in

clude the compound-angle formulae. No context is provided.

S op h istica ted  solutions:

f {9)  — sin{6 +  7t ) c o s ( 6  ̂ — t t )

=  (—sin 0 )(—COS0)

=  -  sin 26
2

f ' {9)  =  cos 20

If the simplifications are not made at line 2, then a longer process of
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solution m ight proceed via the  product rule as follows:

f ' (d)  = cos{6 + Tx) cos(0 — 7t ) — sin(0 +  tt) sin(6^ — tt)

Two different approaches possible here: T he quickest is to recognise 

th a t th e  rhs here is of the  form

cos a  cos (3 — sm a  sin (3 

where a  — 6 + t t  and P = 6 — t t  and simplifies to  cos{a +  /?). Thus

f { 9 )  =  cos 2^

as in the  slick solution.

T here is a  danger th a t studen ts will take a  longer route and expand all 

four expressions in f ' {9)  and then  simplify by eventually  taking a  step 

sim ilar to  th e  one ju s t taken.

T he ‘b righ t s tu d e n t’ who sees th a t the ‘correct approach’ to  solving this 

problem  is to  first w rite f {9)  in a more na tu ra l form, m ight com m ent 

th a t as it stands f {6)  is in artificial form, som ething which detracts 

from th e  realism  of the question posed.

8  ( a )  ( i )  {x^ + 2) dx  ( i i )  /  dx.
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A purely technical question requiring two sim ple anti-d ifferentiations -  

a t the level of reproduction.

8 (b) (i) Evaluate f  ~ ^ = -  
Jo  v l  +  a;

A question requiring the evaluation of a definite integral v ia su b stitu 

tion. No context is provided.

r v / 2

8 (b) (II) By letting u =  sin x, evaluate / cos x sin® a; <ix.
Jo

This is a technical question given w ithout context.

r 2 a

8 (c) (i) Show that / sin 2a; dx =  sin 3a sin a.

This question involves a simple trigonom etric in tegration followed by 

a conversion of a trigonom etric difference to  the  desired p roduct form. 

This is another technical fragm ent given w ithout context.

8 (c) (ii) Use integration methods to show that the volume of  a sphere with

■ 4 3radius r  is -  n r  .
3
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T he above analysis strongly suggests th a t there is an overly technical 

em phasis in m ost of the  questions set on Paper I of the  Higher Level 

M athem atics exam ination. A perusal of th e  2004, 2005 papers and 

those prior to  2003 reveal little  variation in their form at so th a t the 

criticism s m ade here of the  year 2003 m ay be seen to  apply also to 

these o ther years.

T he situa tion  w ith Paper H is essentially the  same, as the  discussion to 

follow will make clear. However, due to  its more varied stru c tu re  and 

the  presence of probability  related questions which touch som ew hat on 

the  personal and social lives of those tak ing  the exam ination, it might 

be argued th a t th is paper suffers less from the  shortcom ings th a t al

legedly bedevil paper I.

5.3 .3  A na lysis  o f  P ap er  II

1 (a) For all values of t E M, the  point
3 -  3^2 Qt 
1 +  2̂ ’ 1 + ^ 2

■

Find r, th e  radius o f  the  circle.

T his question tests  an understanding of an iden tity  (to  obtain  w ith 

ease) th e  radius of a circle. It is a nice technical question bu t is no t set 

in a context.
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1 (b) Cl  : + 2x — 2y  — 23 =  0 and C2 : — 14x — 2y +  41 =  0

are two circles.

(i) Prove that Ci  and C 2 touch externally.

(ii) K  is a third circle. Both C\  and C 2 touch internally.

Find the equation of K .

A  technical question about circles which is enlivened by an accom pa

nying diagram .

1 (c) The line a x  + by — 0 is tangent to the circle — 12x +  6y +  9 =  0

where a, b £ M. and 5 ^ 0 .

Cl 3
(i) Show that -  =  — .

b 4

(ii) Hence, or otherwise, find the coordinates of the point of  contact.

A nother technical question w ithout a context.

The s tuden t m ight have been asked for a diagram  illu stra ting  the  so

lution by way of showing the line drawn tangential to  the  given circle 

w ith the  point of tangency clearly marked.
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2 (a) oabc is a parallelogram where o is the origin, a = 3i — j  and b = 4i + 3j. 

Express c in terms of i and j.

A question which requires drawing a diagram and reahsing tha t one 

vector must be subtracted from another.

A simple question relating to displacements of the type:

A man travels 50km east, then 30km south, then 20 km 
west and finally 10km north.
Determine the  resultant displacement of the traveller from 
his starting point.
Determine also how far the  man is from his starting point 
and give his bearing with respect to  the eastward direction.

has the virtue of setting vectors in some form of context while the 

question asked is a ‘sensible’ one.

2 (b) p  =  2z +  j,  g =  3z +  A;j, r  =  3z +  where A;, i G IR and o is the origin.

(i) Given th a t  p  -L g , calculate the  value of k.

(ii) Given tha t  \{por\ =  45°, calculate the two possible values of t.

This question tests understanding th a t the dot product of two perpen

dicular vectors is zero and requires the factorisation of a quadratic. 

This is a technical question without a context.
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2 (c) oab is a triangle where o is the origin,

(i) X is a point on [a,b] such that \ax\ : \xb\ =  1 : 3 .

Express x  in terms of  a and b.

(ii) y  is a point on [oa\ such that \oy\ : \ya\ =  2 : 1 .

Express by in terms of  a  and b.

(iii) [ox] and [by] intersect at g. Given that g — rnx  and bg = nby  where 

m, n  E M, find the value of rn and the value of n.

The question is quite a testing one, if once again not set in a context. 

It might have been replaced with a very similar question which would 

establish the wonderful theorem that the medians of a triangle are 

concurrent, divide each other in the ratio 2 : 1 and can form the sides 

of a triangle -  a result which should be illustrated visually.

Between all its three major parts, this question tests a significant 

amount of technical skill relating to vectors. Any student who suc

cessfully answers all three parts could be considered quite competent 

technically in this particular area.
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3 (a) /  is the  transformation (a;, y) ^  (x', y') where x ' =  x +  y and y ' =  x — y.

L is the  line 4x — 2y — 1 =  0.

Find the  equation of f{L),  the image of L  under / .

This question requires determ ining the image of a hne under a hnear

transform ation.

3 (b) K  is the line 3a: — 4y +  9 =  0.

The  point a ( —3,0)  is on K.

The line M  is parallel to  K .

The  point p(2, —1) is midway between K  and M .

(i) Find the  equation of M .

(ii) Calculate the distance between K  and M.

(iii) Calculate the measure of the acute angle between ap  and K . Give 

your answer correct to the nearest degree.

(iv) 6(x, y) is a point on K  such tha t  \ab\ =  15 and x >  0. Find the  value 

of X and the value of  y.

These four p arts  are a  good test of (i) geom etrical perception and (ii)
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knowledge of the  equation of a line.

This kind of skill is needed for describing the various signals th a t arise 

in electrical engineering.

T he question is not in a context. However, it conveys a  g reater sense 

of in tegration than  others of this parts-type and gives the im pression 

of being more substantial.

4 (a) The circumference of a circle is SOtt cm.

The area of a sector of the circle is 75 cm^.

Find, in radians, the angle in this sector.

A simple b u t partia lly  practical question involving an understanding  

of radian measure.

4  (b) Find all the solutions o f  the equation

sin 2x +  sin a: =  0 

in the domain 0° <  x  <  360°.
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A technical trigonom etric question requiring knowledge of a trigono

m etric  iden tity  and basic knowledge as to  when the  sin and cos func

tions a tta in  th e  values 0 and —1/2 respectively. This is a nice technical 

question bu t context-free.

A b e tte r  effort m ight be:

T h e  current flowing in a circuit at any t im e  t (m easured  in 
secon d s)  is given by

i{t) — sin t -I- sin 2t

Explain why this current is periodic with principal period 27t 
and determ ine th e  t im es  in this principal interval when the  

current is zero.

W hile th is form of the question is still a contrived one it does a ttem p t 

a certain  rationale.

4  (c )  Cl is a circle with centre  a and radius r.

C 2 is a circle with centre  b and radius r.

Cl  and C2 intersect at k and p.

a, G C 2 . 

b e  Cl.

(i) Find, in radians, th e  m easure o f  th e  angle kap.

(ii) Calculate th e  area o f  th e  shaded region.

Give your answer in term s o f  ?' and n.
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T he first p a rt of the  question requires a h ttle  reflection bu t is easy once 

the  right perspective is acquired. The second p a rt calls for a certain  

am ount of ingenuity by way of ‘looking at things from bo th  sides’.

A nice exercise testing  geom etrical thinking bu t very m uch in the  style 

of previous questions in th a t it is not tied to a context. This question 

was posed in an even balder form seventy years earlier in 1933.^^

5 (a) Find th e  value o f  sin 15° in surd form.

A question solvable by use of the half angle form ulae or a clever use 

of geometry. In a historical context it can be seen as a theoretical 

use of trigonom etry  to  determ ine an accurate value for the  sin 15° (and 

from which o ther trigonom etric values can be obtained). An alternative 

approach m ight be:

How was value o f  sin 15° originally obtained in surd form?
How is this result used to  deduce in surd form corresponding  
values o f  th e  other trigonom etric functions?

A question such as this m ight be classed as a practical technical ques

tion. T he accurate evaluation of the trigonom etric functions (as well 

as logarithm s and roots) was a  m atter of great practical concern as re

cently as the  1800s and m any nations, such as the  English and French, 

expended much tim e and effort on the compiling of such tables giving 

values to  five decim al places of accuracy.

'^See 137.
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Here in addition to  hoping the  studen t would furnish the  values of 

cos 15° and tan  15°, one would hope th a t the  values of the  trigonom etric 

functions for the  com plem entary angle 75° would also be supplied, since 

it involves little  or no ex tra  labour.

5 (b) a, /  and e are points on horizontal ground,  

d is a point on a vertical wall directly above  a.

\ad\ = 72 m, \de\ = 97 m.

\af\  =  35 m and | / e |  =  40 m.

(i) Calculate \ae\.

(ii) Hence ,  calculate \{afe\.

A question w ith a  practical feel to  it. T he first p a rt requiring a  length 

can be solved using P y tagoras’s theorem , w hereupon the  second part 

follows by an application of the  cosine rule. T he figures are chosen so 

th a t everything works out quite readily.

5 (c ) ( i )  Using th e  identity cos(A — 5 )  =  cos A  cos 5  +  sin sin or other

wise,  prove:

sin(yl + B) — sin A  cos B  +  cos A  sin B
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(ii) Prove:

sin(A + B) sin(^ — B) — (sin A +  sin B) (sin A — sin B)

Two teclinical exercises in trigonometry without a context.

6 (a) Eight people, including Kieran and Anne, are available to  form a conn- 

mittee.

Five people must be chosen for the committee.

(I) In how many ways can the committee be formed if  both Kieran and 

Anne must be chosen?

(ii) In how many ways can the committee be formed if  neither Kieran nor 

Anne can be chosen?

An exercise in the important art of counting which is easy but requires 

clear thinking.
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6 (b)(i) Solve the difference equation Un+2 ~  ^Un+i +  =  0, where n  >  0,

given that uq = —2 and ui = 4.

(ii) Verify that the solution you have obtained in (i) satisfies the difference

equation.

T he first p a rt of th is question is a  drill exercise in solving an unm o

tivated  difference equation using a ‘classical p rocedure.’ It requires 

solving a quadratic  equation to  acquire the  solution basis of the  equa

tion and then  the  m atching of the  arb itra ry  constan ts to  th e  initial 

conditions. It m ust be questionable if studen ts understand  why they 

proceed as they  are instruc ted  to  do. It is a p ity  to  use a syllabus seg

m ent on difference equations in such a futile m anner when it could be 

harnessed in a much more engaging and vigorous m anner. As already 

m entioned, th is syllabus segment is the subject of a la ter discussion.

T he second part, th a t of checking a pu rported  solution is an essential 

exercise in all real-life calculations. An approach to  th is en tire topic is 

discussed in some detail later.
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6  (c)  Ten discs,  each marked with a different whole  number  from 0 to  10, are 

placed in a box.

Three  o f  th e  discs are drawn at random (without  replacement)  from the  

box.

(i) W h a t  Is th e  probability that  the  disc with the  number 7 is drawn?

(ii) W h a t  is th e  probability tha t  the  three numbers on the  discs drawn are 

odd?

(iii) W h a t  is the  probability tha t  the  product o f  the  three  numbers  on the  

discs drawn is even?

(iv) W h a t  is th e  probability that  the smallest  number on the  discs drawn 

is 4?

(i) is a completely elementary aplication of Laplace’s definition of a 

probability.

(ii) requires more thinking than (i). One way of answering is via

_©
(‘3“)

which is equivalent to
5 4 3

—  X -  X -
10 9 8

the answer one would give using the probability laws relating to condi

tioning.
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(iii) is another testing question best answered using the resuh^ from (ii) 

with the complementary principle.

(iv) recjuires clears thinking which is almost enough justification for its 

inclusion.

W ith the exception of part (b) this could be judged to a satisfactory 

question which if answered well indicates a certain amount of ability 

on the part of the respondent.

7  (a) Five cars en ter  a car park. T here  are exactly five vacan t sp aces  in the  

car park.

(i) In how m any different ways can th e  five cars park in th e  vacant spaces?

(ii) T w o  o f  th e  cars leave th e  car park w ithout parking.

In how m any different ways can th e  remaining three  cars park in th e  five 

vacant spaces?

(i) is a simple question on perm utations with the answer 5! =  120.

(ii) A variation on (i) which is a good test of the ability to count.

Both parts of this strong question require th a t one think clearly.
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7 (b)

a b o d e  
L --------------- • ------- •------- •------- • ------- • -------

K --------------------- •------- • ------- •-------------------
X y  z

L  and K  are distinct parallel lines.

a,b,c  and d are points on L  such that |a61 =  \bc\ =  \cd\ =  1 cm. 

x ,y  and z are points on K  such that \ xy\  — \yz\  =  1 cm.

(i) How many different triangles can be constructed using three of the 

named points as vertices?

(ii) How many different quadrilaterals can be constructed using four of the 

named points as vertices?

(iii) How many different parallelograms can be constructed using four of 

the named points as vertices?

(iv) If one qudrilateral is constructed at random, what is the probability 

that it is not a parallelogram?

This is an excellent question in all its parts, the first three of which re

quire the skill to subdivide a problem into mutually exclusive cases for
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the  purposes of m aking an exhaustive enum eration. Again, a student 

who scores highly on such a question is certainly  evincing the  ability 

to  reason clearly and in some depth.

T he role of probability  is taken up la ter where it is proposed th a t it 

be w idened som ew hat to  trea t m atte rs  such as lotteries, gam bling, etc. 

which touch on people’s personal lives.

7  (c) The mean of the real numbers a and b is x.

The standard deviation is a.

(i) Express a  in terms of a, 6 and x.

(ii) Hence, express a in terms of a and b only.

(iii) Show that = ab.

A m ainly technical question exam ining algebraic skills bu t also testing 

the  definitions of the  mean and s tandard  deviation. However, the  ques

tion is not set in a  context.

The four rem aining questions are from the  options section B of the

paper.
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8 (a) Use integration by parts to  find xe   ̂cix

A sim ple technical question exam ining the  all-im portan t in tegration  by 

parts  technique which is used over and over again a t th ird  level in such 

topics as Laplace transform s and Fourier series/transform s. No context 

is given.

One m ight ask the  studen ts for a sketch of the  graph of f {t )  = t for 

i >  0 and then  for the area subtended by this graph and the  horizontal 

axis.

One area where a function such as f {t )  arises is in probability  in con

nection with the Poisson d istribu tion  (with param eter A =  5).

8 (b) / ( . )  =  no) +  ^  +   ̂  ̂ MS the Maclaurin se-

ries.

(i) Derive the Maclaurin series for f {x)  = logg(l +  a:) up to  and including 

the term containing x '^ .

(ii) Write down the general term and use the Ratio Test to show that the  

series converges for —1 <  a; <  1.

Leaving aside the  slight inaccuracy in the wording of th is question, its
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first p a rt requires 4 separate differentiations, 4 evaluations of functions 

a t 0 and th e  m arslialling of these evakiations to  give, after simplifica

tion, the first five term s of the  desired series.

P a rt (ii) requires recognising a general p a tte rn  along w ith knowledge 

of th e  R atio  te st and how to  apply it.

B oth  p a rts  are technically testing  bu t neither p a rt is set in context. 

W hen th e  leading term s of the  series have been obtained and the  in

terval of convergence established, would it not have been sensible to 

dem onstra te  or te st a use of these results?

8 (c) The point p is 4 km due east of the point o.

At noon, A  leaves o and travels north at a steady speed of 12 km/h. At 

the same time, B  leaves p and travels towards o at a steady speed of 6 

km/h.

A

B
,P

4 km

(i) Write down expressions in x  for the distances that A  and B  will each
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have travelled at  x  minutes after noon.

(ii) Find an expression in x  for th e  d is tance that  B  will be from /I at  x  

minutes after noon.

(iii) At  how/ many minutes after noon will B  be c loses t  t o  A1

This is a very im portan t type of problem  requiring, as it does, the 

ability  to  form ulate. Even though the question is stepped  in order to 

guide the  s tu d en t through the form ulation, the studen t m ust possess a 

certain  am ount of skill, particu larly  in (ii).

It m ight have been more natu ra l to use t to  denote tim e m easured in 

m inutes ra th e r th an  the suggested variable x. It would appear th a t 

a t the level of the  HLC the variable x  is forever called on to  act as 

the unknown in all m anner of problem s, where o ther le tte rs  may be 

more appropria te  in the  context. One danger of th is practice (actually 

experienced) is th a t some studen ts come to  believe th a t one m ust use x 

as the unkown! In fact, the  Chief E xam iner’s report on the HLC 1995 

paper contains the  following connnent “candidates had difficulties in 

calculus when the  functions to be differentiated contained variables 

other than  x  and

^®Department of Education, C hief E xam in er’s R eport on the Leaving C ertificate Exam 
ination  1995, M athem atics, (Dublin: DES 1996), 19.
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9  ( a )  z  is a ra nd om  variable  wi th  s tandard normal di stribut ion.  

C a lc u la te  P ( —2 ■ 13 <  2  <  1 ■ 46) .

No context is provided.

9  ( b)  W h e n e v e r  A n n e ’s mobi le  ph on e  rings, t h e  probabil i ty t h a t  s h e  answers

„  • 3 t h e  call IS - .
4

A friend p h o n e s  A n n e  six t i me s .

(i) W h a t  is t h e  probabil i ty t h a t  s h e  m is se s  all t h e  cal ls?

(ii) W h a t  is t h e  probabil i ty t h a t  she  m is se s  t h e  first t w o  cal ls  and  answers  

t h e  o t h e r s?

(iii) W h a t  is t h e  probabi l i ty t h a t  sh e  a n sw e rs  ex a c t ly  o n e  o f  t h e  cal ls?

( iv)  W h a t  is t h e  probabil i ty t h a t  sh e  an sw e rs  a t  l east  t w o  o f  t h e  cal ls?

Parts (i) and (ii) require the use of basic probabihstic reasoning (on 

the assumption of independence). Part (iii) is a ‘single’ binomial cal

culation while (iv) is a compound binomial calculation which can be 

answered using parts (i) and (iii). A contrived question which requires 

clear thinking to answer it correctly; yet, one would prefer that less 

artificial questions, requiring the same clarity of analysis, be used.
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9 (c) In a newspaper advertisement, a driving school claimed that 80% of its 

clients passed their driving test on their first attempt.

1000 people who attended the school and who had taken the test for the 

first time were randomly selected.

Find, at the 5% level of significance, the interval in which the number who 

passed should lie in order that the claim made in the advertisement be 

accepted.

A return to the type of question in part (a) involving standard devi

ations from the mean of a normal distribution. This might have been 

placed after (a) with (b), a question on binomial probabilities, replacing

1 0 ( 3 )  ? ) ■

M  =  {A, B, C, D }  is a cyclic group under multiplication.

Verify that / I  is a generator of M.

The group in question is a matrix representation of C4 with identity 

D, A and C its two cyclic generators and B  its single element of order 

2. In essence this question tests no more than knowldege recall of
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the  group-theoretic term s employed and requires no more th an  m atrix  

m ultip lication  for its execution.

S tuden ts m ight have been asked for a  dem onstation (via the construc

tion of a  Cayley table) th a t the set M  under m atrix  nuiltip lication is a 

com m utative group followed by a request to  identify the  na tu re  of the 

group, I.e. as being isomorphic to  the  ab strac t group C4  as opposed to 

the  (abstrac t) Klein-four group V4 ?

T his question m ight also have been enriched by asking for an in terpre

ta tio n  of the transform ations induced by each of the m atrices on vectors 

of to  ascertain  if the the studen t appreciated  their geom etric nature.

1 0  (b) abc is an equilateral triangle.

L, M  and N,  the perpendicular bisectors of the sides, intersect at o.

D 3  — {I-rr, R i 20°, ^ 240°, S l , S m , U n de r  composition, is the symmetry  

group o f  abc.

(i) Investigate whether S l  o S m  =  S m  °  S l -

(ii) Write down the centralizer of R \2 o ° -

A fine technical question relating to  the  group of synnnetries of an 

equilateral triangle. It would benefit from a com m ent on the  signifi

cance of the  resu lt obtained in part (i) w ith, perhaps, ex tra  credit for
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an answer which would reveal tha t this is the smallest finite group for 

which com m utativity breaks down.

1 0  (c) P
1 2 3 
1 2 3

1 2 3 
1 3 2

1 2 3
2 1 3

1 2 3
2 3 1

1 2 3 
3 1 2

P  is a group under composition of permutations.

Ds is the symmetry group of the equilateral triangle abc, as described in

Find f { R \ 20° ^). justifying your answer.

Another substantial technical question in tha t it furnishes a different 

concrete realisation of the abstract group S 3 in terms of pernuitations 

and where the student must establish its relation with part (b) by ver

ifying the indicated isomorphism.

As a technical cjuestion about groups this is an excellent one in all its 

three parts. However, one might worry whether or not group questions 

such as this one are seen as something more than mere occasions for 

skillful drill.

(b ) .

/  : D 3 ^  P  is an isomorphism where f { R i 20°)
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11 (a) The polar of a point p with respect to the circle =  9 is 2x —5?/=

27.

Given that the polar of the point (x i,  j/ i)  with respect to  the circle 

is x x i  +  yy i — r^, find the coordinates o f p.

A technical geometrical question.

11 (b) /  is a similarity transformation. /  maps the angle 6 onto the angle 0.

Prove that 6 and 0 are equal in measure.

A technical geometrical question.

9 9
^  y

11 (c) [cd] is a diameter of the ellipse ^  ^  ~   ̂ where c is the point

(5̂ 2,572).
(i) Find the equation of the tangent to the ellipse at c.

(ii) The diameter [st] is conjugate to the diameter [cd]. Find the equation 

o f st and the coordinates of the points s and t.

A technical geometrical question.
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G eneral O bservations

1. W ith  th e  possible exception of the probabilistic questions there are 

no others addressing the  com m unications s tandard  where th e  expected 

answers necessitates a certain  am ount of w ritten  explanation.

2. D espite th e  sy llabus’s injunction th a t the history of m athem atics be 

alluded to  in the  classroom there is not one question rela ting  to  history 

in the  exam ination  papers.

3. There is no question or p a rt thereof relating to a recreational problem.

4. In neither paper is there  a question touching on financial m a tte rs  re

la ting to  investm ents, in terest or the like.

The findings of th e  above analyses are supported by a study  reported  on 

by Elwood and Carlisle in 2003. As Conway and Sloane relate:^®

Elwood and Carlisle (2003, pp. 72-74) in their examination 
of Leaving Certificate mathematics papers (they examined  
both content and question type) found that questions in the  
Leaving Certificate were abstract, focused on ‘pure’ math
ematics, relied more heavily on traditional notations and 
symbols than comparable examination papers in other ju
risdictions, and were notable also for the lack of real-life 
contexts in questions.

Elwood & K. Carlisle, Examining Gender: Gender Achievement in the Junior and 
Leaving Certificate Examinations 2000/2001. (Dublin: NCCA Research Report no. 1, 
2003) as quoted in Paul F. Conway, & Finbarr C. Sloane, International Trends in Post- 
Prim ary Education, (Dublin: NCCA, 2005), 188.
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5.4 Current T extbooks

In this section exising textbooks are examined for the same technical empha

sis th a t characterises the LC e x a m in a tio n .F o u r  texts currently being used 

for the Higher m athem atics course were consulted:

1. New Concise Maths 4 for Leaving Cert Level by George Humphrey.^^

2. Texts and Tests 4, Mathematics Higher Level by O. D. Morris.

3. Discovering Maths 4, Leaving Certificate Higher Level by Oliver Mur

phy.

4. Leaving Certificate Maths, Mathematics for  Higher Level Students by 

Aidan Roantree.^"^

It would be harsh to a ttribu te blame to the authors of these books if it is 

truly the case th a t these writers feel the structure and nature of their texts 

to be predeterm ined by the DES syllabi and interpreted and illustrated by 

tha t body via batches of sample papers at the inception of new programmes 

-  a case of test determining text. The situation prevailing at present is that 

there have now been more than ten years of examination papers based on 

^°See page 14.
Hum phrey, N ew Concise M aths 4 fo r  Leaving C ert Level (Dublin: Gill & M acm il

lan, 2003)
D. M orris, Texts and Tests 4, M athem atics Higher Level (Dublin: The Celtic Press,

2003)
M urphy, D iscovering M aths 4, Leaving C ertificate H igher Level (Dublin: Folens 

Publishers, 2002)
^‘*A. R oantree, Leaving Certificate M aths, M athem atics fo r  H igher Level Students 

(Dublin: C J Fallon, April, 2003)
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the current syllabus, a factor which has caused each of these four authors to 

update their respective earlier texts. In passing it should be remarked that 

there has been a noticeable and welcome improvement in the presentation of 

mathematical material in school textbooks, particularly in the past ten years, 

aided, no doubt, by the interim advances in typesetting and drawing. One 

can see this clearly by comparing Discovering M aths 4, Leaving Certificate 

Higher Level by Oliver Murphy published in 2002 with its 1992 predecessor 

by the same author Leaving Certificate -  M A T H E M A T IC S  -  Higher LeveO^ 

This latter publication was relieved by a number of cartoon-like drawings 

and quotes at the heading of each chapter.

The statements to follow, which are extracts from the prefaces of each of 

these new texts, indicate clearly that it is the nature of the HLC examina

tion which is dictating their structure, mode of presentation and emphasis. 

Humphrey writes that “full analysis of the pattern and level of difficulty of 

the examination ciuestion was taken into account.” Some lines later he adds 

that “each revision exercise contains an extensive collection of ‘part a’, ‘part 

b’ and ‘part c’ type questions similar in standard to the Leaving Certificate 

questions.” ®̂

Likewise, Morris writes that “the book also responds to and reflects the 

pattern and style of question that has appeared on the Leaving Certificate

Murphy, Leaving Certificate  -  M athematics -  Higher Level (Dublin: Folens Pub
lishers, 1992)

^®G. Humphrey, N ew  Concise Maths 4 for  Leaving Cert Level, Preface, iv.
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papers since the course was first examined in 1994.”^̂

Even more pragmatically, Murphy writes in the Preface that^®

The Leaving Certificate Higher Level Maths syllabus is 
over ten years old, and we can see a pattern in the kind o f  
question  and level o f  difficulty that appears in the exams 
and this new textbook is designed to reflect both of these.
It contains examples and exercises based on what has 
turned up on the exam;

After hsting a number of specific topic areas he continues^^

The worked examples are at the level o f  difficulty of actual 
exam questions. Furthermore, all o f  the exercises are 
carefully graded to  lead the students to  the level that past 
exam papers demand, including the more difficult prob
lems that appear in part (c) o f  Leaving Certificate questions.

For his part, Roantree writes in relation to his two-volume text th a t “the 

many changes and improvements to all topics have been inspired by student 

and teacher reaction to existing textbooks and analysis of the pattern  of 

examination questions.”

Thus it may be fairly said tha t it is a case of the examination dictating 

the text. Since the previous sections of this chapter have been devoted to 

supporting the assertion tha t the current examinations place an undue em

phasis on the technical aspects of mathem atics at the expense of others, it

follows th a t the same contention is true of these texts whose authors make

^^O.D. M orris, Texts and Tests 4, Mathematics Higher Level, Preface.
M urphy, Discovering Maths 4, Leaving Certificate Higher Level, vi.

^^Ibid., vi.
R oantree, Leaving Certificate Maths, Mathematics for Higher Level Students, pref

ace.
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no secret of the fact tha t both their content and manner of presentation is 

(hctated by the nature of the current Leaving Certificate examinations.

As a test case, details are given as to how each textbook handles the 

relatively straightforward topic of ‘quadratics’. The discussion may be found 

in Appendix E.

While the over-riding concern of the latter sections of this chapter has 

been to substantiate the claim that at present both the examinations and 

textbooks place an undue emphasis on mathematical techniques, it nmst

be re-iterated th a t this writer is keenly aware that m athem atics students

nmst have a firm technical ma,stery. It is perhaps appro]^riate to conclude 

this chapter by quoting and taking heed of what Douglas Quadling had to 

say on this im portant m atter in relation to the experience of the Schools’ 

Mathematics project.

B u t  t e c h n iq u e ,  o f  course ,  remains an im por tan t  f e a t ur e  o f  

m a t h e m a t i c s .  N o t  only is it e s sent ia l  if m a t h e m a t i c a l  ideas  

are t o  be handled  wi th  any facil ity and c o n f i d e n c e  -  o n e  

c a n n o t  be g o i n g  back t o  first principles all t h e  t i m e  -  but  

m u c h  o f  t h e  po we r  and fasc inat ion  o f  m a t h e m a t i c s  lies in 

t h e  p a t t e r n s  form ed by sy m b o l s  and their t ra ns for ma t i on  

into  o t h e r  patterns .  In t h e  initial e n t h u s i a sm  o f  reform s o m e

o f  us w e r e  inclined t o  play this  down,  and t h e  result  w as  an

u n a c c e p t a b l e  dec l ine  in manipula t ive  skill;

^'Douglas Quadling, “The Mathematics of S.M.P.” , The First Ten Years, 218.


